MetroCommon 2050 is Greater Boston’s long-term land use and policy plan. Its intent is to make real and beneficial change in our region. That will necessitate legislative, regulatory, and funding modifications, and the MetroCommon policy recommendations were created accordingly. The recommendations are not everything that needs to be done, but a series of significant first steps that will help unlock more long-term transformative changes.

Each recommendation includes a series of strategies and actions. Strategies ask, “how do we achieve the goals set out in each recommendation?” Actions, which identify a specific actor, ask, “what do we need to change/pass/enact/fund in order to implement our strategy?” Actors could be municipal officials, legislators, the Administration, advocates, and other interested parties who have the opportunity to advance solutions that help us achieve a more equitable and sustainable region.

More about the recommendations

Unlike other components of the plan, it is our hope that these recommendations can be implemented by 2030. They assume a near-term region similar to our region today, without fundamental changes to our institutions and decision-making processes. They track with our “baseline projections” that estimate continued strong need for housing production and an increasingly diverse and aging region.

Many of the strategies and actions across different recommendations mutually reinforce one another, using complementary approaches to address common challenges. Taken together, these recommendations are intended to serve as a roadmap to achieving our shared long-term goals. We look forward to working with a wide variety of allies and partners to see this change through.

What is MetroCommon 2050 and how do the recommendations fit in?

MetroCommon 2050 is Greater Boston’s long-term plan. It’s about ways the Boston region can become more equitable, more prosperous, and more sustainable. MetroCommon is built on goals – that is, what people have told us they want. It defines action areas that give today’s issues context, and that reveal systems that require intervention. It goes deeply into key topics, finding insight in the trends, patterns, and idiosyncrasies of the region: research. The plan thinks through scenarios, looking at how the world and region might change, and how those changes could affect us. And it makes specific recommendations for policy changes that can get us to our goals. The part of the plan you’re looking at now is the recommendations.
How did MAPC get input on the MetroCommon 2050 recommendations?

It was important to MAPC not only that these recommendations be implementable, but that they be worth implementing. To ensure that, the recommendation development process was carefully considered. To start, one or two MAPC staff members were assigned to draft each chapter. Recommendations were developed in conversation with topical experts and after thorough research of best and emerging practices from across the country. Executive and External Advisory Committee members, MAPC staff, and the public provided input and feedback on the drafts. To refine and strengthen our recommendations, MAPC hosted 27 focus groups with practitioners and advocates, legislators, and individuals who would be most impacted by the ideas presented. The recommendations were also informed by the MetroCommon research findings. Staff continually incorporated feedback in an effort to center the recommendations around overcoming systematic disinvestment and to make impactful change in the region. We expect these recommendations to continue to shift over time as the needs of the region evolve. Furthermore, these ideas are focused on the topics that MAPC works on as a planning agency.

Read more about the MetroCommon 2050 community engagement.
Inclusive Growth and Mobility

Improve transportation accessibility and regional connectivity
Recommendation:
Improve accessibility and regional connectivity

Strategy 1
Improve the reliability and affordability of the region’s public transit service to promote access to opportunity.

Public transit plays a critical role in bolstering the Commonwealth’s economy, connecting workers and residents with jobs, schools, errands, and essential services. With over one million trips taken by train, bus, and ferry in Greater Boston every day, transit plays an even more crucial function in the MAPC region, where many households do not have access to a private vehicle and thus depend on a well-functioning, affordable, and accessible public transportation network. In addition to residents who are less likely to own or have access to a private vehicle, transit is especially important to persons with disabilities, lower-income households, members of immigrant communities, persons of color, older adults, and youth who cannot drive. Besides fostering improved access to opportunity, investments in a robust and reliable public transit system are critical for the Commonwealth to achieve its climate goals, given that approximately 40 percent of Massachusetts’ greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are from the transportation sector. Efforts to improve accessibility and regional connectivity directly complement work to enhance transit-oriented development and reduce single occupancy vehicle travel (see “Reduce vehicle miles traveled and the need for single-occupant vehicle travel through increased development in transit-oriented areas and walkable centers.”) and reduce transportation emissions (see “Decarbonize the building and transportation sectors.”)

Action 1.1: The MBTA should establish a regular public facing process to identify major capital investment needs and programs over a ten-year period in a financially unconstrained manner. The public process should integrate the capital needs inventory and asset management plan to more clearly highlight the MBTA’s state of good repair and modernization needs. The process should also include a transparent system for prioritizing expansion projects that are financially unconstrained, cover a ten-year period, and are based on criteria that include advancing equity and climate goals, among other factors.

The MBTA’s long-range transit plan, Focus40, lays out for each mode (bus, commuter rail, subway, water transportation) a vision for 2040, as well as “big ideas” beyond 2040. The next challenge will be determining which specific projects and programs should be prioritized between 2020 and
2030, the amount of additional capital and operating funds the MBTA will need from the Legislature, which then should inform the rolling five-year financially constrained Capital Investment Plan (CIP).

Creating a planning process that bridges the gap between the 25-year, long range Plan for Mass Transit (PMT), and the five-year short-term CIP will enable the public and elected officials to more transparently view the rationale for each capital priority, the planning and design steps/timelines over the ten-year period, and the associated funding needed beyond what the MBTA anticipates its own source revenue will be.

**Action 1.2: The MBTA should establish a means-based fare for low-income riders and the Legislature should support the program with ongoing operating funds.** In the United States, the proportion of expenditure on transportation is inversely correlated with income. The two lowest-earning quintiles of households spend 29 and 22 percent of their income, respectively, on transportation costs, as compared to the national average of 15.9 percent. Additionally, low-income households are the most likely to forego using transit due to cost and the least likely to have alternative travel options. This hinders access to jobs, education, and other services, exacerbating inequitable access to opportunity in the region.

To address the disproportionate transportation cost burden for low-income households, the MBTA should join the ranks of transit providers such as the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC, San Francisco Bay Area), Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA, New York), and Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (Metro, Washington, D.C.) by offering a means-based fare for low-income households.

Transit agencies participating in these means-based fare discounting programs typically reduce the cost of transit trips by 20 to 100 percent for individuals making up to 200 percent of the federal poverty level. In many cases, fare discounting is implemented through bulk sales programs in which transit authorities partner with organizations such as nonprofits, government agencies, schools, and convention centers. In these instances, the partner organization is typically responsible for determining income requirements and administering the program. MTC, however, has opted to centrally administer the Clipper START program on behalf of all participating transit operators within the San Francisco Bay Area. Funding for this program is generated by the state sales tax on diesel fuel plus additional revenue from the statewide cap-and-trade Low-Carbon Transit Operations Program.

The MBTA is currently investigating the feasibility of implementing a means-based fare program. Based on an MIT study of transit decision-making by low-income riders provided with 50 percent discounted fare, the MBTA estimates that setting the income requirement at 200 percent of the federal poverty level would result in 50,000 and 90,000 new commuters riding the subway or bus every year and between $23.3 million and $42.3 million in foregone fare revenue each year. As next steps, the MBTA has identified the need to determine an eligibility partner and program...
administration structure, to understand how to replace the fare revenue and to make IT and customer support upgrades. MAPC should support the MBTA’s efforts by researching how other transit agencies have replaced lost fare revenue, coordinating with advocates to support program implementation, and advocating to the Legislature for ongoing operating funding for the program.

**Action 1.3: Adopt a more comprehensive data collection strategy to improve understanding of travel behavior and mode choice, strengthen future planning efforts, and inform funding decisions.** In order to expand the accessibility of our transportation system, it is critical to understand how residents and workers are traveling throughout the Commonwealth today. Today, the state collects travel survey data about once every ten years. There are a few approaches the Commonwealth can pursue to gather more comprehensive travel behavior data. First, the Legislature should provide funding to MassDOT for more frequent ongoing travel survey efforts to understand trip purposes, mode choice, and demographic characteristics of travelers. While new data from mobile devices, sensors, and other sources provide novel, and often real-time information about travel activity, they cannot provide reliable information about traveler motivations, preferences, or characteristics. Many travelers, as well as those who choose not to travel, are invisible to those data feeds, and may therefore be ignored by public actions based on these new data sources. To develop better simulations of investments and policies, and to design policies and projects in ways that advance transportation equity, it is essential to survey travelers about their transportation needs. The Legislature should fund an ongoing travel survey program that utilizes modern practices such as app-based surveys, panel surveys, and stated preference inquiry. MassDOT should also consider an ongoing program similar to the American Community Survey, in which a very small sample of households is surveyed every year and results are pooled over multiple years; this approach will require less one-time expenditure and has the potential to provide better monitoring of changing travel behavior and preferences. Survey efforts will provide an essential complement to data from mobile devices and sensors.

Additionally, the Registry of Motor Vehicles (RMV) should enable regular updates to the Massachusetts Vehicle Census (MAVC) by producing annual and complete exports of registration and inspection records and making these available to MassDOT office of transportation planning and MAPC. The MAVC is a singular resource for understanding the vehicle fleet, EV purchases, GHG emissions, parking demand, municipal revenue and the impact of transportation investments and policies. It is valuable to both actors within Massachusetts and researchers nationally. The Secretary of Transportation or the Legislature should require the RMV to produce the necessary exports on a regular basis with the necessary data security protocols in place.
Strategy 2
Reimagine roadway corridors that connect into downtown Boston to encourage higher-occupancy modes to discourage single-occupancy vehicle travel.

Massachusetts has long been home to some of the worst traffic congestion in the country. In 2019, INRIX ranked Boston as the most congested city in the country, with drivers spending 149 hours, or more than six days per year, stuck in traffic. MassDOT’s “Congestion in the Commonwealth” report highlights the growing burdens of congestion on workers’ quality of life. While traffic can be viewed as a sign of a healthy economy, congestion in Massachusetts has been occurring outside peak hours and had worsened to the point where it was hindering access to jobs. In addition to the economic consequences of traffic congestion, this exacerbates the impact our transportation system has on rising GHG emissions. Solving the Commonwealth’s congestion woes will be a key tactic needed to reduce emissions from the transportation sector. As the Commonwealth began to reopen, traffic rebounded much more quickly than transit ridership. To achieve an equitable and resilient economic recovery, the Commonwealth must make investments in transit and pursue additional measures to ensure that the congestion crisis is left in the past.

Action 2.1: The Legislature should require MassDOT to implement a congestion pricing pilot and use the revenue to expand complementary transit services. Based on data gathered in MassDOT’s “Congestion in the Commonwealth” report, the Legislature should require MassDOT to implement a congestion pricing pilot. A congestion pricing pilot would assess the impact that a surcharge on driving during peak demand times has on travel behavior. Based on the report, this would likely be an interstate highway corridor that connects into Boston, as these corridors are among the most congested in the Commonwealth. The report highlights several corridors that would be appropriate for a pilot, and MassDOT should consider what additional projects may be occurring at the same time to determine a suitable pilot location. Additionally, the pilot corridor should have adequate complementary transit services available to facilitate behavior change. Revenue generated from the pilot should be reinvested into transit services along the affected corridor. This includes improving and expanding regional bus service, ensuring appropriate parking availability at key commuter rail stations, and enabling reliable first-mile, last-mile connections to transit. MassDOT should include a reimbursement mechanism to offset the disproportionate financial impact on low-income individuals. Details of the pilot should be devised through the guidance of a commission, which would also advise on a longer-term congestion pricing scheme for the Commonwealth, including strategies to meet the needs of communities underserved by the current transportation system and most directly impacted by congestion.

Action 2.2: MassDOT should incentivize cities and towns to dedicate more roadway space exclusively for buses and cyclists through competitive grant programs funded in the state’s Capital Investment Plan. Most roadway miles in the Commonwealth are owned by cities and towns, so municipalities have a key role to play in reducing congestion by reallocating space on their local roadways. The Complete Streets funding program, which provides municipalities with funds for safe walking, biking, and transit accessibility improvements, enables cities and towns to advance smaller-scale, localized street safety improvements. To complement these safe street interventions, MassDOT should create a new competitive grant program in its CIP that would incentivize municipalities to reclaim roadway space for dedicated bus and cycling infrastructure. The FY2021 CIP, which totals up to $3.7 billion, allocates funds for Complete Streets as well as implementation of the Massachusetts Bicycle and Pedestrian Plans. Additionally, many projects funded under roadway reconstruction include improvements to bicycle and pedestrian space. By creating a competitive grant program in the CIP to encourage more action at the local level around repurposing local street space for dedicated bus and bicycle facilities, MassDOT would achieve several goals - expanding active transportation infrastructure, tackling traffic congestion and reducing transportation emissions. Priority projects for such a program should include those that would serve transit-dependent populations, corridors with high-frequency and high-delay bus routes, and corridors that would provide improved regional cycling connectivity or transit access.

Action 2.3: Update Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) regulations to include an analysis of induced demand and vehicle miles traveled (VMT) generated by new roadway capacity expansion projects. MEPA’s environmental review of transportation-related impacts focuses on congestion management and auto mobility, rather than on how driving impacts emissions and the lasting health effects of long auto commutes. Replacing the emphasis on the level of service (LOS) metric with vehicle miles traveled (VMT) will align MEPA with the Commonwealth’s goals to reduce transportation emissions, which will ultimately influence development patterns and investment decisions. The Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA) should work with stakeholders to establish a standard methodology for measuring induced demand and estimating VMT to ensure consistency across project analyses.

The conventional approach to congestion management has relied on expanding roadway capacity. Unfortunately, this method has proven almost entirely ineffective. Research has shown that new roadway capacity in a congested area will become congested again, due to induced demand. As the cost of travel is reduced due to expanded capacity, travelers respond by taking more trips, longer trips, changing their routes, and shifting modes to vehicle use.10 In addition, adding capacity causes longer-term land use changes near transportation infrastructure. In result, the roadway reaches the same level of congestion but with even more vehicles on the road. Accurately accounting for induced demand in transportation analysis and
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10 Hymel, Kent. “If you build it, they will drive: Measuring induced demand for vehicle travel in urban areas.”
planning is paramount to effectively addressing the region’s traffic woes, reducing air pollution and GHG emissions, and redirecting investments to projects that improve access and mobility.

**Best/emerging practice:** California recently implemented a similar reform to the California Environmental Quality Act. California’s new approach is based on the state’s climate goals and provides recommended VMT per capita thresholds for each type of project. Projects that reduce VMT, such as active transportation and public transit projects, are subject to more streamlined review. Projects that increase VMT are subject to more thorough review, including an analysis of induced demand and assessment of measures to reduce VMT.

The California Department of Transportation released draft guidance on measuring induced demand for state highway projects. One recommended method is to use a simple multiplier based on elasticities from empirical studies of the induced demand effect. The multiplier assumes a 1 percent increase in vehicle travel for every 1 percent increase in lane miles.\(^\text{11}\) This method exposes the futility of roadway expansions for congestion management, as well as the potential environmental and health harms. Having a standard, accurate method for measuring induced demand is also critical to accurately measuring VMT impacts, and thus a central component of successful MEPA reform that focuses on VMT.

**Strategy 3**
Create safe, accessible, and well-connected network of safe cycling and walking infrastructure.

To decrease congestion and reduce GHG emissions from transportation, more people need to walk and bike. According to the 2014-2018 American Community Survey, only about 8 percent of the MAPC region’s residents primarily walk or bike to work, though more bike or walk for a portion of their commute.\(^\text{12}\) Building out networks of walking and cycling infrastructure not only increases the utility of these investments by expanding the number of destinations available and routes to choose from, but also increases the appeal of walking and biking for exercise and recreation. These active transportation investments would not only create more mode choice, but also expand access to healthy mobility options, supporting residents’ wellbeing and quality of life. Additionally, walking and biking are often the first or last mile of a transit trip. By treating walking and cycling infrastructure as part of the larger transportation system, municipalities and the Commonwealth can improve transit accessibility and further reduce reliance on personal vehicles.

---


**Improve accessibility and regional connectivity**
**Action 3.1:** The state should continue to incentivize cities and towns to construct separated bicycle facilities such as trails, greenways, and buffered bike lanes with increased funding programs for design and construction.

Off-street trails and greenways play a critical role in not only expanding opportunities for safe walking and biking, but also in providing important connections to open space and other destinations. MAPC’s LandLine initiative, which envisions connecting 1,400 miles of trails and greenways throughout Metro Boston, has sparked interested across the region. However, in addition to financial concerns around design and construction, tremendous coordination is needed across multiple parties not only to ensure trails and greenways serve local needs, but also support a larger regional network of on- and off-street infrastructure.

In 2017, Governor Baker established an Interagency Trails Team comprising staff from MassDOT, EEA, and the Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR). This group created the MassTrails funding program, which provided around $5 million in matching grants through FY2020. The state should continue this initiative and increase funding for planning, design and construction, as well as state agency staff support to proactively advance higher quality bicycle infrastructure in the region.

**Action 3.2:** Cities and towns should adopt local policies to add separated bike facilities as part of most roadway reconstruction or repaving projects unless analysis recommends otherwise. One opportunity to advance safe cycling infrastructure is to work in coordination with other construction or utility projects that require opening roadways. To limit disturbances and to advance cycling projects more efficiently, municipalities should adopt requirements that separated cycling facilities be incorporated into roadway reconstruction or repaving projects unless engineering analysis recommends otherwise. Some municipalities have already implemented such policies. For example, the Cambridge Safety Ordinance requires the City to add a permanent separated bicycle lane when doing reconstruction on any roads that have been previously identified in the Cambridge Bicycle Plan. This minimizes disruption to all roadway users, reduces costs by limiting construction, and provides a clear pathway toward implementation of a local bicycle plan.

**Strategy 4**

Shape new and emerging mobility services to support local and regional transportation goals, including safety, reduced traffic congestion, lower GHG emissions, and equitable access for all people.

Over the past decade, there has been a surge of innovation in the transportation sector. From new personal micro-mobility vehicles to on-demand transit options, there are more ways to get around than ever before. At the same time, the COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated what was already rapid growth of the e-commerce industry. Nationwide, transactions from services such as DoorDash, Grubhub, Uber Eats, and Postmates increased approximately 200 percent between 2015 and 2020, generating an estimated $26 billion in revenue in 2020.

---


grocery sales for home delivery and pickup reached $5.9 billion in November 2020, a threefold increase from August 2019.\textsuperscript{15}

In response to rapid innovation in the transportation sector and the broader impact of transportation on the economy, land use, and the environment, Governor Baker established the Commission on the Future of Transportation, which considered several future transportation needs and challenges. Included in the Commission’s analysis was guidance around creating a 21st-century mobility infrastructure to prepare for and capitalize on emerging changes in transportation technology and behavior. While this wave of innovation has created a tremendous opportunity to reimagine how to get around without depending on a personal vehicle, certain changes can actually add to traffic congestion and increase GHG emissions if not managed properly. The Commonwealth and cities and towns should prepare for a future that embraces new transportation technologies but plans for them in accordance with the goals of providing a safe, reliable, and affordable transportation system for all.

\textbf{Action 4.1: Municipalities should develop flexible curb use policies to accommodate an influx of new mobility options and increased demand for curb space.} Today, the curb is a dynamic space, no longer reserved solely for parking private vehicles. In many locations, there is escalating pressure on the curb by competing uses, such as loading pick-up/drop-off activities, bicycle parking, bus pick-up/drop-off, ride-hailing, taxi services, and private parking. To manage demand, cities and towns should develop flexible curb use policies based on mobility option, street type, and population served. These efforts should focus on downtown streets where demand for on-street parking is the greatest and include regular data collection to ensure permitted uses are aligned with local demand. Developing such a policy should include input from the business community, which cares deeply about consumer access to storefronts, and residents that use new mobility services.

Cities elsewhere have begun experimenting with permitting various curb uses for various streets. Seattle’s \textit{Flex Zone/Curb Use Priorities} defines the curb lane as a “flex zone” and allocates ranked curb use priorities (mobility, access for people, access for commerce, activation, greening, and storage) according to street types. Comprised of guiding principles, policies, and tactics, Toronto’s Curbside Management Strategy is a holistic policy approach and implementation plan that manages curbside space that supports mobility and access for people and goods.

\textbf{Action 4.2: Require transportation network companies (TNCs) and e-commerce to share trip-related data with government planning entities and establish standards for doing so.} Data are a critical component for effective planning and policymaking, as well as for advancing effective design, operation, and maintenance of transportation networks. However, local governments and regional and state agencies are not necessarily equipped with data that provides a clear enough picture of how various mobility services are impacting our transportation system. This is most evident in the case of TNCs such as Uber and Lyft. Much of the data that we have about

\textsuperscript{13} \url{http://cambridgema.iqm2.com/Citizens/Detail_LegiFile.aspx?Frame=&MeetingID=2353&MediaPosition=&ID=8828&CssClass=}

\textsuperscript{14} Statista, “Online Food Delivery,” (2021), \url{https://www.statista.com/outlook/dmo/eservices/online-food-delivery/united-states/}

\textsuperscript{15} Brick Meets Click, “November 2020 Scorecard: Customer & Sales Mix Shift Toward Delivery & Pick-up” \url{https://www.brickmeetsclick.com/nov-2020-online-grocery-scorecard-customer-sales-mix-shift-toward-delivery-pickup}. 

\textbf{Improve accessibility and regional connectivity}
the impact of TNCs on the transportation system summarizes their activity in broad terms and provides generalized statistics about travel patterns and mileage. Lack of detailed information about TNC trips means we cannot determine the true extent to which these trips contribute to congestion and GHG emissions, whether all neighborhoods are receiving equitable access, and to what extent ride-hailing complements or competes with more sustainable modes of transportation. These same dynamics will continue to be true as new technologies become available and rapidly proliferate.

A similar case holds true for e-commerce companies. Warehouse and logistics facilities continue to proliferate throughout the Commonwealth. While traditional retail employment has remained relatively stagnant in Massachusetts from 2010-2019, transportation/warehousing employment has grown 31 percent. The rise of online retailing and e-commerce shifts the responsibility of getting goods in the hands of purchasers from residents to private companies, which means more trips from employees as well as delivery vehicles. This results in longer trips taking place over a larger portion of a 24-hour day and on more of our roadways. However, without any data to assess the impact of the growth of e-commerce on our transportation system, devising targeted policy solutions to reduce congestion and emissions while enabling efficient delivery is challenging.

The Legislature should require companies that provide new mobility services to share trip level data to state and local governments, regional planning agencies, and other entities involved in transportation planning. TNCs are an appropriate place to start, and similar requirements should be instated for other new mobility services that may become more widely available in the future, such as micromobility services or autonomous vehicle fleets. With more granular data from the public and private sectors and the capacity for analysis, municipalities and transportation agencies will be well-positioned to make decisions based on actual travel behavior to advance policies and investments. A similar data-sharing framework should be established for the e-commerce sector. Any data sharing legislation must include the most robust data privacy standards, including limiting the number of entities that are allowed to receive data and explicitly identifying permitted uses (see Action 4.3 below). Legislation should identify a pathway for the appropriate state entity to develop further data sharing regulations and model user agreements, as needed.

Action 4.3: Establish a cross agency task force to consider issues around transportation data ownership and privacy. Along with the proliferation of new transportation technologies comes the opportunity to collect more data about mode choice, travel behavior, and more. While this data can provide valuable insight for planning and policy making, the appropriate safeguards must be in place to ensure the data remains secured and solely used for these purposes. To develop a comprehensive framework for managing new and emerging mobility data concerns, the Commonwealth should establish a task force to consider the privacy and data ownership issues associated with new streams of information from TNCs, the RMV, AFC 2.0, mobile applications, sensors, and other sources. This task force
should be charged with inventorying current practices with regard to data ownership and sale; identifying risks associated with storage and sharing of traveler data; enumerating public policy needs for traveler data; and making recommendations for new regulations, intermediaries, and policies that would ensure that the Commonwealth can benefit from new data sources while also ensuring travelers can have reasonable expectations and control about how their personal information is stored, shared, and used. At the same time, MassDOT, municipal governments, regional planning entities, new mobility companies, and other stakeholders should simultaneously explore ways to establish transportation data repositories. These serve as platforms to give the public and private sectors necessary information to make informed decisions to improve the accessibility and efficiency of transportation networks by managing congestion, reducing GHG emissions, and advancing safety. Two examples of such models are the SharedStreets initiative hosted by the National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) and the Open Transport Partnership and the Transportation Data Collaborative hosted by the Washington State Transportation Center (TRAC).
Homes for Everyone
Ensure that people of all races and income levels have equal access to affordable housing through homeownership and rental opportunities in every community.
Recommendation:
Ensure that people of all races and income levels have equal access to affordable housing through homeownership and rental opportunities in every community

Strategy 1
Expand rental and homeownership opportunities by enforcing anti-discrimination protections and affirmatively furthering fair housing.

Forty years after the passage of the 1968 Fair Housing Act, discriminatory housing and lending practices continue to shape access to opportunity for historically marginalized communities. The Act was intended to guarantee housing choice free from discrimination. Yet, many Greater Boston residents struggle to find safe, affordable homes in neighborhoods close to jobs, transportation, and good schools. In addition, difficulty accessing homes in neighborhoods with good air quality has contributed to a public health crisis that is disproportionally impacting people of color in communities with higher exposure to toxic air and overcrowding. Across the region, exclusionary zoning and permitting practices effectively prohibit housing for families with children, which also has the effect of excluding individuals based on race and class. These exclusionary practices include direct and indirect restrictions on the development of multi-family and smaller homes and restrictions on the number of bedrooms and age of occupants. In 2018, the National Fair Housing Alliance recorded the highest number of complaints of fair housing violations since record keeping began. Enforcement of existing anti-discrimination protections would provide accountability in cases of unequal treatment of protected groups, but it will take new policies and proactive measures by governments at every level to undo decades of structural and institutional barriers that continue to perpetuate segregation.

Action 1: Increase funding for fair housing education, testing, and enforcement. Congress must ensure adequate funding of the Fair Housing Initiatives Program (FHIP) and the Fair Housing Assistance Program (FHAP), which provide critical resources to ensure enforcement of fair housing laws. The Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination, along with the state Attorney General’s Civil Rights Division, carries out fair housing enforcement activities at the state level. However, the majority of fair housing activities are carried out by federally qualified fair housing organizations and non-profit legal advocates with limited resources. One
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key way to advance fair housing enforcement would be through creation of an active fair housing agency in Greater Boston. The Commonwealth could fund an assessment, assemble a coalition of groups to apply for HUD funds, or solicit other agencies to open a Boston office and support their funding application. In the short-term, the agencies and organizations responsible for enforcing anti-discrimination laws need resources and support to coordinate and provide consistent fair housing enforcement across the region and to adapt fair housing practices to the digital age. Similarly, organizations that conduct fair housing testing should receive additional resources to expand their work and strengthen coordination with enforcement entities.

**Action 1.2: Require municipalities and state agencies to affirmatively further fair housing.** The Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH) Rule, signed into law by President Obama, directed state and local governments that received HUD funding to identify and proactively address the discriminatory outcomes of their policies and programs. Despite recent federal rollbacks, some state governments have voluntarily continued AFFH-related planning and implementation of strategies to reverse historic patterns of segregation in their communities. The Commonwealth should require that state agencies and all local governments affirmatively further fair housing in accordance with the principles of the AFFH Rule and the related MA Executive Order 478.\(^2\) A statewide obligation would ensure that these activities are occurring across the state and not just within HUD entitlement communities. Every decision about the distribution of place-based resources and services should consider whether, how, and to what extent the outcome will reduce disparities and improve choices for protected classes. This decision-making should be integrated into criteria for specifically identified state or federal funds, transportation assistance, and discretionary awards for housing, community and economic development, transportation, education, environmental remediation, and conservation. Specific guidelines should be developed to evaluate the integration of AFFH decision-making in local plans, zoning and permitting processes, agency rules and regulations. The Commonwealth should establish tools and mechanisms to allow Regional Planning Agencies to work with municipalities and other stakeholders in developing regional AFFH analyses that enable communities to establish and implement common policies. Furthermore, state programs should provide bonus points and additional resources for outcomes that decrease segregation, with special attention to supporting municipalities with limited capacity. Along the same lines, members of Planning Boards and Zoning Boards of Appeals should be required to participate in state-funded fair housing training.

**Action 1.3: Prevent discrimination on the basis of rental history, credit, and history of incarceration.** Landlords routinely employ screening practices that deny housing to people with poor credit history, past convictions, and prior history of eviction. This practice perpetuates discrimination against people of color, especially low-income Black women who are disproportionately impacted by evictions.\(^3\) Landlords typically rely on tenant screening reports

\(^2\) Executive Order 478, signed by Governor Deval Patrick, requires all state agencies to “consider the likely effects that its decisions, programs, services, and activities will have on achieving non-discrimination, diversity, and equal opportunity.”

Equal access to affordable housing

Prepared by private companies that are not held accountable for ensuring that the information they report is correct. In a competitive rental market, tenants often must apply for multiple apartments, incurring fees for individual application screenings. Traditional screening reports may turn up outdated or inaccurate information about a tenant’s eviction, criminal, or credit history. Different states have employed diverse strategies to address these barriers, including sealing eviction records, allowing tenants to appeal the disclosure of certain records, and encouraging the use of reusable tenant screening reports that allow tenants to verify that all of the information collected about them is true. In Massachusetts, existing fair housing protections do not go far enough to protect tenants from exclusion based on outdated or inaccurate information about their rental history, credit, and history of incarceration, and the Home Rule process limits the actions with which municipalities can require landlords to comply. Pending legislation would allow for sealing of Massachusetts Housing Court records (H.1808/S.921 An Act promoting housing opportunity and mobility through eviction sealing (HOMES), filed by Representative Michael J. Moran and Senator Joseph A. Boncore).

Strategy 2
Preserve affordability of the existing housing stock to help stabilize neighborhoods experiencing rapid change and to maintain housing opportunities at various cost levels.

Creating new, diverse housing options across communities is important to meet housing demand and ensure residents can find housing that meets their needs throughout their lifetimes. Yet, redevelopment pressures or expiring Affordable Housing deed restrictions pose a threat to existing lower-cost housing options. Since 2015, the Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD) and its partners have preserved the long-term affordability of more than 15,000 units at risk of expiring affordability.4 The state invests significantly in preservation and its housing preservation law, Chapter 40T, is a nationally recognized best practice. The state and local communities should sustain these efforts, which are mainly directed at large multifamily deed-restricted Affordable Housing developments. However, most low- and moderate-income households live in unsubsidized housing units with affordability typically dependent on a softer market and/or the age or condition of homes. In rapidly gentrifying neighborhoods, these “naturally occurring affordable housing” (NOAH) units are the most vulnerable to speculative investment. Preservation of NOAH properties has gained significant interest in the last couple years, with innovative approaches emerging locally and across the country. Massachusetts and its municipalities should learn from these experiences and implement programs to preserve NOAH.

Action 2.1: Establish a statewide program to facilitate access to quick-strike acquisition and property improvement financing, especially for unsubsidized, smaller properties deemed “naturally affordable.” Across many Greater Boston neighborhoods, NOAH properties are typically older triple-deckers and small multi-family buildings. In gentrifying neighborhoods, developers
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and investors are quickly acquiring these properties, remodeling them, and raising rents or tearing them down to make way for luxury developments. Efforts by mission-oriented developers to acquire these properties and ensure their units are deed restricted to be affordable to lower-income households have been gaining steam. NOAH acquisition requires quick, nimble access to financing to compete with market-rate investors, which can be a challenge for developers accustomed to complex development deals involving multiple funding streams. Locally, the 100 Homes Project in Somerville and the Boston Opportunity Acquisition Program have been able to support quick-strike acquisitions by “pre-qualifying” responsible developers for a set amount of funding, which can then be used to purchase NOAH properties.

To support local efforts to acquire NOAH properties, the Commonwealth should establish a program that provides resources for cities and towns to mobilize public-private partnerships for a more comprehensive suite of planning, as well as financing tools to facilitate NOAH preservation. While often seeded with public funding, these NOAH impact funds also generate investment by private lenders, philanthropists, local employers, and institutions. In addition to supporting acquisition, these initiatives can support pre-development costs and property improvements. The need for large-scale improvements in a potential acquisition is generally cost-prohibitive and deleterious to the success of a NOAH project without substantial additional subsidy. The Commonwealth should also provide resources to expand the use of project-based vouchers to maintain affordability of newly preserved scattered-site homes.

Action 2.2: Align housing quality, accessibility, and energy efficiency programs to cost-effectively bring older properties up to code. NOAH properties generally have higher operating costs because they are smaller and therefore cannot achieve the same efficiencies of scale as large multifamily buildings. They are also older properties and, therefore, more likely to require upgrades to meet basic health and safety standards. In weaker housing markets, these requirements can be a disincentive to rehabilitating a property because the investment might not be recouped. Even in stronger housing markets, rehabilitation costs dis incentivize acquisition of properties that need more than modest improvements. These types of rehabs are particularly important for low-income, people with differing abilities, and older adults. By 2050, there will likely be an additional 150,000 households headed by someone over age 70, indicating a significant need for accessibility and other improvements that can allow older adults to age in place, if desired.

Upgrading NOAH properties does more than bring them in compliance with health and safety standards. Executed effectively, it can make these homes more energy efficient, accessible, healthy, and even lower long-term operating costs for landlords and occupants. In Massachusetts, many communities offer programs that tackle these building improvements independently (e.g., various energy efficiency programs, Get the Lead Out, the Home Modification Loan, emergency repair grants, etc.). This

---

5 Scattered-site housing refers to affordable housing built on non-contiguous sites throughout a given community. Each scattered-site housing development includes fewer units than a typical large scale affordable housing development.
A fragmented approach can undermine the co-benefits of executing these improvements cohesively. Other states, such as Vermont and Washington, have integrated healthy housing and energy efficiency programs, and have demonstrated significant health improvements among residents.\(^6\) The Legislature should pass legislation proposed by the Gateway Cities Caucus and filed by Representative Antonio Cabral and Senator Brendan Crighton (S.1831/H.281, An Act relative to neighborhood stabilization and economic development), which would establish a commission to evaluate approaches to bringing older structures up to code in weak real estate markets, including by exploring strategies to better integrate various programs and resources. While integrating these programs in the commission’s scope would be an effective way to begin addressing fragmentation, local governments can and should advance integration of their own municipal residential efficiency and healthy housing initiatives.

**Strategy 3**

Help low-income households and members of marginalized groups achieve stable housing and homeownership through targeted assistance.

The cost of housing is the single greatest barrier to stable tenancies and the expansion of homeownership. This has been exacerbated by decades of discriminatory policies that have resulted in unequal ownership rates and access to areas of opportunity. Beyond supply side interventions to promote the creation and preservation of affordable housing, rental and homebuyer assistance can help households close the gap between their income and a home that supports their family’s wellbeing. Nationally, fewer than one in four households eligible for federally funded rental assistance receives it even though there is strong evidence demonstrating that rental assistance helps prevent homelessness and promotes greater housing stability. Stable housing provides people with the opportunity to focus on their health, education, financial mobility, and even homeownership. Homeownership is associated with greater housing stability later in life and remains the primary vehicle for wealth creation. Yet, communities of color remain largely excluded from homeownership. In Boston, Black and Latinx households are almost three times more likely to be denied for a mortgage loan than white households.\(^7\) Decades of discriminatory housing practices also mean that homebuyers of color are less likely to be able to tap the “bank of mom and dad” to make a down-payment on a home, to pay for college, or to make other critical investments in their future. More robust and targeted investment in first-time homebuyers can help counteract this glaring disparity.

---


residents are eligible for the Family Self Sufficiency Program, a savings and financial counseling program with a strong record of improving financial mobility among participants. Many other supportive service approaches, some facilitated by innovated health system and housing partnerships, are proven to improve recovery and health outcomes among residents with substance use disorders or other complex health conditions.

More funding is necessary to expand programs to a greater number of eligible households and to support the operating costs associated with facilitating access to services for these households. Waitlists for federal and state-funded rental assistance remain long. The Massachusetts Legislature should continue to increase funding for the state-supported rental assistance program, the Massachusetts Rental Voucher Program, as it has for the last few years. The state also approved an update to the payment standards, which better aligns voucher payments with market rents, increasing voucher recipients’ competitiveness in the rental market. The Commonwealth should also allocate separate resources to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of service delivery of rental assistance programs and supportive services. In the short-term, more local governments should consider supplementing federal and state rental assistance by leveraging Community Preservation Act (CPA) funding, as demonstrated by the many communities that have adapted to provide rental assistance to residents financially impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. One example of a pre-existing local rental assistance initiative is the Town of Boxborough, which for several years has operated a program that provides some low-income households with $250 in monthly rental support.

**Action 3.2: Diversify and increase overall resources for first-generation homebuyer down payment, closing cost, and mortgage interest rate buy-down assistance, especially for members of underserved populations.** More than two-thirds of renters view the down payment as a barrier to owning a home, a challenge that is most common in expensive housing markets such as Greater Boston. In 2019, DHCD and Mass Housing launched the Racial Equity Advisory Council for Homeownership, which aims to increase the rate of non-white homeownership in the Commonwealth. One strategy the Council considered is the development of a statewide down payment and mortgage interest buy-down fund with support from public and private sources. Mass Housing currently offers a down payment assistance loan for first-time homebuyers and several municipalities operate their own down payment assistance programs.

There is considerable opportunity to expand resources for these types of initiatives. More municipalities should leverage CPA and housing trust fund resources to support down payment and interest rate buy-down initiatives, as the City of Boston is modeling with its new ONE+ Boston Mortgage program. The Commonwealth should also support employer and anchor institution participation in these initiatives through tax incentives and matching funds. There are many precedents for this across the country, including employer-sponsored programs that pair municipal down payment match with on-site homeownership counseling, and even low-interest
and forgivable loans (e.g., Washington D.C., Philadelphia, Baltimore, etc.). Furthermore, language access should not be a barrier to purchasing a home. The Commonwealth should ensure that all documentation that requires signature of prospective homeowners are translated and made available in the five most commonly spoken languages in Massachusetts, besides English. This includes all disclosure forms and any documentation relating to home inspection.

In limited and carefully defined circumstances, it might be appropriate to reduce or eliminate long-term deed restrictions in programs that subsidize affordable homeownership opportunities to help low-income/low-asset households, and especially families of color, to build intergenerational wealth.

**Action 3.3: Provide first-generation homeowner counseling and direct relief to facilitate homeownership among student loan borrowers.** Even though higher education is associated with lower rates of unemployment and higher earnings later in life, student loan debt is a significant barrier for many younger homebuyers. According to the Federal Reserve, about 20 percent of the decline in homeownership among young adults is attributable to student loan debt.\(^8\) Student debt reduces borrowers’ ability to save for a down payment and contributes to higher debt-to-income ratios that make it more difficult to qualify for a mortgage. Student debt is also associated with lower credit scores later in life, one reason being that higher debt burdens contribute to higher rates of default. These barriers are likely more acute for borrowers of color, especially Black households, who on average graduate with higher loan burdens and are more likely to experience default.\(^9\)

For many young homebuyers, addressing student debt will be a first priority on the way to purchasing a home. Several Boston area community development corporations already offer student debt counseling alongside other homeownership counseling programs. The Commonwealth should support these initiatives, as well as other forms of targeted homebuyer programming. State and local government should also consider integrating loan forgiveness options into existing first-time homebuyer assistance and lending. Strategies include allowing borrowers to consolidate student and mortgage debt, offering soft second mortgages to help borrowers pay off debt, or offering grants comparable to down payment assistance. An example from another state, the Maryland Smart Buy Program, pairs debt forgiveness with first-time homebuyer financing. In its first three years, 2016-2019, the program has facilitated the purchase of 216 homes.

\(^8\) Mezza, A., Ringo, D., and Sommer, K. (2019). Can Student Loan Debt Explain Lower Homeownership Rates for Young Adults? Consumer and Community Context, V.1, N.1. Federal Reserve Board Division of Research and Statistics

\(^9\) Researchers have associated these higher default rates with a variety of factors including riskier loan products, greater attendance at for-profit institutions, employment discrimination, wage disparities, lower ability to receive parental repayment support.
Best/emerging practice: Racial disparities in homeownership are the highest they’ve been in the last 50 years.10 Homeownership rates for Massachusetts households of color lag well behind nationwide rates (34 vs. 46 percent).11 Efforts to eliminate these racial inequities must seriously consider the decades of discriminatory practices and unequal access to wealth creation opportunities that have contributed to these outcomes. A reasonable means to address these impacts would be to create programs that directly target supports to households most impacted by past discriminatory practices, in effect by creating race-conscious programming. That can often be challenging, since the same laws that protect individuals from racial discrimination do so in part by prohibiting race-specific programming.

The Massachusetts Affordable Housing Alliance (MAHA) has found an innovative approach to address disparities in homeownership by focusing on first-generation homebuyers. Launched in 2019, the Saving Towards Affordable & Sustainable Homeownership (STASH) program aims to close the racial homeownership gap by providing first-generation homebuyers with homebuyer counseling and matching savings towards a down payment on a home within Massachusetts. The STASH program has attracted even greater participation from people of color (96 percent) compared to MAHA’s other first-time homebuyer programs, which have historically drawn more diverse participation. Almost half of the program’s first 50 participants met the match requirement, and six purchased a home in the last year. By focusing on first-generation homebuyers, MAHA is better able to serve a population that lacks access to generational wealth often enjoyed by peers whose parents have previously owned a home. One in five home purchases in the United States is made possible by a parent’s financial support, according to a report from Legal & General, a UK based financial services firm.12 MAHA indicates this program is the first of its kind in the country and serves a population - first-time homebuyers of color - which needs special and concerted attention to overcome generations of racial discrimination.

Homes for Everyone
Ensure adequate protections against displacement for communities and residents of color, low-income communities, and renters
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Protections against displacement for communities and residents of color, low-income communities, and renters

When long-time residents must leave their homes or communities, they often lose the support of friends and family. Many times, displaced households must live farther from employment, education and other opportunities, and these issues may be compounded by reduced access to affordable public transportation. In these ways and more, residential displacement destabilizes all aspects of life and can lead to homelessness. Preventing displacement will reduce homelessness and allow households of all backgrounds to make their own choices of where they would like to live, contributing to diversity, increased social capital, and economic vitality.

Displacement is a complex phenomenon that impacts various communities in several ways and at different rates. MAPC’s residential displacement research provides operational definitions for various forms and scales of displacement that are addressed in this policy recommendation.\(^1\) Additionally, MAPC’s housing submarket analysis, which categorizes neighborhoods across the region into seven housing submarkets based on similar demographics and housing characteristics, provides a framework for how policy actions may be approached differently based on varying local contexts.\(^2\)

Policy Strategy 1 addresses some of the systemic causes of displacement that happen at the community level. Members of a community are susceptible to displacement due to historic or present housing discrimination, environmental hazards, and limited financial resources. Policy Strategy 2 includes actions to prevent displacement at the household level due to increased housing costs, shifting housing market dynamics, exploitative landlord behavior, and other displacement pressures. Finally, Policy Strategy 3 proposes ways to protect individuals directly threatened by displacement and those who experience its affects.

---


Strategy 1

Protect areas at risk of displacement by ensuring new public and private investments benefit long-time residents and support community ownership.

Displacement in lower-income communities, including many communities of color, can be caused directly by foreclosures and evictions. It can also be caused indirectly by the rising rents associated with limited housing supply, increased home values, public improvements, and the ancillary impacts of market-rate investment and development. Lasting impacts from COVID-19 have the potential to increase displacement in many neighborhoods due to evictions and foreclosures after the federal moratorium was lifted, long-lasting unemployment after government benefits expire, or the purchase of residential buildings by speculators.

Local and state actors need to take a proactive approach to minimize displacement and mitigate its negative impacts. Federal, state and local governments can intervene in numerous ways to enable tenants at risk of eviction to remain in their homes or to become first-time homebuyers. Furthermore, public agencies can take steps to help homeowners avoid foreclosure and to enable long-time, owner-occupant landlords to remain in their homes and provide “naturally occurring affordable housing” (NOAH) to their tenants. Policy interventions should be targeted toward communities that have been most impacted by the lasting effects of redlining, disinvestment, historic waves of displacement, and the most severe impacts of COVID-19.

Action 1.1: Support community ownership by providing suitable publicly owned land to community land trusts (CLTs), community development corporations (CDCs), and other non-profit organizations. Municipalities and the Commonwealth can alleviate displacement pressure by increasing the amount of land available for affordable housing development, and ensuring it remains accessible to households of various incomes by placing that land in community ownership via institutions such as CLTs or CDCs. Public land that is suitable for affordable housing includes vacant public parcels, sites purchased by a state or local government specifically for affordable housing production, properties seized by foreclosure, and other municipal or state-owned sites except for park land. Ideally, public land should be disposed of or transferred to non-profit organizations at no cost, and housing built on that land should be climate resilient, energy efficient, and deed restricted in perpetuity, except in cases of limited equity appreciation applicable to homeownership units. See Action 1.3 in “Reduce vehicle miles traveled and the need for single-occupant vehicle travel through increased development in transit-oriented areas and walkable centers” for further recommendations regarding public land disposition.

Action 1.2: Target federal and state funding to support people of color who own or aspire to own a home through first-generation homeownership programs and others that support homeowners. Massachusetts and its communities receive grants from the federal Community Development
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Block Grant (CDBG) to support housing and economic development investments. However, homeownership programs represent a small percentage of CDBG projects at the state and local level. During the pandemic, the Governor and Legislature provided millions of dollars to emergency rental and mortgage assistance, setting a recent precedent for making sweeping funding allocations to address pressing housing needs. Now the Commonwealth will receive roughly $10 billion in federal funds from the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA), and it will be critical to set priorities for how this funding is used.

Homeownership continues to be a meaningful means of wealth creation in this country, but government and private sector practices historically and, to some extent, continue to explicitly and implicitly exclude communities of color. The Commonwealth should devise a targeted approach for how to use some ARPA funds to support homeownership for households in communities that have been and continue to be the most impacted by redlining. Additionally, such attempts should explicitly support first-generation homeownership as a strategy to help people of color purchase homes in communities of their choice and address some of redlining’s legacy, such as through increased funding for first-generation homebuyer down payment assistance. To complement this effort, the Commonwealth should continue programs that support a homeownership pathway for existing renters, homebuyer education, home modification programs that support aging in place, and other similar existing programs.

It is important that the state not just provide opportunities for aspiring first-generation homeowners, but also ensure they and other eligible homeowners can stay in their homes. State tax breaks or “property tax assistance programs” should be offered to income-eligible homeowners, particularly in communities of color, and the federal government should reinstate the 2008 homebuyer federal tax credits. ARPA funds provide a unique opportunity to provide this type of relief and assistance to support first-generation homeownership.

4 Outlined in the U.S. Department of the Treasury’s fact sheet, it lists housing assistance, investments in housing and neighborhoods, “services to address individuals experiencing homelessness, affordable housing development, housing vouchers, and residential counseling and housing navigation assistance to facilitate moves to neighborhoods with high economic opportunity” as permissible uses of federal funds by states and municipalities.


---

**Best/emerging practice:** Over the past few years, municipalities nationwide have begun to provide reparations to Black residents, many of them focusing on remediating the effects of decades of discriminatory housing policies through home ownership and housing opportunities. Communities such as Evanston, Illinois and Asheville, North Carolina have begun rolling out funds and programs. In March 2021, Evanston, a suburb of Chicago, approved $400,000 of City funds for a housing grant program that can award eligible individuals up to $25,000 to be used for costs such as down payment/closing costs, home improvements and mortgage assistance. These funds are part of a larger $10 million dollar commitment over ten years to distribute reparations through various programs. In June 2021, Asheville’s City Council approved $2.1 million for its community reparations fund, focused on wealth creation through homeownership, affordable housing development, and investments aimed at addressing discriminatory housing policies.
Action 1.3: Adopt fair housing requirements and a displacement risk impact assessment to ensure development in areas experiencing displacement pressure benefits long-time residents and helps meet local housing needs.

Before the emergence of COVID-19 and throughout the pandemic, certain Metro Boston neighborhoods were facing rapid neighborhood change, with rising housing costs that contribute to gentrification of lower-income neighborhoods and displacement of long-time residents. The public health and economic impacts of the pandemic mean many residents face even greater challenges making rent and mortgage payments. Of great concern are large developments and those that add a high number of new market-rate housing units, since they can have a transformative effect on housing markets in neighborhoods experiencing displacement pressure.

As the region continues to grow, new sites for large-scale development and redevelopment will be harder to find. These developments offer precious opportunities to expand and diversify the housing stock, but too often are not designed to meet the housing needs of existing and nearby residents, such as by providing deeply affordable housing or family-sized housing units. Communities should guard against the many forms of displacement that can be caused or triggered by a large-scale development, such as exclusionary displacement that causes residents to gradually lose access to affordable housing in their community due to rising housing costs and lack of new affordable housing development. To prevent this form of community-level displacement, a substantial portion of new housing development must be accessible and affordable to households in the community where it is proposed.

In 2021, the City of Boston adopted a provision that incorporates fair housing requirements and a displacement risk assessment into its zoning code. The Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH) ordinance can be used as a model for other communities in the region. See Action 1.2 in “Ensure that people of all races and income levels have equal access to affordable housing through homeownership and rental opportunities in every community” for more detailed recommendations in this area. While adopting AFFH-aligned policies are applicable to all housing submarkets across the MAPC region, tools such as the displacement risk impact assessment may be more applicable in certain housing submarkets than in others, and local conditions will need to be considered.

Displacement risk assessments should be required only for large-scale developments and should not make the process of building affordable housing more lengthy or difficult. CDCs and other developers proposing majority or 100 percent Affordable Housing should not be subject to a displacement risk assessment since these proposals are already positioned to meet local housing needs and affirmatively further fair housing.
Best/emerging practice: The City of Boston’s Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing Zoning Amendment

In 2021, the City of Boston became the first major city to adopt fair housing requirements, including a displacement risk assessment, into its zoning ordinance. These requirements prompt developers of large residential projects to learn about the impacts of past exclusionary housing policies, address any issues related to their site(s), and align their development proposals with the needs of the surrounding population. The components of Boston’s Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing zoning regulations are summarized below:

The City of Boston’s AFFH zoning amendment applies to large developments, defined as projects that construct or expand buildings by at least 50,000 square feet or rehabilitate or change the use of at least 100,000 square feet of floor area. Developments subject to the requirement must include the following: (1) a description of how the project will further goals of overcoming segregation and fostering inclusive communities; (2) an assessment of historical exclusion and displacement risk (The Boston Planning and Development Agency (BPDA) produces this report and provides it to the developer for reference in the planning review process); (3) requirement for BPDA to use an Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing Assessment Tool to determine the effects of the proposed development on residents and businesses before development plans are approved, and; (4) a description presented by developers of planned measures to achieve Affirmatively Further Fair Housing goals and mitigate unintended development impacts that may cause displacement pressure. Developers may choose from a list of intervention/mitigation options provided by the City. There are additional intervention lists for projects in areas of high displacement risk and areas that have been impacted by historic exclusionary housing policies. Projects in these areas must include interventions from all applicable intervention lists.
Best/emerging practice: Mitigating displacement caused by flooding and natural disasters

Norfolk, Virginia recently enacted new zoning regulations to require all new development to meet a “resilience quotient” wherein all proposed infrastructure is evaluated on climate resilience criteria—for example, reducing flood risks, supporting mobility options, and energy efficiency. All new buildings and existing structures that have experienced two major flood events are now required to comply with a three-foot freeboard standard (the former standard was one foot. As a result of frequent hurricanes and erosion, Palm Beach County, Florida established a Disaster Redevelopment Plan that recognizes “the importance of creating and maintaining emergency shelters, temporary housing...and long-term affordable housing, especially for low-income residents, all while limiting redevelopment in vulnerable sites...Tactics to achieve this objective include identifying areas with the most vulnerable housing stock and making sure that temporary housing sites are located nearby, assisting in locating rental units for temporary housing”.

As we think about rebuilding the economy and toward 2050, it is important to ensure the Commonwealth and local governments can react quicker to providing emergency housing to those on the front lines of climate change and first responders during natural, medical, or human-made disasters. For more details on how to improve the region’s climate resiliency, please see, “Prepare for and respond to the threats of climate change.”

Action 1.4: Adopt state legislation that allows municipalities to enact local real estate transfer fees to generate funding for displacement mitigation efforts. The Legislature should pass S.868/H.1377: An Act empowering cities and towns to impose a fee on certain real estate transactions to support affordable housing, filed by Senator Jo Comerford and Representative Mike Connolly, which would give municipalities the ability to levy a tax on certain real estate transactions, with an additional option to include another fee if the property is sold multiple times in a calendar year or is above a certain value (e.g., over $2 million per unit). This additional fee is designed to capture revenue from properties that might be a part of the speculative housing market and direct that revenue to a public good. Representatives Dylan Fernandes and Liz Malia filed a similar bill (H.2895, An Act empowering cities and towns to impose a fee on home sales over one million dollars to support affordable housing), but it only applies to transactions above $1 million.

As a part of this legislation, municipalities that choose to generate revenue from real estate transfer fees would be required to allocate these funds into a local housing trust fund or to earmark these funds for anti-displacement initiatives. Funds should be used for local efforts that preserve naturally occurring affordable housing through property acquisition, preserve existing deed-restricted affordable housing, or produce new deed-restricted...
affordable housing reaching deep levels of affordability. When possible, this revenue should be spent within neighborhoods where real estate speculation is occurring so this funding directly mitigates displacement pressure.

### Strategy 2

Prevent displacement at the household level through regulations that better align the market with the needs of those experiencing housing insecurity.

If left unchecked, market forces driving housing supply and demand and dictating rental and mortgage costs can increase displacement pressures, especially in a market where local authorities often limit the development of multifamily and affordable housing. To combat rapidly inflating housing costs, cities and towns and the Commonwealth should stabilize rental costs, maintain a healthy supply of affordable housing, and minimize opportunities for speculative investment.

**Action 2.1: Adopt state enabling legislation that allows municipalities to stabilize rental costs by prohibiting large and short-term increases in rent.**

The high cost of rent in Greater Boston has long been an issue that has threatened the vitality of the region. In the 1990s, the communities of Boston, Somerville, and Brookline passed measures that regulated rental increases, but these local policies were halted after voters passed a statewide ballot petition that prohibited this practice. Since then, housing prices throughout Greater Boston have soared to record highs and the situation has escalated into a housing crisis. This crisis existed well before April 2020 when the Governor declared a state of emergency in response to COVID-19 and signed a state law that temporarily banned evictions.

Rents in Greater Boston are among the highest of any large metropolitan area in the country. Before the pandemic, just over half of rental households (50.6 percent statewide) were “housing cost burdened”, meaning they spent over 30 percent of their income on rent, and about a quarter reported spending over 50 percent of income on rent, which is defined as “severely cost-burdened”.9, 10 Creative and innovative actions must be taken to ensure that renters can continue to live in the region without sacrificing safety, health, and overall quality of life. Rent stabilization strategies that prevent high rent spikes in short periods of time can be part of the solution to tackle displacement and high costs of housing in the region. However, these actions alone cannot solve this challenge; rent stabilization cannot and should not replace new construction of affordable housing units.

Today, there are examples of nuanced rent regulations and policies. For example, in 2019, Oregon adopted the first statewide rent control policy in the country11. The Oregon law caps rent hikes at 7 percent plus inflation during any given 12-month period and bans “no-cause” evictions. This regulation applies to all municipalities in the state. Colorado, Illinois, and Washington are also considering similar statewide measures.

---

9 U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey (2011-2015)  
The Commonwealth should allow municipalities to impose a cap on rent increases within a set period. The specific requirements of this policy should be determined based on local market conditions and, as these conditions change over time, the requirements should be adjusted by a board of community members appointed by the municipality. Caps should also be in effect when an apartment is vacated so that landlords are not incentivized to pressure their tenants to leave so they can raise rents and so new tenants can also benefit from this policy.

Critics say that regulating rents will discourage new development because developers will choose communities that do not have these regulations over those that do. However, this issue can be addressed by exempting new development from these requirements for a certain period based on local market conditions, and by setting rent stabilization policies regionally. Municipalities with similar demographics and housing characteristics should set rent stabilization policies together to avoid deterring new development. MAPC also recommends that the state support the enforcement of building code standards (as described in Policy Action 3.3) and provide funding to help landlords keep their properties up to code, since another critique of rent stabilization is that caps on rent would discourage landlords from doing so.

While acknowledging that local conditions vary in each municipality, enabling legislation should incentivize local jurisdictions to tackle this issue regionally. To make this recommendation impactful, the Executive Office of Housing and Economic Development (EOHED) should issue clear guidelines and criteria for options of permissible actions municipalities could pursue if they decide to establish rent stabilization. Rent stabilization actions should be based on local conditions and differing characteristics across housing submarkets. However, setting this policy regionally can avoid pitting communities against each other as discussed above, and MAPC can provide technical assistance to support the establishment of regional rent stabilization policies.

Action 2.2: Increase state funding and expand eligibility requirements for rental and utility assistance programs and make assistance readily available during state emergencies. State funding for rental and utility assistance programs should be increased overall and these funds should be targeted to adequately meet the needs of households disproportionately affected by natural disasters, economic recessions, public health emergencies, and other state emergencies. To reach these households, existing programs must be more flexible and easier to access. Examples of programs that need increased funding, more flexible eligibility requirements, and/or improved distribution mechanisms are the Massachusetts Rental Voucher Program (MVRP), Residential Assistance for Families in Transition (RAFT), and the Massachusetts Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Program. Additionally, resources within the Housing Preservation and Stabilization Fund and the statewide Affordable Housing Trust Fund should be pre-authorized for quick deployment into rental and utility assistance programs during state emergencies.
Action 2.3: Adopt state enabling legislation allowing municipalities to enact no net loss policies. No net loss policies require affordable housing and unsubsidized rental housing that is lost to renovation, conversion, or demolition to be replaced within the same neighborhood or municipality. The replacement would need to be made by the prospective developer or by partnering with another developer, non-profit, or municipality. For example, a developer working on a project that results in the loss of affordable housing or rental housing units would need to replace these units by building them or by “purchasing” the equivalent number of housing units from another developer that agrees to build them.

Local no net loss policies are appropriate for historically disinvested communities that are starting to experience significant displacement pressure. These policies should be included in municipal plans and enforced through zoning districts that target these areas. For the policy to succeed, municipalities will need to maintain and update an inventory of deed-restricted affordable housing units and total rental housing units. Fees and fines can be used to help enforce the policy, although clarity about the requirements and procedures to achieve no net loss are the most important tools for encouraging compliance.

Best/emerging practice: Condominium Conversion Ordinances

The City of Somerville has a Condominium Conversion Ordinance that regulates condominium conversions and a Condominium Review Board made up of five Somerville residents that enforces these regulations. The ordinance requires at least a one-year notice to the Condo Review Board before a rental housing unit can be converted and gives the tenant the first right to purchase the converted condominium housing unit. The ordinance also provides additional protections to disabled, elderly, low- or moderate-income tenants. These conditions and other tenant protections must be met for the Condominium Review Board to grant a conversion. The ordinance is currently facing legal challenges, so state legislation will be critical to ensure the continuance of the Somerville ordinance and to encourage the adoption of similar protections elsewhere. Chicago’s Ordinance 606 increases fees for demolition and conversion of housing units from $500 to $250,000 and requires this revenue to go to an affordable housing trust fund for buildings that do not include the minimum affordable housing requirements along a new transit line corridor. Municipalities can explore changing their current fees so that if conversions do occur, they can increase the revenue raised to create new affordable units.12

---

Action 2.4: Amend M.G.L Chapter 40T to include tenant right of first refusal and funding to support tenant property acquisition. Adopted in 2009, M.G.L. Chapter 40T allows the DHCD to make or match an offer when a subsidized property at risk of expiring affordability is sold. Chapter 40T has helped preserve 9,594 units of housing across the state since 2009. The program applies to many, but not all subsidized housing programs. The Community Economic Development Assistance Corporation (CEDAC), which administers the program, has identified several measures to improve it. Chapter 40T should be amended to give tenants the first right of refusal (or tenant opportunity to purchase) so they have the first option to buy their buildings when landlords decide to sell. State funding should also be provided for technical assistance that supports organizing tenant associations, forming partnerships with community development corporations, creation of community land trusts, legal aid to help structure acquisition deals, quick-strike acquisition funds, and low-interest deferred loans to support the purchase of properties.

Best/emerging practice: In Washington, D.C., the Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act provides technical assistance and low-interest loans to tenant groups that want to purchase their buildings when landlords decide to sell. The policy applies to both single-family and multifamily housing. Between 2002 and 2013, the program helped preserve over 1,400 housing units.

Strategy 3
Prevent displacement at the individual level by strengthening and expanding state legal protections.

We must enact policies that protect individuals at risk of displacement. These include legal protections should residents find themselves in an eviction or foreclosure proceeding, along with other policies that alleviate the risk of foreclosure and eviction in the first place.

Action 3.1: Pass state legislation guaranteeing tenants’ a right to legal counsel in certain eviction and foreclosure proceedings. The Legislature should ensure all residents subject to certain eviction and foreclosure proceedings are guaranteed a right to legal counsel. If an individual or household facing eviction is unable to afford an attorney, they would be eligible for a state-appointed attorney paid by the Commonwealth. Giving tenants a right to counsel will protect tenants by leveling the playing field in an often-unbalanced court proceeding where most landlords have legal representation. Ensuring both sides are represented by counsel would also improve the fairness of eviction proceedings and reduce the incidence of overcrowding and homelessness, as well as the demand for costly state-funded homelessness expenditures. Beyond a right to counsel in eviction proceedings, the Commonwealth should take steps to increase funding to legal services agencies that provide legal counsel to tenants even prior to eviction proceedings (which can help to reduce the incidence of eviction),
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and help tenants to defend their rights in cases in which landlords or property owners might violate tenant rights or engage in harassment. State funding should also support organizations that provide mediation services that can help resolve disputes between landlords and tenants.

**Action 3.2: Strengthen foreclosure protections.** The state must increase funding for foreclosure prevention and education to protect homeowners. Additionally, the state and localities should consider property tax limitations for income-eligible property owners in a targeted effort to help prevent homeowners from facing financial hardships that lead to foreclosure. States such as Connecticut and Maine have created state mortgage loan modification and assistance programs. In those states, program participants must meet certain criteria that include income limits, demonstration of six months of current payments, demonstration that they face or are likely to face delinquency, and demonstration of hardships they cannot control.

_Best/emerging practice:_ The MassHousing MI Plus Mortgage includes mortgage insurance that provides up to six months of principal and interest payments if borrowers lose their jobs. This job loss protection comes at no additional cost to the borrower. Public health crises like COVID-19 are instances in which such protection is crucial for many households. In response to the pandemic, there have been federal and state moratoriums on evictions and foreclosures, and significant financial assistance to renters and homeowners. Another example of a sweeping response to emergencies and natural disasters is New York City’s Asian Americans for Equality (AAFE) fund. This is a Community Development Fund that “operates one of the only Homeowner Disaster Recovery loan products in New York City, which is activated post-emergency such as after hurricanes, utility blackouts, terrorist attacks, gas explosions, building structural damage, and other unforeseen emergencies.”

Action 3.3: Prevent indirect displacement caused by landlord negligence by expanding capacity for code enforcement with state funding and resources. The state should provide funding for municipalities with limited code enforcement capacity to hire code enforcement officers to ensure landlords maintain and update their properties. When rental housing deteriorates and the landlord isn’t held accountable, the tenant is forced to live in unsafe or unclean conditions. Landlords may also use this situation to indirectly force their tenants to leave before upgrading the rental housing units for new, higher income tenants. Expanding code enforcement capacity can deter this behavior and ensure quality housing for vulnerable households.

If code enforcement results in repair or the need for a tenant to be temporarily displaced, tenants should be given a legal right to occupy the housing unit once it has been brought into compliance. The landlord should pay for temporary relocation costs and, in the case of small landlords unable to afford relocation costs, municipal and/or state resources should be accessible by these tenants.
Inspections should be made by local code enforcement officers in accordance with local rental inspection ordinances/bylaws, and code violations by property owners should be subject to fines and penalties. Evidence of an adequate code enforcement program should be required for Housing Choice designation and associated funding.

**Best/emerging practice:** On-site supportive services can be offered as an option for tenants who face physical or emotional health issues, financial stress, or need assistance for their families. Support staff can also play a role as an intermediary between the tenant, legal counsel, and the landlord to help prevent evictions. Generally, housing professionals across the region have worked to expand access to supportive housing services but these services are costly and so cannot be provided at all affordable housing developments. However, significant federal investments, such as ARPA dollars, offer an opportunity to fund more services that are critical to helping ease the challenges of housing instability and homelessness. Relatedly, more data will help shape more targeted policy interventions to alleviate the risk of displacement and provide resources to tenants and homeowners in need. California has proposed legislation to create rental registries at municipal or regional levels to track evictions and displacement, and to provide greater data to monitor the rental market. In Massachusetts, this could be built off the existing municipal short-term rental unit registry.

---

Inclusive Growth and Mobility
Promote cultural development and preservation, public art and public realm design
Recommendation:
Promote cultural development and preservation, public art and public realm design

Strategy 1
Provide direct relief to artists, cultural workers, and cultural organizations in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic and lay the groundwork to cultivate a more equitable, resilient, and cohesive sector.

The COVID-19 crisis has highlighted the vulnerabilities and challenges facing the arts and culture sector—a major part of the Massachusetts economy and critically important to our quality of life. Long-term closures and restrictions on in-person gatherings have decimated the revenues and all but eliminated the contract work that supports artists and cultural producers across the Commonwealth. According to data released by the Massachusetts Cultural Council (MCC) in March 2021, arts and cultural nonprofits reported more than $588 million in lost revenue due to COVID-19 related cancellations, closures, and other impacts since March 2020. In surveys conducted by MCC, artists, art teachers, and other individuals in the arts and culture sector who live and work in every region of the state reported more than $30.4 million in lost personal income and 67,986 cancelled gigs/jobs since March 2020. At the same time, the pandemic has highlighted and exacerbated fragility and inequity in the cultural sector. Low pay, the prevalence of gig and contract work, lack of access to traditional job benefits, an over-reliance on formal education (including graduate degrees such as a master’s in fine arts), and other inequitable hiring practices have restricted access to the field and favored artists and cultural workers with greater access to financial, social, and political capital. The result is a sector that is unable to support diverse talent, including people of color and people with disabilities, who are particularly vulnerable to disruption.

Creative expression and cultural representation and participation are fundamental to the human experience, health and well-being. As such, creating the policy conditions for arts and culture to thrive requires adoption of a cultural equity framework that affirms the value of all cultures and recognizes that systemic and institutional forms of oppression have erected barriers to cultural participation and self-determination, particularly for people of color. In addition to dismantling these barriers, achieving cultural equity requires expanding opportunity, reallocating resources, and developing capacity for ongoing advocacy and policy
change efforts. The disproportionate impact of the COVID-19 crisis on the cultural sector has only deepened these issues, demonstrating the need both to provide robust support for the sector as part of larger investments in the state’s economic recovery and to provide direct support to artists and cultural workers so that they may fulfill their human and creative potential.

**Action 1.1: Establish a new Massachusetts Cultural Council Program on Arts, Culture, and Heritage Policy tasked with promoting conditions that allow creative and cultural expression to flourish for all throughout the Commonwealth.** The MCC is currently working to provide an overarching vision and coordination of state efforts to promote recovery and resilience that will inform the development of a cultural policy and advocacy agenda. COVID-19 presents both a challenge and an opportunity to rethink how the state of Massachusetts can support this vital sector, now and for the future. A coordinated recovery effort can help establish new lines of communication and collaboration within the sector, align the sector with public health, housing, environment, and economic development priorities and lay the groundwork for permanent programs that outlive the pandemic.

The state should establish a new program area within MCC to facilitate coordination and collaboration across state, regional, and local entities that work in and provide resources to the arts and culture sector, including the Massachusetts Historical Commission (MHC), Executive Office of Housing and Economic Development, Massachusetts Office of Travel and Tourism (MOTT), the Mass Downtown Initiative and Commission on Indian Affairs, MassDevelopment, the Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs, the Executive Office of Labor and Workforce Development, and the Executive Office of Health and Human Services. In managing this program, MCC will have the opportunity to connect with regional and local agencies that are active in the arts and culture space.

This program will help direct individuals, organizations, and agencies to appropriate resources, coordinate the development and distribution of relief funding for the arts and culture sector, integrate creative and cultural workers into recovery efforts throughout the Commonwealth, and advocate for recovery programs and investments across the state to address the needs of individuals and organizations within the sector. Additionally, this program should provide clear guidance and communications, grounded in public health data, around reopening arts and cultural activity and integrating arts and culture into public life.

**Action 1.2 Establish a Cultural Equity Task Force to ensure that the new MCC Program on Arts, Culture, and Heritage Policy focuses on issues of cultural equity as a key part of its mission.** This Task Force should include representatives from tribal historic preservation offices and/or entities that promote and preserve Native American culture in Massachusetts and New England; cultural organizations and individuals focused on promoting and preserving African American, Latinx, and Asian American history and culture in Massachusetts and New England; representatives
of community development corporations and community development financial institutions; and representatives working to promote access to and representation in arts and culture for people of color, individuals with disabilities, immigrants, refugees, incarcerated people, and other populations that face barriers to cultural access and participation. The Task Force should cultivate and strengthen networks of cultural producers and residents who face barriers to cultural expression or participation and cultural organizations led by, with, and/or in service of these communities; establish metrics and data collection efforts to measure indicators of equity in the cultural sector and workforce; and establish benchmarks for equitable public and private sector support, access to capital, and equitable funding of arts producing organizations, small creative businesses, community cultural centers, and collectives. By communicating and collaborating with community-based, regional, and municipal entities, the new Program on Arts, Culture, and Heritage Policy, along with the Cultural Equity Task Force, offer the promise of addressing critical issues affecting equity in the arts and culture sector.

Action 1.3: Establish an Equitable Culture Program to advance social and cultural equity across all levels of the cultural sector. The program should be guided by the Cultural Equity Task Force and implemented through the MCC Program on Arts, Culture, and Heritage Policy. Such a program could engage in the following activities to advance equity in the arts:

- Research and share benchmarks and best and emerging practices for diversity, equity, and inclusion in organizational structures, governance, staffing, programming, hiring and procurement practices, and wages for arts and cultural organizations and other entities that hire or contract with cultural workers and artists;
- Identify, convene, and cultivate a learning network of community and cultural leaders focused on implementing anti-racist practices across all facets of organizational structure and culture;
- Establish a program among the Massachusetts Cultural Council Program on Arts, Culture, and Heritage Policy and other appropriate entities to provide training and resources for artists and cultural workers on topics including healthcare, tax assistance, business development, and labor rights - including organizing, advocacy, and unionization;
- Fund and bolster support for programs that expand access to cultural opportunities and participation and create new opportunities for populations that face barriers to preserving and practicing cultural traditions.
Action 1.4 Expand and streamline access to employment opportunities, financial relief, and other resources for workers and organizations in the arts and culture sector, including non-profits, independent businesses, and sole proprietors. Artists and cultural workers have a unique and vital role to play in recovery and rebuilding efforts. As creative thinkers and community connectors, they often see solutions others don’t, bring creativity to problem-solving, and are the linchpins of partnerships that build vital community connections. All levels of government (federal, state, and local) should engage in the following best practices:

- Contract with artists, cultural workers, and cultural organizations across a wide variety of public activities, including crisis response and recovery, economic development and workforce, housing development and rehabilitation, transportation infrastructure, climate mitigation and resilience, and public health;
- Encourage and assist the private sector to hire and contract with artists, cultural workers, and cultural organizations, with an emphasis on building creative and economic output for all parties to these transactions, and for the communities where they occur;
- Expand direct financial assistance to artists, teaching artists (including art teachers), and cultural practitioners and provide explicit permission for artists (including performing artists), cultural workers (including independent contractors), and arts and cultural organizations to apply for relief funding, loans, tax credits, and other financial supports for entrepreneurs and small businesses; streamline application processes and reporting requirements; and increase investment in organizations led by and serving communities of color;
- Expand eligibility requirements for rent and mortgage relief, food assistance, and healthcare to include independent workers and workers with a combination of employment and other income sources; and
- Invest in capacity-building programs that can equip artists and cultural organizations with skills for a post-pandemic reality, including virtual program delivery, digital audience development and marketing, and online sales.

---

1 A Teaching Artist is a professional visual, performing, or literary artist who works in schools and in the community. [https://www.creativeground.org/faq/what-teaching-artist#:~:text=The%20Association%20of%20Teaching%20Artists%20has%20compiled%20a%20who%20works%20in%20schools%20and%20in%20the%20community](https://www.creativeground.org/faq/what-teaching-artist#:~:text=The%20Association%20of%20Teaching%20Artists%20has%20compiled%20a%20who%20works%20in%20schools%20and%20in%20the%20community)
Best/emerging practice: Guaranteed income and creative workforce programs for artists. To support artists living and working in the City of San Francisco during the COVID-19 pandemic, the City of San Francisco partnered with local organizations to launch two innovative programs. San Francisco Creative Corps – a partnership among the San Francisco mayor’s office, Yerba Buena Center for the Arts (YBCA), the Office of Economic and Workforce Development, and the San Francisco Parks Alliance – has employed artists as community health ambassadors to promote healthy behavior during the pandemic. Subsequently, the Office of Racial Equity at the San Francisco Human Rights Commission, YBCA, Grants for the Arts, and the San Francisco Arts Commission joined forces to launch the Guaranteed Income Pilot for the City of San Francisco. Administered by YBCA, this program provides 130 San Francisco-based artists a $1,000 monthly stipend for six months. California Governor Gavin Newsom has since signaled support for an expanded creative workforce program; in January 2020, he announced a proposal to dedicate $15 million for a similar pilot program at the state level. In May 2021, Bill SB 628, the Creative Workforce Development Act, which would require the California Workforce Development Board and the state Arts Council to work collaboratively to design the program, was passed by the Senate and now awaits passage by the Assembly. A similar program run by Arts Wisconsin with support from the Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation (WEDC), “We’re All In” Creative Workforce Program is already operating in nine communities across the state.

Action 1.5: Establish a variety of stable, robust funding sources including but not limited to a “Percent for Art” program to engage artists and cultural workers in community development and public infrastructure projects and advance an equitable and innovative recovery for the Commonwealth. The extended closure of arts and culture organizations and venues, shifts to online learning, and the cessation of in-person events and activities that generate contracts and revenue streams for artists and arts workers has put the arts and culture sector in crisis. Prior to the pandemic, public funding for arts and culture was limited and distributed across many grant programs, municipalities, and government entities. Establishing a $200 million stabilization fund for the state’s cultural sector through S.2246, “An Act to Rebuild the Commonwealth’s Cultural Future, filed by Senator Edward Kennedy responds to this direct and urgent need. To ensure creative, culturally responsive solutions to ongoing challenges facing the Commonwealth, the state should establish a statewide Percent for Art policy to unleash creative imagination in the development, design, and improvement of public works. This program would enable arts and creativity to permeate the physical spaces of our communities. In addition, the Commonwealth should establish new funding to be administered by the MCC to support creative community development that enables all forms of
creative and cultural expression to support, rebuild, and sustain our civic life and communities. Funding through both Percent for Art and creative community development will ensure that artistry, creativity, and cultural expression will play an even stronger role as we rebuild a post-COVID economy and society.

**Best/emerging practice:** King County, Washington supports a robust creative economy through two complementary funding strategies. The county’s 1 Percent for Art Ordinance mandates that construction projects done by county government direct one percent of eligible parts of the budget towards public art portions of the project. Additionally, the county’s lodging tax authorizes cities and counties to impose an excise tax of two percent on the sale of or charge made for the furnishing of lodging for periods of fewer than 30 consecutive days. At least 37.5 percent of this tax revenue must fund art, cultural and heritage facilities, as well as the performing arts.

**Best/emerging practice:** Minnesota’s Arts and Cultural Heritage Fund receives 19.75 percent of the sales tax revenue resulting from the state’s Clean Water, Land and Legacy Amendment to support arts, arts education and arts access, and to preserve Minnesota’s history and cultural heritage. A portion of the dollars appropriated from the Arts and Cultural Heritage Fund is distributed through grant programs administered by the Minnesota Department of Administration, the Minnesota Historical Society, the Minnesota Humanities Center, the Minnesota Indian Affairs Council, and the Minnesota State Arts Board.

**Strategy 2**
Launch a creative community development program that affirms creative and cultural expression as a basic human need, expands opportunities for creative and cultural expression and participation for people of all ages and backgrounds, and advances equitable community investment and preservation.

Arts, culture, and heritage make the places where we live, work, and play healthier, more connected, and more appealing. Additionally, access to arts education, cultural connections, and lifelong opportunities for creative and cultural expression is vital to the mental health and well-being of individuals and communities. Moving beyond recovery from COVID-19 to a resilient and just Commonwealth requires investment in creative community development as a foundation for healthy, adaptable, and equitable communities.
Action 2.1 Enact policies for residential properties, neighborhoods and development to ensure that homes equitably provide space for private cultural practices and creative expression. Limit the ability of municipalities to restrict the use of homes for creative and cultural pursuits (e.g., through noise and home-occupation or accessory-use regulations). Promote residential building codes and programs to offset costs to ensure that new multi-family or small-lot residential development integrates sound proofing and sustainable waste management to mitigate potential nuisance impacts of creative expression in dense neighborhoods.

Action 2.2: Invest in lifelong access to arts and culture across the Commonwealth. To ensure a flexible, skilled, and resilient workforce, the Commonwealth should strengthen programs that provide culturally resonant arts education and creative workforce training and support. For example, the Cultural Equity Task Force should advise MCC on conducting an equity assessment of access to culturally responsive curricular and extra-curricular arts education and programs and work to address equity gaps. The MCC Program on Arts, Culture, and Heritage Policy should work with other state entities to expand investment in arts and culture for public health, community building and youth development initiatives; coordinate skill-building and job opportunities for the creative workforce; facilitate access to culturally resonant programming and creative expression for older adults; and create opportunities for representation from arts and culture organizations on MassHire Workforce boards.

Best/emerging practice: Here in Massachusetts, the Essex County Community Foundation has partnered with organizations across the Commonwealth to provide capacity building trainings for artists and non-profit cultural organizations in the wake of COVID-19. In Seattle, The Creative Advantage program emerged from a racial equity assessment of arts education in Seattle public schools and works to expand equitable access to arts education through a partnership among the Seattle public school district, the Seattle Office of Arts & Culture, Seattle Foundation, and more than 100 community arts partners.

Action 2.3 Incentivize opportunities to integrate artists, cultural workers, cultural organizations, community-based organizations, and creative businesses into community and economic development initiatives, development review, public realm improvements, and infrastructure projects. The MCC Program on Arts, Culture, and Heritage Policy should work with MassDevelopment to expand aspects of the Transformative Development Initiative statewide - for example by linking creative placemaking investments with economic development programs (e.g., the Under-Utilized Property Program) to spur creative placemaking and economic revitalization initiatives, particularly in communities hit hardest by the COVID-19 pandemic. In addition, MCC may advocate for state departments and agencies to assign additional points to grant applications that meet objectives such as facilitating cross-sector partnerships among artists, arts
and cultural organizations, community-based organizations, and local businesses, and allow grant funds to support compensation for creative and community partners. Grant-making agencies should establish mechanisms that allow communities to articulate and advocate for their visions for community investment and prioritize applications that demonstrate the potential to support minority-and-women-owned business enterprises and to expand access to resources and decision-making for residents who have been targeted for racial, cultural, and linguistic exclusion, as well as community-based organizations that serve those resident populations. Potential opportunities include the Local Rapid Recovery Plan Program, MassDOT Complete Streets and Shared Streets and Spaces programs, the Massachusetts Department of Health’s Community Health and Healthy Aging Funds, and the Urban Agenda Grant Program. The Cultural Equity Task force should advise the MCC Program on Arts, Culture and Heritage Policy on the development of requirements, incentives, benchmarks, and evaluation processes to ensure that principles of diversity, equity, and inclusion shape the purpose and structure of all funding opportunities.

Action 2.4: Expand access to private spaces of cultural production and participation. Incentivize opportunities to expand cultural space development and management and expand access to capital for developing, upgrading, and preserving cultural space with an emphasis on racial equity and equitable access for all ages and abilities. This effort should be informed by an equity assessment of existing funding programs and incentives for development and preservation of cultural facilities. New incentive programs and grant programs should align with historic preservation tax credits as well as energy efficiency and ADA accessibility incentive programs to allow for environmentally friendly accessible retrofits designed to accommodate cultural uses. Bring together historic preservation stakeholders with local cultural councils and regional entities that serve immigrant communities to identify opportunities and barriers to adaptive reuse of historic structures for arts and culture. Explore new models to support cultural space development and funding to foster equitable recovery, identifying the specific needs of space operators with focus on those that serve and are run by Black, Indigenous, and people of color (BIPOC) artists. Establish programs to provide technical assistance for cultural space operators to ensure that spaces can remain viable.
Best/emerging practice: Seattle’s Cultural Space Agency works to preserve, create and activate cultural space in the City of Seattle. The agency works with artists and arts organizations to strengthen their role in charting the future of their creative spaces, and with developers and builders to incorporate arts and culture into new projects. It offers a variety of capacity-building programs, including a fund that supports cultural facilities projects for communities that have been excluded from owning, managing and leasing property, and the Build Art Space Equitably (BASE) certification program, a cohort training model for people of color that brings together individuals with varied expertise for shared learning around cultural community organizing and commercial property development.

Strategy 3
Cultivate a more welcoming, accessible, and inclusive public realm.

The COVID-19 pandemic revealed the importance of our shared spaces. As schools, community centers, places of worship, libraries, cafes, and concert halls shuttered, the gaps were filled by parks, playgrounds, streets, sidewalks, trails, and beaches. Over the last year, these spaces have provided vital opportunities for people to gather safely and seek respite from the pandemic’s physical and psychological tolls. The pandemic also spurred the Commonwealth to expand investments in the public realm and relax permitting requirements for outdoor dining and other activities. This shift gave municipalities and residents the opportunity to reimagine their streets and shared spaces. Yet inequities persist in terms of who has access to the public realm. This is particularly true in working-class communities of color, where lack of trust on the part of local leaders and decision-makers – coupled with funding and language barriers – often impedes the right of residents to access, activate, and enjoy shared spaces. If the pandemic has demonstrated the critical need for a more equitable public realm, then an equitable recovery from COVID-19 requires purposeful investment in our social and cultural infrastructure, guided by knowledge of the barriers and challenges that currently limit people’s access to and full enjoyment of these spaces. Shaping a public realm that supports the rights of all residents to be, thrive, express, and connect will be essential as we return to public life and public spaces together.

Action 3.1: Incentivize local partnerships that expand public participation in the making and sharing of history. The importance of Massachusetts to the founding of the United States and its political traditions remains central to local and regional narratives of identity and heritage. Yet, too often, the stories that preserve this history obscure the experiences of Indigenous peoples, people of color, immigrants and others, and deny centuries of exclusion and persecution. These gaps in our understanding of history hinder our ability to build communities and institutions that are inclusive and welcoming to the richly diverse populations that live, work, and play
in our state. Partnerships that bridge the gap between the arts, heritage, and community development sectors can play a key role in shifting these foundational narratives and cultivating community capacity to envision and realize just futures and thriving communities. MCC and MOTT could work with the MHC to encourage local and regional partnerships that contribute to a more complete story of our shared past through the arts and humanities. Such partnerships could include collaborations among local cultural councils, regional tourism boards, community-based organizations, libraries, archives, museums, historical commissions, and historical societies; artist residencies in libraries and archives, as well as efforts to reinterpret and reimagine commemorative landscapes and historic sites through the arts and humanities.

Best/emerging practice: The New England Foundation for the Art’s Collective Imagination for Spatial Justice and Public Art for Spatial Justice grants programs support teams of artists, creatives, culture bearers, cultural organizers, and/or community-based collaborators to do the important work of imagining and creating public art that fosters and contributes to more just futures for our public spaces and public culture. Program guidance encourages projects that dismantle legacies of racism and white supremacy culture—for example, by disrupting harmful historic narratives that perpetuate injustice.

Action 3.2: Fund the development and implementation of a cultural equity approach to guide improvements to statewide, regional, and local cultural and heritage tourism programs. This approach should prioritize communities that have historically not received the economic benefits of cultural and heritage tourism, particularly working-class communities of color, and expand access to tools and resources to support historic and cultural preservation efforts led by these communities. Specific supports could include funding through MOTT to support communities and neighborhoods in documenting, sharing, and promoting historic and cultural assets; technical and financial assistance to support the creation of cultural and historic districts; incentives for collaboration that advance broader economic and community development goals (for example, among community development corporations, Main Street programs and historic preservation stakeholders); and expanded state historic preservation funding for arts-led adaptive reuse and economic development efforts.

Action 3.3: Convene a statewide working group to develop and issue guidelines for inclusive design, management, and programming of the public realm. This working group should comprise the Cultural Equity Task Force, the Massachusetts Office on Disability, the Massachusetts Commission on Indian Affairs, and other relevant state agencies (e.g., the Department of Conservation and Recreation, the Department of Housing & Community Development, the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, and the Massachusetts Department of Transportation). It should evaluate
existing guidance and practices that govern access to and activations of public spaces across the Commonwealth and explore options to eliminate barriers to access and clarify and streamline permitting requirements. Recommendations should be developed with an eye toward universal design, ADA accessibility, and racial justice and address opportunities to:

- Establish a right to nature and the public realm (for example, through an act modeled on Chapter 91 of the Massachusetts General Laws);
- Incentivize and fund municipalities to streamline permitting processes and ease language barriers, administrative burdens, fees, and rules associated with a wide range of cultural activities, including temporary art installations, festivals, parades, busking, vending, and block parties;
- Establish multi-municipality agreements for permitting processes and insurance requirements; and
- Review design and signage guidelines and implement changes to make these spaces more inviting and accessible for people of all ages, backgrounds, and abilities and incorporate community safety approaches that do not rely on policing and surveillance.
MetroCommon × 2050
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Climate Mitigation and Resiliency
Accelerate the transition to a clean energy future
Recommendation:
Accelerate the transition to a clean energy future

Strategy 1
Increase renewable energy generation for the Commonwealth and access for all residents.

Massachusetts has made strong progress in reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions since 1990. The Commonwealth’s GHG inventory shows an emissions drop of over 20 percent from 1990 levels based on the data most recently available (1990-2017). The majority of these emissions reductions have come in the electricity sector, underscoring the importance of renewable energy generation in meeting the Commonwealth’s climate goals. Despite this progress, the Commonwealth will need to do more to expand renewable energy generation and reduce emissions further, which will be critically important for meeting the Commonwealth’s climate obligations under the Global Warming Solutions Act and the Next-Generation Roadmap Act and its goal of having net-zero emissions by 2050. This strategy will require acceleration of renewable energy generation in Massachusetts and the New England region, inclusion of municipal light plants (MLPs) more fully in these efforts, and advancement of social equity priorities to ensure a just transition for all Massachusetts residents to a clean energy future.

Action 1.1: Mandate a more sustained acceleration of the Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) to increase by 3 percent annually through 2050.

The Commonwealth’s current RPS policy will reach 35 percent Class I renewable energy by 2030. However, the Acadia Center’s 2030 EnergyVision study anticipates that New England will need at least 42 percent of the region’s electricity generation to be Class I renewable energy by 2030. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) similarly stated that the next 12 years are crucial to keeping global warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius, and that global GHG emissions need to be on track to fall 45 percent by 2030. Therefore, the Legislature should mandate a more aggressive acceleration of the RPS to increase by 3% annually to reach at least 45 percent renewable energy generation by 2030, and require participation by MLPs in both the state’s RPS and Renewable Energy Trust Fund. The Commonwealth’s 41 MLPs serve 52 Massachusetts municipalities and comprise 13 percent of the state’s energy customers. While some MLPs have aggressively pursued climate and renewable energy goals, many others have not. As of 2019, no MLP offered renewable energy on par with the current RPS requirements.
This legislation should also include enactment of more aggressive offshore wind procurement goals, with a minimum goal of procuring six gigawatts by 2030. Massachusetts has vast offshore wind resources that offer some of the highest potential for steady, reliable renewable power in the U.S. The Legislature should consider a procurement structure that allows for a diverse range of off-takers to help drive increased demand, including municipal aggregation programs, institutional and large business purchasers, and other entities with robust renewable energy goals.

**Best/emerging practice:** Many other jurisdictions across the United States have adopted aggressive renewable portfolio standards. Both Hawaii and the District of Columbia (DC) have set 100 percent RPS targets. For D.C., the target year is 2032 and for Hawaii it is 2045. Other states have also adopted aggressive near-term RPS targets. New York and New Jersey both have targets of 50 percent by 2030. California’s target is 60 percent by 2030, and Vermont’s target is 75 percent by 2032. New York State has been driving its offshore wind industry forward with aggressive offshore wind procurement targets. The state has established a target of procuring nine gigawatts of offshore wind by 2035. In 2019, the state solicited 1,696 megawatts (MW) of offshore wind and it will seek to procure another 1,000 MW or more in 2020.

---

5 https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/Offshore-Wind
7 https://www.nature.com/articles/s41593-018-0204-z
8 https://www.aceee.org/research-report/u2006

---

**Action 1.2: Advance an equitable clean energy future by establishing a Clean Energy Community Benefits Fund and a Commission on Energy Justice.**

The transition to a clean energy future must be just and ensure that low-income communities, communities of color, indigenous tribes and tribal nations, and other populations on the frontlines of experiencing climate impacts can fully participate and directly benefit. In a 2019 study, the Solar Foundation found that people of color comprised just over a quarter of the solar workforce and that leadership of solar companies is heavily comprised of white men. Research has also shown that racial disparities exist in the ownership of distributed energy resources, with studies finding that U.S. census tracts that are Black- and Hispanic-majority have significantly less rooftop PV installed than White-majority census tracts. Further, research has shown that people of color disproportionately experience higher energy cost burden in that a greater portion of their income goes to energy bills.

To combat these inequities, the Legislature should establish a statewide Clean Energy Community Benefits Fund, which could be initially capitalized with American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) funds and in the long-term funded by a real estate transfer tax or other mechanism. The program would create a standing fund and program for clean energy projects that benefit Environmental Justice communities, including funding renewable energy installations and energy efficiency projects, clean energy jobs training, and green infrastructure projects.
This Legislature should also create a statewide Commission on Energy Justice that brings together representatives from Environmental Justice communities across the Commonwealth alongside key state agencies and scientific and public health experts to address clean energy equity. The Commission would be charged with overseeing the implementation of the Clean Energy Community Benefits Fund, as well as ensuring equitable program structures and benefit distribution for programs run by the Department of Energy Resources (DOER) and the Department of Public Utilities (DPU). The Commission would be mandated to work with DOER to ensure that any incentive programs are inclusive and equitable in their distribution of benefits. The Commission could also explore other ways to alleviate high energy cost burden for disproportionately impacted ratepayers. Furthermore, as the Commonwealth prepares to make workforce development investments to accelerate economic recovery, the Commission could have a role to play to ensure there are investments made to promote the equitable development of the clean energy workforce (see the “Improve the accessibility and efficacy of the Commonwealth’s workforce development infrastructure” recommendation). The Commission should have dedicated staff and financial resources to develop evidence-based policy guidance that respects and draws on the knowledge of the Commission’s community representatives. It would submit an annual report on its findings to the Legislature and the Administration and be granted appropriate oversight authority.

Best/emerging practice: The City of Portland, Oregon established a Clean Energy Community Benefits Fund that launched in the fall of 2020. The program is funded by a 1 percent surcharge on retail sales of certain large retailers in the city. The fund will support clean energy projects, clean energy jobs training, regenerative agriculture and green infrastructure projects, and other programs that reduce GHG emissions and offer economic, social, and environmental benefits.

Action 1.3: Remove solar net metering caps and ensure equitable rates and access for virtual net metering. The Legislature should set a target for increasing solar net metering and virtual net metering each year, matched to an aggressive statewide solar goal. The current net metering cap is 7 percent of a utility’s peak load for private projects and 8 percent for public projects. This restriction has halted viable solar energy projects, including municipal projects, from proceeding in many areas of the Commonwealth that continue to hit their caps. The Legislature should remove the caps entirely or aggressively increase them to ensure that solar projects can move forward.

The Legislature should also revisit the compensation rate for solar net metering, currently set at 60 percent of the retail rate of electricity for projects over 60 kilowatts (kW). The current rate structure favors smaller rooftop solar projects and creates barriers to solar access for renters and
low-income households or households of color that are more likely to rent than own their homes and participate in community shared solar projects.\(^{11}\) The Legislature should ensure that community solar projects can participate in virtual net metering and offer rates to low-income and non-profit customers that are equal to net metering rates for residential rooftop solar of 100 percent per kilowatt hour (kWh). Changes to net metering should also allow customers to receive virtual net metering credits on their electricity bills regardless of how far they live from a solar development in Massachusetts. This will facilitate greater access to solar energy for a broader range of customers.

The Solar Massachusetts Renewable Target (SMART) Program, which is operated in coordination with DOER and participating utilities, is a long-term sustainable solar incentive program in which customers are paid a fixed rate per kWh of solar production. SMART requires utilities own all their renewable energy credits (RECs), which prevents solar site owners from retiring or claiming those environmental attributes. The Commonwealth should consider enabling the retirement of some of the RECs to reduce emissions, generate greater demand, and give site owners, including municipalities, the incentive to build local solar to help them achieve their climate goals.

---

**Best/emerging practice:** The California’s Single-Family Affordable Solar Homes (SASH) and Solar on Multifamily Affordable Housing (SOMAH) programs provide incentives for solar development on affordable single-family and multi-family housing in California.\(^{12}\) The programs provide upfront installation incentives to building owners. At least 51 percent of the kWh generated must go to tenants, and bill credits are required to be applied by the utility via virtual net metering in accordance with the utility’s metered rate schedule.\(^{13}\) The program requires that residents receive the full economic benefit of their billing credits.

---

**Strategy 2**

Spur equitable development of microgrids, energy storage, and demand response programs.

Significant increases to renewable energy generation must be paired with the deployment of energy storage and demand response technology to maximize efficiency and improve system resiliency. Massachusetts recently enacted the nation’s first Clean Peak Standard, which requires that a percentage of energy resources deployed during peak hours of electricity demand be produced by clean resources.\(^{14,15}\) State legislators and regulators should monitor the effectiveness of the Clean Peak Standard to bring new energy capacity online and review the mix of technologies that are being used for compliance. Energy storage and alternative energy systems such as microgrids are necessary investments to support implementation of the Clean Peak Standard and the overall resilience of our

---


\(^{12}\) https://www.lowincomesolar.org/best-practices/multi-family-california/

\(^{13}\) https://calsomah.org/somah-program-handbook

\(^{14}\) Regulations released in March 2020, Clean Peak Energy Standard

\(^{15}\) Massachusetts Set to Become First State to Implement a Clean Peak Standard
energy supply. These technologies serve to increase overall resilience and energy security by producing and storing energy locally and provide reliable power to key infrastructure during outages or other emergencies.

Implementation will require increased education around these technologies and additional incentives for installation. Massachusetts must also prioritize ways to expand access to and benefits of these technologies to communities, residents, and businesses that face financial or other barriers. Funding opportunities should focus on low-income communities, where the financial and resiliency benefits to residents will have the greatest impact. Funding should also be prioritized for projects led by minority-owned clean energy companies. In addition to these new policy actions, the state should promote and provide support for expanding existing programs for demand response run by both MAPC and the state’s investor-owned utilities, and continue exploring ways to better integrate and streamline programs and incentives in this space.

Action 2.1: Increase public and private sector funding for microgrids, district heating and cooling, and energy storage. The Commonwealth should increase funding for microgrids, district heating and cooling, and energy storage to support both climate change mitigation and resilience and adaptation to extreme weather events and other emergencies. This should include exploration of opportunities to pair public investment with private sector resources through the creation of public private partnerships. Two existing programs, the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MassCEC) Microgrid program\textsuperscript{16} and the DOER Community Clean Energy Resiliency Initiative (CCERI)\textsuperscript{17}, have contributed to the growth of this sector and they should be continued and expanded, with a focus on funding project implementation in Environmental Justice communities. Lessons learned during both programs should be considered by the Legislature and DPU, and regulations should be adjusted where appropriate to remove and decrease barriers to clean energy technology deployment. For both programs, it is important that implementation funds can be released upon successful completion of a feasibility study.\textsuperscript{18} Within the CCERI program, dedicating a portion of funds to public sector projects and allowing more flexibility in project funding could improve the utility of the program. The Commonwealth should also consider the role the Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) program could play to further advance these technologies.

Best/emerging practice: Best/emerging practices: Green Mountain Power (Vermont utility company) launched a “Grid Transformation Pilot” encouraging residents to install home battery systems, which could be partially controlled by grid operators to manage peak demand. The batteries have delivered significant savings on peak capacity charges and kept the lights for residents on during grid outages.

\textsuperscript{16}Community Microgrids Program
\textsuperscript{17}CCERI Program Goals
\textsuperscript{18}Massachusetts Continues Feasibility Studies for 14 Potential Microgrids
Action 2.2: Create a statewide community energy strategy. The Administration should develop data-driven strategies to identify suitable and high priority locations for district energy, microgrids, and energy storage across the state. In 2016, the City of Boston published a Community Energy Study to examine the potential priority areas for local energy generation, district energy, and microgrids and assess feasibility and community benefits. The Administration should task the DOER and MassCEC with publishing a similarly comprehensive and cohesive statewide study by 2025 to provide a strategic roadmap for community energy that prioritizes assets and system benefits for Environmental Justice communities at the frontline of climate change impacts. The study should also identify recommended opportunities for energy storage and generation at all state-owned critical facilities and put in place a plan to make the necessary upgrades by 2030. Once published, the plan should guide the state’s own investments, as well as municipal, regional, and private-sector investment, through all relevant district energy, microgrid, and energy storage funding programs. See Action 4.2 in “Ensure land preservation, conservation, and access to recreational spaces” for more on sustainably integrating renewable energy generation on the Commonwealth’s open spaces and recreation areas.

Action 2.3: Eliminate barriers to rapid deployment of microgrids, energy storage, and other active demand management strategies. In addition to the financial barriers addressed by Policy Action 2.1, the Commonwealth needs to tackle regulatory and statutory barriers that prevent or slow down at-scale deployment of microgrids, energy storage, and other active demand management strategies. The feasibility of non-utility owned multi-user microgrid deployment across the state is currently limited by the state’s treatment of an electric utility’s “franchise” rights to delivery electricity in its service territory. In Massachusetts, those interested in operating a microgrid must receive written consent from the distribution company prior to delivering electricity within the service territory (M.G.L. Chapter 164, Section 1B(a)). The Legislature should consider amending the parameters of the utility franchise clause to allow municipalities to be a grantor of a franchise or a lessor consent to enable microgrid operation on a case-by-case basis.

Best/emerging practice: The Boston Planning & Development Agency passed a 2018 policy requiring new developments to use a “Smart Utilities Checklist” which required feasibility studies for microgrids and district energy for developments over 1.5 million square feet. Other examples to explore include the Long Island Community Microgrid Project, which aims to achieve nearly 50 percent of its grid-area electric power requirement from local solar, and the Montecito Community Grid Initiative, which serves as the first building block of the regional Goleta Load Pocket Community Microgrid, designed to deploy clean local energy and build regional resilience.
Strategy 3
Reform the electric and gas utility markets to support the transition to distributed and renewable sources of energy.

In our transition to a clean energy future, the state’s gas and electric utilities face a new set of customer demands alongside their existing responsibilities to uphold safety, reliability, and affordability. The utility markets and regulatory structures that exist today need to be reformed to effectively meet new customer demands for grid resiliency, GHG emissions reductions, flexibility, and opportunities for innovation. This comprehensive reform must include investment in and planning for grid modernization, an overhaul of the utility business model (i.e., revenue regulation), and consistent, just, and smart rate design to support these new responsibilities and priorities. Achieving net zero by 2050 also means transitioning nearly entirely away from fossil fuels (see policy actions supporting “Decarbonization”).

For natural gas utilities, the market trends indicate that natural gas power plants may become stranded assets by 2035 based on current clean energy power production cost projections.24 By shifting to a renewable-centered approach to procurement and appropriately planning for the depreciation of natural gas assets, natural gas utilities can become “energy” utilities and avoid substantial increases to customer rates.

Action 3.1: Require comprehensive electric and gas utility reform by 2030. The Legislature should require implementation of comprehensive electric and gas utility reform by 2030 and amend the DPU’s mandate (M.G.L. Chapter 25, Section 1) to prioritize reductions in GHG emissions and advancement of Environmental Justice.25 The legislation should require the DPU to issue a rulemaking procedure for all investor-owned utilities and specify strategies and goals that will be addressed in the rulemaking. The rulemaking should include measures to:

- Adjust the state’s cost of service model to require multi-year rate plans, shared savings mechanisms, and performance incentive mechanisms;
- Address accounting barriers through adjustment of how capital and operational expenditures are treated, and allow for either securitization or accelerated depreciation of uneconomic assets;
- Scale up plans for “utility as a platform” and new value-added services;
- Establish a near-term timeframe for implementation of state grid modernization and deployment of advanced transmission and metering infrastructure, including a critical first step that requires time of use rates for all customers; and
- Ensure consumer protection of low-income ratepayers throughout the reform process and avoid disproportionate cost burden on low-income customers.

---

The legislation should also address how municipal electric and gas utilities will be held to similar requirements so that the necessary changes are made to support the transition to both distributed and centralized renewable sources of energy in these communities.

**Action 3.2: Develop a statewide natural gas transition plan.** The DPU should adopt a schedule for phasing out new natural gas connections by 2025 and develop a statewide plan for fully transitioning away from natural gas by 2035. The plan should include a near-term order revising the utilities’ Gas System Enhancement Plans to redirect gas main replacement funds to clean heating and cooling system deployment for districts, residents, and businesses. While intrastate and interstate natural gas pipelines are federally regulated, the state has authority over the natural gas distribution system and local gas hookups. At the national level, the United Kingdom and the Netherlands have both developed comprehensive strategies to decommission natural gas through a safe, environmentally sound, and cost-effective approach. The success of this plan is interdependent with the reforms proposed in Policy Action 3.1 that would enable gas utilities to generate revenue from alternative services and appropriately account for existing uneconomic natural gas assets.

**Action 3.3: Restructure the wholesale electricity markets.** The increase in variable and renewable sources of generation required of a clean energy future bring along characteristics (minimal production costs, small and rapid deployment, and variable on-demand availability) that are contradictory to the structure of the current wholesale electricity market, which was designed to work with large and costly power generation plants. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) should issue regulatory changes to mitigate the barriers for zero emission resources and demand-side participation in the wholesale electricity markets to support decarbonization of the regional energy system. The wholesale market rules should be restructured to enable technology-neutral market competition. To supplement this effort, the Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs should work with ISO-New England and the other 5 states it serves (Connecticut, Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode, Island, and Vermont) to commit to region-wide decarbonization planning, building upon the Massachusetts 2050 Decarbonization Roadmap.26

---

26 ISO-NE is a regional transmission organization, created by the FERC, that coordinates, controls, and monitors the electrical power system for the region.
Best/emerging practice: Green Mountain Power, an electric utility in Vermont, transitioned to become a certified B Corporation in 2014. Establishing itself as a B Corporation demonstrates Green Mountain Power’s commitment to achieving the highest standards for measurable social and environmental performance, as well as public transparency and legal accountability. In 2010, the U.K.’s Office of Gas and Electricity Markets (Ofgem) set out a new framework for performance-based regulation of its energy companies. At the core of the new regulatory approach are four features: a multi-year rate plan, a total expenditure approach (combines capital and operational expenditures), performance incentives, and an innovation fund.

27 https://greenmountainpower.com/2014/12/01/proud-certified-b-corporation/
28 https://info.aee.net/hubfs/RHOS%20Case%20Study%20Final%20.pdf
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Recommendation:
Prepare for and respond to the threats of climate change

Strategy 1
Direct resources and technical assistance to communities that have experienced historic disinvestment and commit to long-term climate and health planning.

The COVID-19 pandemic hit harder in communities of color and low-income neighborhoods, and numerous studies over the years have documented that these neighborhoods and populations also bear a disproportionate share of environmental harms such as flooding, air pollution, and exposure to toxic facilities. Similarly, negative impacts of climate change will not be borne equally across the region. The lasting effects of deliberate discrimination and disinvestment are illustrated by a recent study of over 100 communities, which found that neighborhoods historically subject to red-lining are, on average, five degrees hotter in the summer.1 The red-lined neighborhoods have fewer trees and parks, and more paving and industrial facilities. Climate change also exacerbates public health disparities in these communities, with extreme heat and the poor air quality and humidity that often accompanies it triggering asthma. Warmer temperatures will have disproportionate impact on Black people and Latinos who are already hospitalized for asthma at higher rates than Asians and Whites. Resources must be directed to improving public health outcomes and increasing assets available to communities that have been subject to institutionalized discrimination and disinvestment.

Action 1.1: Assure that state resources are directed where the need is the greatest by providing dedicated funding and priority in state climate grants, loans, and investments for Environmental Justice communities.

Environmental Justice communities should be identified for dedicated funding and priority in state climate grants, loans, and investments. To do so, Massachusetts should develop new metrics that more fully account for environmental burdens. California’s Enviro Screen tool provides a model that considers pollution exposure, sensitive populations, and socioeconomic factors.2 Currently, Massachusetts considers only race, income, and English language isolation to identify Environmental Justice communities, although the recently passed Next Generation Roadmap legislation offers more nuance in that definition. Additional Enviro Screen measures include exposure to air and water pollution and toxic facilities; prevalence of

---

asthma and cardiovascular disease; unemployment; housing cost burden; and educational attainment. Cap-and-trade proceeds are invested in communities with the highest scores. The Commonwealth should similarly identify a dedicated funding stream for investment in communities with the highest demonstrated need using these more comprehensive metrics. Any applications for funding should be straightforward and require readily available data so that communities with fewer resources do not experience the application process as a barrier. Additional support should be provided to community-based organizations and community action agencies to increase local capacity, expertise, and access to resources.

Action 1.2: Establish a statewide mandate to integrate climate and public health planning and provide support to municipalities and regions. The nexus between public health and climate change is critical for supporting resilient communities in the face of climate disasters. The Commonwealth should institute a mandate to address climate through the lens of public health and social resilience, in addition to infrastructure development. This mandate should include funding and technical assistance for municipalities and regions to carry out the work locally. Strengthening this nexus should influence decision making; program design, development, and implementation; and funding and investments. This includes increasing staff capacity at the local level and connecting with and providing support to home healthcare workers, emergency care providers and other front-line workers. Public health experts should be integrated into climate related taskforces at the local, regional, and state levels. The Commonwealth should issue guidance and assistance to integrate social determinants of health into climate planning and program implementation, including factors such as economic stability, housing access, and education access.

Best/emerging practice: There are several examples of climate planning processes that have focused on climate justice along with equity and public health. The City of Providence, Rhode Island created a Climate Justice Plan, which was co-designed by the Racial and Environmental Justice Committee (REJC).

4 https://kingcounty.gov/-/media/depts/health/environmen
Action 1.3: Establish a statewide program to make municipal buildings more resilient and create Resilient Hubs. Municipalities can lead by example in ensuring that municipal buildings are adapted and made resilient to climate impacts such as flooding, power outages, extreme temperatures, and more. Municipal buildings - in particular, schools, libraries, senior centers, community centers, and other designated emergency shelters - provide a valuable opportunity to not only provide an area for emergency sheltering during a crisis, but also a place for programming that increases social cohesion and emergency preparedness ahead of a disaster. There should be dedicated funding to do full-building retrofit and retro-commissioning of these buildings to improve energy efficiency and indoor air quality, reduce exposure to heat, incorporate green infrastructure, move mechanical equipment out of basements, and add solar storage and other resilience technologies. Additional funding for staff capacity and operational management and training, as well as toolkits for local programming should be allocated to help leverage existing networks prepare and recover more quickly after emergencies. Resilience Hubs that include solar-plus-storage and are co-located with municipal buildings could be used to develop microgrids that can “island” during grid outages. This program should prioritize communities most in need, as outlined in Action 1.1 above, and provide staff training and capacity to carry out the work. For more details on accelerating deep energy retrofits for buildings, see Action 1.1 in “Accelerate retrofits of existing buildings to achieve deep energy efficiency and eliminate fossil fuels.”

Strategy 2
Prepare buildings, infrastructure, and the natural environment to withstand and be resilient to the impacts of climate change.

Supporting resilience in the built and natural environment will require several critical steps, including: 1) adapting existing buildings and infrastructure to withstand and recover from the impacts of climate change, 2) developing new buildings and infrastructure in ways that incorporate resilience standards and adaptative principles, and 3) developing additional infrastructure, including natural infrastructure, specifically to protect and adapt communities from climate hazards. Infrastructure includes the primary life-line sectors of transportation, telecommunications, energy, water, healthcare, and food systems, as well as “green” infrastructure and natural systems that provide critical ecosystem services such as flood storage and cooling. These large-scale investments will require significant increases in funding and financing. Some estimate that the need is at least $100 million annually (a ten-fold increase over current state funding of around $10 million annually through the Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) program). A robust strategy that includes local, state and federal dollars must be developed and implemented in the near-term.
Action 2.1: Establish a Climate Funding and Financing Commission to develop a broad, long-term strategy to fund climate projects and programs. In 2020, the MVP program funded $11.1 in Planning and Action Grants, out of $46 million in funding requests. This is one example of where the need for climate-related funding far outweighs the availability of funds from either local capital budgets or the state, against the backdrop of an uncertain federal funding landscape. While funding for the MVP program should be increased, the Commonwealth also needs a longer-term climate funding and financing strategy. The Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs should create a Climate Funding and Financing Commission to develop strategies that leverage traditional funding structures and innovative climate financing that increases the amount of dedicated capital for climate projects, while ensuring that resources are allocated to those with the greatest need (see Action 1.1). The Commission should include experts, stakeholders, and decision makers from infrastructure finance, municipal finance, academia, impact investing (investments designed to yield a social/environmental benefits as well as financial return), and traditional investment banking. The Commission should focus on both a statewide strategy that includes advocating for federal funds and developing financing tools for local governments. Innovative funding and financing strategies may include developing a Massachusetts Climate Infrastructure Bank, passing enabling legislation to expand the use of Public-Private Partnerships (P3s) to include climate projects, and advancing various types of debt financing (such as Green Bonds and Environmental Impact Bonds). While federal recovery funds could provide initial capital for an infrastructure bank, the Commission should also consider adoption of mechanisms such as a carbon tax as a longer term funding option. The Commission should be empowered to set up and deploy these financing structures and mechanisms. Relatedly, the Commission may also be part of a parallel effort to help establish a cohesive state or multi-state carbon offset program that maximizes natural lands, forests, soils, wetlands, and green infrastructure as carbon sinks, while balancing/co-optimizing that sequestration with other policy needs (such as sites for solar and wind, recreational areas, mass timber, agriculture, and more). For more details on a Climate Infrastructure Bank, see Action 2.2 in the recommendation, “Ensure sufficiency and resiliency of revenue for meeting local and regional needs.”

Municipal financing strategies may include establishing additional district-level fees (such as a Resilience District), Stormwater Utilities, or innovative municipal bonds. Special consideration should be given to municipalities that lack the capacity or credit to take advantage of traditional financing methods. Strategy and tools should also include support for private property owners to make improvements to protect their property, as well as support for small businesses as valuable members of the community. Municipal finance is likely to be disproportionately impacted by climate change and loss of tax revenues for communities that are hardest hit by climate hazards. Thus, providing local and regional tools will be critical to closing the funding gap.
Action 2.2: Incorporate projections for sea level rise, increased precipitation, and increased heat in all state permits and construction. All state permitting should be updated to require that standards reflect projected climate conditions for the life of the project. In addition to protecting public safety, higher standards can provide cost savings, including substantially reduced flood insurance premiums and lower heating and cooling costs. As a priority, building code standards must be revised to ensure infrastructure will be functional and able to protect health and safety for the duration of anticipated use. Locations projected to be in future flood zones should be subject to flood zone standards. Building elevation requirements should reflect future sea level rise. Energy efficiency standards should assure that homes are designed to address projections for extreme heat and cold and can withstand power outages. See Strategy 2 in “Accelerate retrofits of existing buildings to achieve deep energy efficiency and eliminate fossil fuels” for more details on how to promote building energy efficiency and energy resiliency.

The Legislature should require that all state-funded infrastructure utilize a life-cycle cost analysis that accounts for climate related costs associated with sea level rise, precipitation, heat projections, natural resource impacts, and future relocation or retrofit requirements, and that prioritizes climate-related benefits. The Commonwealth should similarly provide guidance for municipalities to do the same with locally owned infrastructure.

Action 2.3: Incentivize and require local policy changes through state’s MVP Program. The MVP program has been widely successful in encouraging municipalities to complete municipal level planning for climate impacts, as well as funding millions of dollars of Action Grants to implement priority projects. Since 2017, the program has allocated $44 million in both Planning and Action Grants. This program could be even more impactful by requiring and incentivizing local policy changes as part of grant funding eligibility requirements. The state’s Green Communities program, which requires five municipal actions, including adoption of local policies and the state’s Stretch Energy Code, provides a precedent for this type of program. An updated version of MVP could be used to incentivize municipalities to adopt climate resilient zoning ordinances and policies, such as flood resilient zoning, cool roof requirements, and green factors codes that encourage green infrastructure for residential and commercial properties. Policies should encourage and require the use of nature-based solutions where appropriate, including additional on-site water infiltration requirements, shading and shade trees, and protection of natural resources and land conservation. The program could provide technical assistance and template policies to help municipalities to take actions that make them eligible for additional funding and technical assistance support.
Strategy 3
Move out of harm’s way.

Over the next thirty years, sea level is projected to rise as much as 1.4 to 2.4 feet\(^5\) and coastal storms will become more frequent and severe. Communities will experience more chronic flooding as daily tides encroach and groundwater levels rise. Inland locations will also be affected due to the projected increase in extreme rain events. Increasingly residents will be priced out of their homes as flood insurance premiums rise and damage to property increases. As conditions worsen, pressure to relocate people and infrastructure will mount. Properties at risk will experience decreasing value, while the need to relocate will put pressure on housing availability and affordability elsewhere. Low-income residents will be particularly vulnerable to the impacts of disruption and dislocation. Critical natural resources including salt marshes, tidal flats, and beaches are at risk of being submerged where coastal development blocks pathways for upland migration as sea level rises. Now is the time to develop the regulatory tools and programs to address those locations where future relocation will be unavoidable. These actions will promote equitable transitions that protect people, natural resources, and communities.

Action 3.1: Implement a state-funded program to facilitate managed retreat, including purchase of flood prone properties from willing sellers. The Commonwealth should develop a buyout program to facilitate retreat from unsafe locations and preservation of natural resources. Buyouts under Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) programs average five years to complete, while flood insurance repair payments are available within months. This encourages reinvestment in vulnerable locations. A state program should incorporate pre-approval, leaseback, and life estate options that allow residents to stay in their homes until a triggering event occurs (storm damage, erosion, end of life). Specific supports for low-income residents should include relocation assistance for renters and homeowners, connections to opportunities for rental assistance, and loan forgiveness for underwater mortgages. This should also include technical assistance for community buy-out programs and relocating multiple residents. In addition to financial assistance, the program should include experts in relocation, including social workers to address the mental health and community impacts of relocation and post-disaster support. As a starting place, the Legislature should pass An Act establishing a Massachusetts flood risk protection program \(S.603/H.983\), filed by Senator Marc Pacheco and Representative Sarah Peake), which begins to address several of these concerns.

The Commonwealth should prioritize lands that can facilitate migration of critical natural resources and preservation of contiguous properties to improve public access to the shoreline and create new community amenities. The buyout program should be coordinated with state land protection grant programs to maximize natural resource protection and creation of public spaces. Funding of properties that will allow migration

---

\(^5\) https://resilientma.org/
of critical natural resources should take priority, and the Commonwealth should encourage the use of the Community Preservation Act (CPA) and other land protection funds for natural resource migration. For more information on specific land conservation tools and funding mechanisms, see the recommendation, “Ensure land preservation, conservation, and access to recreational spaces.”

Best/emerging practice: Created following Superstorm Sandy and working with its Green Acres program that protects open land, New Jersey created the Blue Acres program that buys out properties from willing sellers, preserves the land and makes it available to the public for conservation and recreation. Owners of homes damaged in Superstorm Sandy can sell their homes at pre-storm value through this program, which includes case managers to assist property owners, provide relocation assistance for renters, and help with loan forgiveness for underwater mortgages. The program focuses on contiguous properties to create community benefits.

Action 3.2: Encourage and incentivize adoption of local zoning that restricts development in high-risk locations. A handful of Massachusetts’s communities have adopted prohibitions on development in coastal and inland flood prone locations. While often controversial, this is an important tool to prevent development in locations that will be a threat to future residents, first responders, and communities. The Commonwealth should marshal its resources to support efforts by communities to limit their exposure to future threats. Strategies should include developing model bylaws, providing technical assistance, and providing both grant support and grant incentives to adopt protective zoning, as well as dropping the voting approval threshold for zoning changes to a majority vote of the Select Board or City Council.

Furthermore, the Commonwealth should establish a commission to develop strategies to facilitate relocation and lessen negative impacts on sending and receiving communities. The commission should consider how the Commonwealth can still meet its housing production goals and affordable housing needs in light of potential development restrictions in high-risk areas, and more broadly consider strategies for maintaining community cohesion. Zoning strategies might include incentives along the lines of Chapter 40B, as well as Transfer of Development Rights.

Action 3.3: Advocate for reform of FEMA programs to protect low-income residents and improve the accuracy and transparency of flood data. FEMA houses critical programs that provide flood insurance, mitigation funding, and floodplain mapping. Low-income residents are increasingly at risk of losing homes due to rising flood insurance premiums and repeated storm damage. Funding for FEMA programs that support safety retrofits is inadequate to meet the need and program requirements are prohibitive for those without substantial financial reserves. Reforms are urgently needed to increase access and resources for property retrofits and relocation, and to cushion the impact of rising flood insurance premiums on low-income residents.

Access to accurate flood data is key to protecting residents and preventing continued investment in flood prone locations. Current FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps do not incorporate future climate projections. Moreover, federal privacy regulations prevent individuals and communities from accessing flood claims data critical to understanding flood risk. Federal and state regulations require reform to reduce flood risk and support community planning. Two critical areas to address include:

- **Direct mitigation funding and flood insurance relief to low-and-moderate income residents.** The National Flood Insurance Program currently provides substantial discounts to properties built before FEMA flood maps were adopted. This obscures actual flood risk and contributes to the program’s multi-billion dollar debt. Actuarial rates are necessary to assure that premiums reflect actual risk. However, for low-income residents and communities, adjustment to actuarial rates will likely trigger displacement and a foreclosure crisis. Congress should target mitigation programs to low-income residents and, in the near-term, provide direct support to maintain insurance affordability. Insurance affordability options should include means-tested discounts, revolving loans, and allowing policyholders to pay flood insurance premiums in monthly installments.

Targeted reforms to FEMA flood mitigation programs can reduce damage and flood insurance premiums. Funding should be prioritized for communities most in need of financial support. A mechanism, such as the Centers for Disease Control Social Vulnerability Index, should be utilized to prioritize funding. Current FEMA mitigation grant programs feature after-the-fact reimbursements, precluding participation for many low-income residents. FEMA should provide interest-free loans as a bridge to mitigation reimbursement. The state could also fill this gap with a revolving loan fund. Damage to building utilities is costly and often substantially extends displacement after a flood. FEMA should expand utility elevation mitigation grants and recognize the value of elevating utilities by significantly discounting flood insurance premiums.
• **Improve accuracy and transparency of flood data.** Flood risk information is critical to steering investments to safe locations. Update FEMA Flood Rate Insurance Maps to reflect projected sea level rise, precipitation, and storm frequency. Disclosure of flood history to prospective homebuyers before purchase and making all insurance and disaster claim information publicly accessible should be required. Access to claims data will allow individuals and communities to make investments with full knowledge of flood risk and assist communities in making the case for federal flood mitigation support.

**Best/emerging practice:** Harris County Thrives is a comprehensive resiliency strategy for the greater Houston area. County voters passed a $2.5 billion bond bill to fund 500 flood protection projects. Instead of using strict a cost/benefit analysis, which favors high value properties, they incorporated the CDC Social Vulnerability Index to prioritize communities that would have the most difficulty recovering from flooding. The Louisiana Strategic Adaptation for Future Environments (SAFE) plan is another holistic community resiliency plan. The year-long planning process to determine which projects should be funded incorporated deep community engagement, hosting 71 meetings with 3,000 participants. Funded projects were diverse in their focus and included relocation and improvements to receiving areas. Some of the categories of funded projects include resilient housing, resilient transportation, resilient energy, resilient infrastructure, economic development, community nonstructural mitigation/flood risk reduction, planning, and public services/education.

7 [https://www.harristhrives.org/](https://www.harristhrives.org/)
8 [https://lasafe.la.gov/](https://lasafe.la.gov/)
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Recommendation:  
Decarbonize the building and transportation sectors

Strategy 1  
Accelerate retrofits of existing buildings to achieve deep energy efficiency and eliminate fossil fuels.

The Commonwealth has over 2.5 million buildings, which are responsible for the largest portion of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions of any sector when accounting for both thermal energy (heating and cooling) and electricity. For many municipalities in the region, the buildings sector – whether primarily residential or commercial – likewise comprises the greatest level of emissions, above 80 percent for some urban municipalities.

While existing buildings represent a tangible opportunity to tackle the climate crisis, they have also proven very challenging to decarbonize. Many building envelopes, enclosures, mechanicals, lighting, and other components were designed and implemented much less efficiently and cleanly than they could have been, and buildings are typically reliant on fossil fuels. Not only is renovating or replacing these components often very costly and time-consuming, but it could also displace or disrupt existing occupants. However, policy actions that prioritize retrofitting existing buildings to greatly enhance energy efficiency and replace fossil fuels with renewable energy will serve to significantly reduce the carbon footprint of our building stock. There is also the opportunity to align deep energy retrofits with ventilation and other air filtration upgrades needed to achieve healthy homes, an area of increased concern in light of the COVID-19 pandemic (see Action 2.2 in “Ensure that people of all races and income levels have equal access to affordable housing through homeownership and rental opportunities”). Further, pursuing complementary nature-based solutions, such as green roofs and tree planting, can maximize carbon capture opportunities and decrease heating and cooling loads, further reducing the carbon intensity of our buildings (see “Ensure land preservation, conservation, and access to recreational spaces”). High performance buildings free from fossil fuels also generate myriad public health, safety, wellness, and resilience benefits and result in operational cost savings.
**Action 1.1: Increase funding for deep energy efficiency retrofits and building electrification.** We estimate that two million buildings statewide will need to undertake deep energy retrofits and electrification to meet the Commonwealth’s net zero climate goals. Just as the sheer scale of this proposition is expensive, so too is the ad hoc way deep energy efficiency retrofits and building electrification are currently undertaken. No comprehensive programs currently exist to fund or finance deep energy retrofits, which could include weatherization; window, roof, or siding upgrades; major equipment replacement; and electrification.\(^1\) Likewise, insufficient funding programs are available to address the pre-weatherization barriers, such as knob and tube wiring, vermiculite, and other health and safety issues, often needed in very old housing before energy efficiency improvements can be made.

A portfolio of funding and financing mechanisms is needed, ranging from more flexible and lower interest loans and green leasing programs and optimization of performance contracting such as Energy Services Companies (ESCO) or other third-party financing, to the acceleration of the Commercial Property Assessed Clean Energy (CPACE) financing mechanism and expansion to the residential sector. Since the scale of the need is so great - and as cost savings would result from economies of scale, statewide requirements, and standardized services, the Legislature should require the development of a statewide program that funds the systematic overhaul of existing buildings. This program could be based on the 2019-2020 MassCEC Whole-Home Air-Source Heat Pump Pilot program, and expanded to integrate with the Mass Save Whole Buildings program. It should allocate at least $100 million over ten years initially, and be phased in to reach all building types over the next decade. The program should fully fund upgrades for naturally occurring affordable housing, multifamily housing, and homes located within Environmental Justice block groups, and require that a minimum of 25 percent of all retrofits completed meet these criteria. The Commonwealth should also explore possible opportunities to align deep energy retrofits with other efforts that promote healthy homes, including resources to de-lead homes, in order to maximize public health benefits (see Action 2.2 in the “Ensure that people of all races and income levels have equal access to affordable housing through homeownership and rental opportunities” recommendation).

**Action 1.2: Set mandatory emissions reduction limits at the individual building level.** The Commonwealth should establish GHG emissions caps per square footage of individual buildings based on different building types, from single-family homes to large commercial buildings and laboratories. Building performance standards set a high-level threshold for a building’s performance, while not prescribing exactly how each building must meet the emissions reductions standard. By focusing the standard on climate mitigation, rather than energy consumption, a GHG emissions cap can more likely avoid conflict with the State Building Code. It can also empower building managers to think about their building systems holistically, accounting not just for emissions from energy systems, but also from

\(^1\) Electrification primarily comprises the transition of fossil-based heating systems, such as gas furnaces and oil boilers, to highly-efficient electric heating, such as cold-climate air-source heat pumps, which can also provide cooling.
industrial processes, if applicable, and potential carbon sinks from green infrastructure and materials with high albedo. This new policy lever could be deployed at the local level, as it is in the Clean Energy DC Omnibus Act (focused on energy efficiency ratings) or in New York City’s Local Law 97 (focused on GHG intensity). Alternatively, it could be deployed statewide similar to the Washington State Clean Buildings Act, which has the added benefit of widespread consistency and scale.

By passing legislation that mandates the establishment of a statewide building performance standard based on specific carbon budgets per square footage for various applications, including building type and potentially location and equity indicators, Massachusetts can set the bounds by which building owners plan renovations and upgrades. The caps should ratchet down over time and include a non-compliance mechanism similar to the Alternative Compliance Payments (ACP) currently made by electricity suppliers that fail to comply with the Massachusetts Renewable Portfolio Standard requirements. Another non-compliance option could be a carbon trading mechanism to help finance low-carbon retrofits undertaken by low- and moderate-income building owners or those serving low- and moderate-income tenants. Any statewide standard should include protections against displacement, particularly focused on naturally occurring affordable housing, and align with additional funding sources such as those proposed in Policy Action 1.1. See “Expand protections against displacement for low-income communities, communities of color, and renters” for more details on specific anti-displacement measures that can be pursued.

Action 1.3: Adopt a minimum threshold for the percentage of heating and cooling statewide that will come from renewable energy or clean electric sources. Regulations to include renewable thermal in the Massachusetts Alternative Energy Portfolio Standard (APS) were completed in 2017, whereby electricity suppliers can meet part of their compliance requirement through the deployment of solar thermal, air-source heat pumps, and ground-source heat pumps. Currently, however, the percentage requirement for Alternative Energy Certificates (AECs) only increases 0.25 percent annually and renewable thermal technologies are only one means to comply; others are technologies such as combined heat and power and efficient steam. To transition away from fossil fuels for heating and cooling, a minimum threshold for solar and heat-pump technologies should be required. Legislation signed into law in Maine in 2019 calls for 100,000 heat pump installations by 2025. Massachusetts should be similarly bold. Regulations should prescribe a minimum mandatory limit of at least 30 percent by 2030 (as deemed feasible in 2014 by the Department of Energy Resources’ (DOER) Commonwealth Accelerated Renewable Thermal Strategy (CARTS) report), increasing to 100 percent, or as high as possible, by 2050.²

Cambridge, and other jurisdictions around the country. This requirement would increase transparency and awareness of building energy consumption and provide necessary data to inform related policies, such as a building emissions performance standard and climate action plans. To enable the policy to reduce GHG emissions, the Legislature should pass a statewide building energy use disclosure and reporting law in which compliance with reporting must be actively enforced, as should related requirements to decrease building energy use during each compliance period. While building type or size can be phased in over time, targeted energy reductions in buildings that are in Environmental Justice communities should be prioritized at the start. In conjunction, the Legislature should require that utilities provide building owners with data in an accessible format to aid in the benchmarking process, and include provisions, such as through a rental licensing requirement, to protect low- to moderate-income renters from displacement or from bearing the cost of resultant upgrades. See “Expand protections against displacement for low-income communities, communities of color, and renters” for more details on these protections.

Strategy 2

Ensure that new buildings and major renovations are constructed to meet ultra-low energy, high-performance standards and support greater adoption of distributed renewable energy resources and energy resiliency.

When it comes to building decarbonization, new buildings allow developers to start from scratch and deploy the energy-saving, low-carbon, high-performance technologies, materials, equipment, and systems from the design phase. The policy landscape currently in place, however, does not prioritize comprehensive and strategic planning, design, engineering, construction, operation, and financing of net-zero compliant buildings. Both public and private institutions have made some progress in encouraging this development, including via market-based certification standards such as Passive House and funding from utilities, MassCEC, the Department of Housing and Community Development, and other bodies to support pilots, charrettes, low-income housing tax credit points, and trainings. Yet, most buildings are still constructed or renovated using standard practices that do little more than meet the State Building Code or respond to perceived market demand.

To achieve the climate goals of our region and beyond, baseline requirements and incentives for better buildings will need to be enhanced significantly. The Next Generation Roadmap bill passed and signed into law in March 2021 makes notable improvements in this area by authorizing DOER to establish by November 2022 a municipal opt-in high performance stretch code that includes a net zero building performance standard, but there is still more work to be done. By raising the floor for climate-smart development, we can succeed in transforming market demand and bolstering the related supply chain. We can also generate benefits not only to reduce GHG emissions, but also to make buildings more resilient to storms, extreme temperatures, and grid outages; more conducive to sheltering in place;
inclusive of strong daylighting features proven to benefit students’ learning and public health at large; and better ventilated, more comfortable, and less expensive to operate due to down-sized equipment and reduced energy costs. By 2028, the policies should be applied across all building types so that only 2050-compliant buildings are constructed in Massachusetts.

**Action 2.1: Integrate a robust net zero building energy code into the statewide stretch code by 2025 and the base building energy code by 2028.** The State Building Energy Code is a uniform code across the Commonwealth with which all cities and towns must abide. Unlike in some other states, municipalities cannot adopt an alternate building code, except for the Stretch Energy Code, an above-code appendix to the building code first adopted in 2009. Cities and towns can opt in (and rescind adoption) via their local legislative body. One of five criteria required to become designated as a Green Community, the Stretch Energy Code has been adopted by over 80 percent of the 351 Massachusetts cities and towns as of May 2021. The Stretch Code appendix was originally 20 percent more efficient than the base energy code. With only two updates in over ten years, however, and with those changes affecting fewer and fewer buildings, the current stretch code is not a sufficiently strong tool to support the decarbonization needed for new construction and major renovations.

The DOER, in consultation with the Board of Building Regulations and Standards (BBRS), should adopt a regular stretch code pathway that expressly aims to attain net zero-ready building performance and a municipal opt-in specialized stretch code, now enabled by the 2021 Next Generation Roadmap Law, that requires most buildings to fully achieve net zero performance. To have a sizeable impact, this opt-in code must not only attain net zero through robust energy efficiency, particularly of envelope and enclosures, electrification, and non-combustible renewable energy, but it also must be adopted by most municipalities. To ensure that this impact is realized, all participating Stretch Code communities should be included by no later than 2025 and all Massachusetts cities and towns by 2028. This phased-in approach creates an on-ramp for building developers and inspectors to prepare to comply. The Commonwealth should also use this time to ensure that supplemental funding is provided to support state- and municipally-owned, deed-restricted, and naturally occurring affordable housing.

Moreover, a regular code update cycle should be established to guarantee timely improvements in the code. This cycle should have a duration of three years to coincide with the mandated adoption of the International Energy Conservation Code (IECC). The IECC is adopted as the Base Building Energy Code in the state, along with additional more stringent Massachusetts-specific amendments, within a year following the three-year cycle of updates to that national model code. Subsequent updates to the net zero code should be required on that same cycle. Additionally, the net zero code should include measures to minimize embodied carbon, potentially based
Decarbonize the building and transportation sectors

**Action 2.2: Align Mass Save programs with the urgency of climate change.** The 2008 Green Communities Act (GCA) created several important policy and programmatic mechanisms and bodies, such as the Green Communities Division at DOER and Energy Efficiency Advisory Council (EEAC), to accelerate energy efficiency. The law required that the electric and gas utilities consider efficiency their first fuel and that they coordinate around a new energy efficiency plan every three years. The Mass Save program also grew out of the GCA as the coordinated initiative of all investor-owned electric and natural gas utilities and the Cape Light Compact (known jointly as the “program administrators” or “PAs”) to deliver the energy efficiency services detailed in the three-year plans. The offerings identified by the PAs in the three-year energy efficiency plans are approved by the Department of Public Utilities (DPU) before being implemented through Mass Save. By law, the PAs must seek to implement all available cost-effective energy efficiency and demand reduction resources. The cost-effectiveness test, termed the Total Resource Cost Test, therefore becomes the critical threshold for what should be included in the plans and what is deemed too expensive.

The 2021 Next Generation Roadmap Law implemented important changes to how costs are screened and benefits are perceived. The Mass Save programs must now integrate the social cost of carbon into cost-effectiveness calculations, and equity and climate change have been added to the list of priorities within the DPU’s mandate. While critical, these improvements require enhanced vigilance to ensure that the roll-out of the changes comply both with the letter and the spirit of the new law. The DPU should update its Energy Efficiency Guidelines to mandate that the assessment of costs, benefits, and cost-effectiveness be updated to align and comply with Commonwealth’s 2030 and 2050 GHG emissions reductions requirements, including an updated social cost of carbon. The process of updating the Energy Efficiency Guidelines should include robust and meaningful stakeholder engagement. Subsequently, the DPU should ensure transparent and timely communication on the final updates made to the guidelines and how they will be applied in the Mass Save programs. If the proposed Three-Year Plan does not meet these elevated commitments, the DPU should return the plan for revision until they do.

Another strong outcome of the 2021 Next Generation Roadmap Law requires the Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs to set a GHG emissions limit for each Three-Year Plan, with the first of such limits released on July 15, 2021. Seemingly aggressive, it remains to be seen the impact the limits will have on phasing out fossil fuel incentives and shifting focus to equitable electrification and weatherization. The urgency of climate change and climate justice will necessitate a sharp transition in budgets, investments, planned savings, and benefits away from business as usual and to a significant focus on weatherization, electrification, non-combustion renewable energy technology, clean energy storage and demand management, pre-weatherization and pre-electrification barrier mitigation,
and workforce development - with all costs covered for low-and moderate-income households and other underserved residents and small businesses.

**Action 2.3: Implement a local climate zoning package that leads buildings to reduce their GHG footprint, utilize renewable energy, and integrate robust resiliency measures.** The municipal zoning code can serve as a strong local tool to mandate and encourage building decarbonization. While individual jurisdictions cannot govern building energy use if it conflicts with the building code, they can utilize local levers such as zoning to regulate other uses and functions, including those related to climate. By regulating building GHG emissions through local zoning mandates and incentives, cities and towns can accelerate the pace by which their new building stock – as well as those undergoing major renovations that would trigger zoning compliance – contribute to the community’s climate mitigation goals.

Mandates could include zoning overlays that require GHG emissions building caps or eco-roofs (such as green, cool, solar roofs) for particular areas, such as where new construction is expected. Zoning can also be a strong vehicle for enabling greater deployment of renewable energy through language that encourages climate-smart technologies, equipment, and systems or reduces barriers to their deployment. By enabling climate mitigation building technologies, including air-, water-, and ground-source heat pump equipment; battery energy storage; solar thermal; and additional insulation by-right (i.e., without the need for special permit), the pathway to deployment is streamlined and expedited. By exempting them from height and setback zoning requirements or offering density bonuses, weatherization measures that add to the thickness of the building envelope and equipment such as condensers and switch boxes can be integrated without forcing a developer to sacrifice interior building space. With any of these incentives or allowances, municipalities should ensure that affordable housing protections are enforced and aligned.

Further, multifamily and compact mixed-used development is inherently more efficient than single-use development. Achieving the Commonwealth’s climate and housing goals will require accelerating the production of multifamily and mixed-used development, particularly in transit-oriented locations. See “Accelerate the production of diverse housing types throughout the region, particularly deed-restricted Affordable Housing, with a focus on transit-oriented, climate resilient and other smart growth locations” and “Reduce vehicle miles traveled and the need for single-occupant vehicle travel through increased development in transit-oriented areas and walkable centers” for more details on these complementary goals.
Best/emerging practice: The Netherlands initiated Energiesprong as a government-funded innovation program intended to cultivate and scale whole-building deep energy efficiency retrofits through a standard build and funding approach. The vision is to generate mass demand and a mass market for economic, high performance, net zero retrofits, anticipating that they would greatly reduce upfront costs over time and enable very low operational costs and improved livability for occupants, as well as decreased fossil fuel GHG emissions and climate change impacts. Since 2013, Energiesprong has retrofitted over 4,500 units of affordable housing to net zero energy with 18,000 more in the pipeline in Europe. Modeled after Energiesprong, RetrofitNY is a New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) program that aims to create standardized and scalable deep energy-efficient retrofits for the entire housing industry.

RetrofitNY is a $30 million program funded over ten years and made available through New York State’s $5.3 billion Clean Energy Fund (CEF). Pilot retrofits will be publicly subsidized, but the goal is to build a self-sustaining market, reduce design and manufacturing costs, and streamline the financing and retrofit process. RetrofitNY’s pilot phase is focusing on multifamily affordable housing as a uniform building typology. Early successes demonstrate that knowledge transfer and new channels of demand have begun. Since the market has not yet expanded to meet the anticipated demand, challenges include the current high costs of pre-fabricated building exteriors and high-efficiency electric hot water systems. The program is one to watch, as it transitions projects toward construction and potentially overcomes barriers – actions that could enable a similar program in Massachusetts to adapt more quickly and optimize a growing U.S. market for modular and scalable deep energy building retrofits.

Strategy 3

Dramatically increase the share of personal vehicles and municipal and state fleet vehicles that are all electric or low carbon.

The transportation sector accounts for slightly over 40 percent of all GHG emissions in Massachusetts, and nearly half of these emissions are from passenger vehicles. While it is important that vehicles increasingly become more fuel efficient, we must undergo a widespread transition to electric vehicles to decarbonize the transportation sector. Adoption of electric vehicles (EVs) in Massachusetts is slow – in 2018, only 2.53 percent of new light vehicles sold in the Commonwealth were electric. However, due to declining costs of EVs, improved battery range, and expanded model availability, projections are forecasting that EV sales will increase. If we are to comply with the GWSA mandates, there must be significant movement toward electrification among personal vehicles, state and municipal fleet vehicles, and private fleets.
Action 3.1: Adopt a low carbon fuel standard for vehicles powered by internal combustion engines (ICE). To facilitate the transition toward EVs, the Legislature should adopt a low carbon fuel standard (LCFS) that will serve to both decrease carbon dioxide emissions associated with ICE vehicles and accelerate the adoption of EVs. An LCFS program will require manufacturers to produce fuels that are less carbon emitting. Adopting a LCFS will make cleaner fuels available to drivers of ICE vehicles, provide incentives for manufacturers to produce low carbon fuels through a credit and deficit system, and serve as an interim measure prior to mandating that all new vehicle sales in Massachusetts be Zero Emission Vehicles (ZEVs). LCFS programs have been successfully adopted in California, Oregon, Washington, British Columbia, and by the European Union.7

Action 3.2: Require all new vehicle sales in Massachusetts be ZEVs by 2032. The Legislature should establish a mandate that will require all new vehicle sales in Massachusetts be ZEVs by 2032. This should not only include personal vehicle sales, but also the purchase and lease of state and municipal fleets, including school buses, as well as light and medium duty commercial vehicle sales. This would put the Commonwealth on the path to achieve its current goal to have 300,000 zero emission vehicles on the road by 2025 and the Department of Energy Resources’ (DOER) comprehensive energy planning process, which assumes that two-thirds of new vehicle sales will be electric by 2030.8 To accelerate this transition, the MBTA, MassDOT, and DOER should conduct a study of opportunities for near-term electrification of vehicles owned and/or leased by municipalities, school districts, and Regional Transit Authorities (RTAs), including an assessment of charging needs.

Numerous countries, including Denmark, France, Germany, India, Ireland, Israel, Netherlands, Norway, Scotland, Taiwan, the United Kingdom, and the Province of British Columbia, have announced measures to phase out ICE vehicles in favor of ZEVs by a specific year.9 In the United States, cities such as Denver, New York, and Seattle have announced goals to have ZEVs comprise a percentage of vehicle registrations by a targeted year.10 Adopting a ZEV mandate by a specific timeframe, along with a plan delineating concrete steps to accomplish this goal, sends a clear message to both vehicle manufacturers and consumers, helping grow the market and drive technological innovation.

Action 3.3: Expand funding for electric vehicle sales and charging infrastructure. The Massachusetts Electric Vehicle Incentive Program (EVIP) Fleets is a MassDEP rolling grant program aimed at making EVs more widely available across Massachusetts. The program provides incentives for public entities to buy or lease EVs, with funding awards dependent on the size and type of EV the public entity is looking to purchase. In addition to incentivizing EV purchases, MassEVIP also offers programs to support a host of EV charging infrastructure options, including Direct Current Fast Charging, Multi-Unit Dwelling and Educational Campus Charging, Public Access Charging, and Workplace and Fleet Charging.11 This program has allowed MassDEP to provide hundreds of millions of dollars in funding to
Decarbonize the building and transportation sectors. The Legislature should increase funding for the MassEVIP program to accelerate these efforts.

To incentivize EV adoption, the Massachusetts Offers Rebates for Electric Vehicles (MOR-EV) program currently offers a rebate of up to $2,500 for the purchase of an EV. The DOER will make at least $27 million available per year in 2020 and 2021 for EV incentive programs including MOR-EV. The Legislature should allocate additional funds to extend and target the impact of the MOR-EV program. The MOR-EV program should re-focus this additional funding entirely to provide a more substantial income qualified rebate for residents with low and moderate incomes, create a scrappage program for ICE vehicles, and grow the used ZEV market to further incentivize the purchase of zero emission vehicles. Looking ahead, the Legislature should codify the MOR-EV program in statute to ensure stable long-term funding.

As transportation network companies (TNCs) like Uber and Lyft continue to have a large role in our transportation system and contribute to transportation emissions and vehicle air pollution, there are strategies the Commonwealth can pursue to promote access to EVs for Uber and Lyft drivers. The MOR-EV program should establish standalone or additional rebates for 1) qualified high mileage fleet operators and drivers and 2) low-to moderate-income drivers. In addition, a rebate for the purchase and lease of certified pre-owned full battery EVs should be provided through the MOR-EV program. These efforts should be paired with tailored outreach and education to low- and moderate-income households. The program should also create incentives for car dealerships to ensure a greater share of their vehicles sold are electric. California, Oregon, and Washington\textsuperscript{12} offer rebates based on driver income, while Connecticut\textsuperscript{13} and Colorado\textsuperscript{14} offer rebate incentive programs for dealerships and ride-hailing companies, respectively.

\textbf{Action 3.4: Expand procurement opportunities and advance funding programs for fleet electrification.} Existing opportunities for cities and towns, the MBTA, RTAs, and state agencies to invest in electrifying their fleets should be expanded and broadened. Efforts to lower vehicle costs and grow the market can be accomplished by expanding region- and state-run collective procurements, such as via group purchasing that enables bulk pricing for school buses. The parameters set within public vehicle procurements can be a driving force in expanding the EV market.

In addition to increasing funding for the MassEVIP program, as detailed in Action 3.3, the Commonwealth should explore a voucher program to assist with the upfront purchase or lease of fleet vehicles. For example, with funds from the Volkswagen Settlement and Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) Improvement Program, New York’s Truck Voucher Incentive Program provides vouchers to public, private, and nonprofit fleets for the purchase or lease of all-electric vehicles\textsuperscript{15}. Robust funding programs must be available and collective purchasing tools leveraged to enable the transition to fleet electrification and ensure that additional financial burdens are not placed on municipalities and agencies.

\textsuperscript{12} Transportation Electrification: States Rev Up, National Governors Association, 2019.
\textsuperscript{13} https://portal.ct.gov/DEEP/Air/Mobile-Sources/CHEAPR/CHEAPR-Home
\textsuperscript{14} Colorado Lawyer, Plugging into the Colorado Region, February 2020.
\textsuperscript{15} https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/Truck-Voucher-Program
Nationwide, municipalities and states are implementing innovative and ambitious programs to transition to electric school buses. For example, in partnership with Dominion Energy, the state of Virginia launched a program to replace its entire school bus fleet with electric buses by 2030. To accelerate the adoption of electric buses by school districts, New York’s Truck Voucher Incentive Program\textsuperscript{16} covers 80 percent of the incremental cost and California’s Hybrid & Zero-Emission Truck & Bus Voucher Incentive Project\textsuperscript{17} offers up to $220,000 per school bus, plus $15,000 per bus if operated in a disadvantaged community. Massachusetts must act at least as boldly.

\textbf{Action 3.5: Adopt a statewide right to charge policy.} A right to charge policy states that residents in multi-unit buildings (and other buildings) have the right to install vehicle charging infrastructure for their private use.\textsuperscript{18} Right to charge policies typically outline reasonable regulations and conditions that must be met for individuals to move forward with installation. In January 2019, Governor Baker signed into law a home rule petition filed by the City of Boston to enact a local right to charge policy for condominium unit owners.\textsuperscript{19} This now allows condo owners to install EV charging stations at or near their parking spaces, subject to reasonable rules and restrictions. The Legislature should pursue a statewide right to charge policy so that residents of multi-family buildings across the Commonwealth have the ability to install charging infrastructure for their personal use, and so that living in a multi-family building does not present a barrier to purchasing an EV.

\begin{itemize}
  \item [16] \url{https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/Truck-Voucher-Program}
  \item [17] \url{https://www.californiahvip.org/}
  \item [18] NASCAUM Right to Charge Laws, October 2019. \url{https://www.nescaum.org/documents/ev-right-to-charge.pdf/}
  \item [20] \url{https://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/421438-california-commits-to-100-percent-electric-bus-fleet-by-2040}
  \item [21] \url{https://ny.curbed.com/2019/5/6/18533462/mta-retires-diesel-buses-rapid-transit-series-all-electric-fleet}
  \item [23] \url{https://www.masstransitmag.com/bus/vehicles/hybrid-hydrogen-electric-vehicles/article/21076292/chicago-city-council-approves-transition-to-100-percent-renewable-energy}
\end{itemize}
complete and a capital plan for the maintenance facilities has been developed. The MBTA must strengthen and accelerate this pledge\(^\text{25}\).}

While vehicle electrification is an essential component of any transportation decarbonization scheme, the Commonwealth must also invest a robust, reliable, and affordable public transit network and accelerate the production of affordable housing and mixed-used development near transit. Compact growth near high quality transit and enabling people to live with no or fewer vehicles offers many co-benefits, including improving economic mobility, reducing commute times, improving public health outcomes by reducing air pollution and traffic fatalities, and conserving open space necessary for carbon sequestration. Ways to accelerate this mode shift are explored more deeply in “Improve accessibility and regional connectivity” and “Reduce vehicle miles traveled and the need for single-occupant vehicle travel through increased development in transit-oriented areas and walkable centers.”

► **Action 4.1: Pursue public-private partnerships to advance electrification upgrades to MBTA bus maintenance facilities.** Providing adequate charging infrastructure is imperative to effectively advance bus electrification. The MBTA’s 2017 Integrated Fleet and Facilities Plan recognized that either upgrading or replacing all eight of the facilities that maintain and garage MBTA buses is a critical need. However, the MBTA faces fiscal challenges to acquire new funding resources to bring these facilities up to a state of good repair. The MBTA should pursue public-private partnerships to accelerate both bus electrification and modernization of bus facilities. Using the Albany Street Garage in Boston as a case study, A Better City explored the potential for electric bus technology to serve as the basis of a public-private partnership in which the private sector could finance and/or construct an electric bus maintenance facility as part of a larger mixed-use development project. The study concluded that this concept has the potential to provide a cost-effective public/private site development strategy that could both modernize and expand the MBTA’s bus facility network.\(^\text{26}\)

► **Action 4.2: Require all electric utilities to establish time varying rate structures for EV charging infrastructure and financing programs that support the acquisition and operation of electric buses.** Utilities need to play a proactive role that supports and facilitates the transition to transit electrification. Municipalities and transit agencies should work collaboratively with the DPU, Eversource, and National Grid to design rate structures that support transit electrification by making charging more economical. Specifically, this includes working with utilities to offer off-peak discounts for charging and time-of-use (TOU) pricing, and instituting policies and practices that make the business case for buses to be used for energy storage and vehicle-to-grid technology.

25 [https://www.mbtafocus40.com/focus40theplan](https://www.mbtafocus40.com/focus40theplan)
Another option is to develop a financing program in which electric utilities provide upfront funding for vehicle investments and allow municipalities and public transit agencies to pay the utility back on their utility bills as they save on fuel and maintenance costs. A “pay as you save” financing or repayment program can enable municipalities and public transit agencies to address the challenge of higher upfront costs associated with purchasing electric buses and allow for short-term financial savings that could be used to pay for other electrification investments such as charging infrastructure.

**Action 4.3: Take part in battery leasing programs with manufacturers.**
Primarily due to battery cost, electric buses require more upfront investment than their diesel counterparts do. The MBTA should take part in financing and leasing programs offered by bus manufacturers designed to reduce the barrier of higher upfront capital investments. For example, the electric bus manufacturer Proterra offers a battery leasing program. While Proterra retains ownership of the battery, this program allows public transit agencies to use the battery over a multi-year agreement. Battery leasing is a low-cost financing program that accelerates the procurement of electric buses. The battery leasing concept effectively splits the ownership of an electric bus between the transit agency, which owns the body of the vehicle, and the company that owns and powers the battery.

**Best/emerging practice:** Low-emission zones (LEZs) have been established in more than 260 cities across Europe. While design and regulation of LEZs varies by city, they all work on the principle of prohibiting or levying fines on polluting vehicles, while granting preferential access to approved vehicles in a defined geographic area. Although definitions and designs vary, the primary goal of LEZs is to reduce exposure to traffic-related air pollution and curb tailpipe emissions.

Many LEZs have increasingly strengthened their requirements over time and are expected to continue doing so. These requirements consist of stricter emissions criteria, extension of regulated areas, and inclusion of more vehicle types (e.g., light-duty or heavy-duty). For example, London is in the process of implementing “ultra-low emission zones.” The majority of LEZs operate 24 hours a day, 365 days a year (e.g., Berlin, Stuttgart, Amsterdam, Brussels), but others operate only on certain days and at certain times (e.g., Paris).
Action 4.4: The Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs should establish a statewide VMT reduction goal in the Clean Energy and Climate Plan. While vehicle electrification is an essential component of any transportation decarbonization scheme, the Commonwealth must also work to reduce the need to drive and shift a larger share of those trips to walking, biking, or transit. MAPC estimates vehicle miles traveled (VMT) will grow 21% from 2010 to 2030 in the absence of any intervention, and relying on electrification alone means costly subsidies and tremendous pressure on the grid to accommodate the swift electrification of personal vehicles. Reducing the need to drive by improving and expanding walking, biking, and public transit infrastructure and facilitating more compact mixed-used development near transit offers a host of benefits beyond reduced emissions. Expanding the number of destinations accessible by modes beyond driving can reduce traffic congestion and traffic fatalities, improve air quality, and reduce transportation cost burden and improve economic mobility among low-income individuals.

The Interim Clean Energy and Climate Plan (CECP) currently includes a goal to reduce commuter VMT by 15% by 2030. This is an important first step, and requires strengthening the existing Rideshare Regulations within the Department of Environmental Protection (see specific program recommendations in Action 3.3 in “Reduce vehicle miles traveled and the need for single-occupant vehicle travel through increased development in transit-oriented areas and walkable centers”). The Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA) should build upon this goal and identify a statewide VMT reduction target within the CECP. At a minimum, given current travel behavior changes resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic, there should be a short-term goal to stabilize VMT. A longer-term statewide VMT reduction goal should be identified once current trends stabilized. Commute trips only represent about 25 percent of all trips taken. As post-pandemic commute and travel writ large continues to become more flexible, the Commonwealth should take a more holistic approach to reducing VMT, lowering emissions while enabling more access to opportunity without a car. Planning to achieve this target should be guided by prioritizing access in communities with a higher percentage of individuals who are low-income and transit-dependent, and should happen in coordination with similar efforts at MassDOT (see “Improve regional accessibility and connectivity”).

Homes for Everyone

Accelerate the production of diverse housing types, particularly deed-restricted affordable housing, throughout the region. Focus on transit-oriented, climate resilient and other smart growth locations.
Recommendation: Accelerate the production of diverse housing types throughout the region, particularly deed-restricted Affordable Housing, with a focus on transit-oriented, climate resilient and other smart growth locations.

Strategy 1
Expand Housing Choice to empower localities to zone for housing diversity.

Greater Boston is home to a great diversity of people and households. Households may be large or small, comprise family members or unrelated people, and include seniors, young children, or both. The region’s households also have many different needs: proximity to public transit; a stair-free, accessible unit; multiple bedrooms to accommodate an elderly family member or an expected child; or a price that fits a certain budget. However, diversity of housing form and pricing are limited in the Commonwealth for several reasons, including high development costs and restrictive local zoning.

The Commonwealth’s 2021 Housing Choice legislation represents a meaningful first step in addressing the severe housing shortage by lowering the super majority voting approval threshold for select residential zoning and permitting, thereby facilitating housing production (see Action 1.4 below). Furthermore, through its focus on multifamily development and compact development in smart growth locations, the legislation will result in a greater diversity of housing types available in many localities. In the coming years, the state should continue to facilitate more inclusive and diverse local housing production, specifically by encouraging affordable units and units that meet a variety of physical and household needs.

Action 1.1: Require that “missing middle” housing types be permitted by right in single-family districts in municipalities above certain thresholds.

States and municipalities across the nation have been considering “missing middle” housing, or small homes and moderate-scale multifamily housing, to increase housing diversity in context with the local built environment. In today’s market, new housing development often comprises either expensive single-family homes or large-scale multifamily buildings, with little in between. “Missing middle” typologies fill that gap. Historically
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1 Housing Choice at a Glance – MAPC; FINAL Housing Choice and 40R language.
some of these housing types—such as accessory dwelling units (ADUs) or triple-deckers—were common throughout the region. However, many were banned in a wave of exclusionary zoning practices in the mid-20th century, often with the goal of racial and economic segregation. For the many households, duplexes, “tiny houses”, ADUs, modern triple-deckers (including both owner occupied and rental units), or modest single family “starter” homes are more in line with their needs and financial capacity.

Municipalities above a certain threshold (see below) should be required to permit moderate-scale housing types, such as duplexes, triplexes, or cottage clusters, in districts currently zoned exclusively for single-family housing. Such a policy should also allow existing single-family homes to be converted to duplexes or triplexes. These housing types should be allowed by right and should be subject to reduced off-street parking requirements. Localities subject to this policy could set reasonable siting and design requirements provided that those requirements do not, individually or cumulatively, discourage the development of permitted missing middle housing types through unreasonable cost or delay. This policy would not prohibit the construction of large single-family housing on large lots, but rather would ensure that it is not the only option available.

In some municipalities not subject to such thresholds, state law should require municipalities to allow ADUs by right in districts zoned for single-family use. Most localities in the Commonwealth either do not allow ADUs or only allow them under limited circumstances. Allowing ADUs in these locations would incrementally create alternatives to single-family housing while generating rental income for homeowners. Appropriate limitations, such as allowing communities to limit ADUs to an overall percentage of units or allowing a permit for ADUs that increase the footprint of the building, would maintain an appropriate level of local control while allowing a much-needed increase in housing supply for families of varied means.

To implement this recommendation, the state should study and identify specific benchmarks for categorizing municipalities that would be subject to these requirements. One possible threshold could be those used in the Housing Choice legislation: In that case, Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) communities would be required to allow ADUs by right, and all areas within a half mile of transit stations would be required to allow additional missing middle housing types by right. Alternatively, benchmarks may be based on the housing submarkets identified in this plan, neighborhood characteristics, potential for smart growth, or another metric. The metrics should also define whether some communities, such as sparsely populated rural towns, should be exempt from this policy altogether.
For such a policy to be successful, municipalities must have the resources needed to thoughtfully implement new zoning ordinances or bylaws. Concurrently with the policies outlined above, Massachusetts should appropriate technical assistance funds for municipalities to zone for missing middle housing and to plan for any needed infrastructure improvements, such as water, sewer, storm drainage, and transportation services (see Policy Action 2.1 below). Regional planning agencies (RPAs), private consultants, or state agencies could provide municipalities with needed support.

**Best/emerging practice:** In the past few years, upzoning legislation has been introduced or passed in Oregon, Washington, California, Nebraska, Virginia, and Maryland, as well as at the municipal level in cities across the country. Many of these states’ proposed or adopted bills are tiered to account for communities of different sizes or needs. For example, Oregon’s law, the first in the country that addresses single-family zoning at the state level, requires that municipalities with populations greater than 25,000 allow duplexes, three- and four-plexes, and cottage clusters in single-family districts. Municipalities over 10,000 people must allow duplexes in all areas zoned for single-family use. Importantly, the state provides technical assistance in the form of model bylaws and a $3.4 million fund for municipalities to plan for the local regulatory changes and address gaps in infrastructure.

**Action 1.2:** Monitor implementation of the 2021 law requiring multifamily zoning in MBTA communities to ensure efficacy and expand the definition of housing types required by right near transit. Larger multifamily and mixed-use development most efficiently uses land and creates the kinds of economies of scale that can provide significant community benefits, such as the inclusion of deed-restricted Affordable Housing. There are areas in nearly every community where this kind of housing works, but there are significant barriers to this development, including limited by-right local zoning, complicated local special permit processes, and multiple political approvals needed for individual developments to proceed.

In 2021 Massachusetts took a critical first step toward ensuring that housing options for those who do not need or cannot afford a single-family house are available in all communities benefiting from MBTA service. The Housing Choice legislation includes a requirement that communities served by the MBTA have at least one zoning district of reasonable size in which multifamily housing is allowed by right. Communities not in compliance risk losing eligibility for select state funds, including the Housing Choice Initiative, the Local Capital Projects Fund, and the MassWorks infrastructure program.

The Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD), in consultation with the MBTA and the Massachusetts Department of Transportation, must issue guidance to determine whether an MBTA community complies with the new requirements. Although this guidance
has not yet been released, it will be essential to the legislation’s success. It should provide specific direction on what constitutes a reasonably-sized zoning district; whether existing zoning meets the requirement even if opportunities to increase production within the district are limited; whether mixed-use development meets the requirements, and under what circumstances; what constitutes housing suitable for families with children; whether districts are in a location appropriate for family housing; whether communities with more than one major transit stop must adopt a multifamily district for each stop; whether requirements differ for rail and bus stations; and safeguards against the use of dimensional standards, parking requirements, or infrastructure constraints to avoid the requirement. DHCD is currently drafting this guidance, which may be issued prior to the publication of these policy recommendations.

This list is not exhaustive, and there will doubtless be unforeseen loopholes or complications that arise as the policy is implemented. DHCD should closely monitor implementation and, after a five-year period, assess whether the intent of the legislation is being met and whether access to the identified funding sources is sufficient motivation for municipalities to comply. If not, the state should consider other incentives, such as providing additional funding to compliant communities. It might also consider a process that would enable developers of properties near transit to override local zoning in non-compliant municipalities, similar to the existing MGL Chapter 40B process.

After the regulations are successfully rolled out, the state should consider possibilities for expansion. This might include enlarging the district size in appropriate circumstances, so that an increasing percentage - or even all - of the area within a half mile of a transit station would allow multifamily housing by right. The state should also consider whether a half mile radius is the appropriate metric and whether there are other areas where denser development may be appropriate, such as bus corridors, retail nodes, former industrial or commercial sites, or other amenity-rich locations. Increasing housing options in high-opportunity areas is of particular importance given the continuing legacy of mid-20th century zoning policies that intentionally sought to exclude persons of color and low-income households, as well as exclusionary practices that continue – formally or informally – today.

Notably, the 2021 legislation does not include an affordability component. For many low-income households without access to a private vehicle, public transit is a necessity, and rising housing costs and displacement risk around transit stations motivate opposition to new development. The legislation would be strengthened by provisions to ensure that households with a range of incomes can live in these high-opportunity areas. This may take the form of an embedded inclusionary zoning requirement or specific, tangible incentives for municipalities to incorporate increased affordability. As with the previous policy action, technical assistance funding should be made available to localities seeking to implement these zoning changes (see Policy Action 2.1 below).
Accelerate the production of diverse housing types

**Action 1.3: Monitor the abutter appeals process.** In early 2021 the Commonwealth took a critical step toward reforming the abutter appeals process. Previously, neighbors of a proposed project could challenge it for almost any reason, even if it had already received community support and all approvals. The residents most likely to participate in public processes tend to be older, male, or longtime homeowners who often oppose new housing construction.² Often, a small minority of residents can halt or delay projects that may offer broad community benefits, raising significant equity concerns. Even if the project obtains all local approvals, this same minority can challenge the project in court, costing the proponents years of further delay and large sums of money, while further preventing the benefits of additional housing.

The 2021 legislation, passed as part of the Housing Choice law, seeks to address this issue by allowing abutter appeals with merit to be heard while discouraging meritless appeals intended to stop or delay a development. The new law gives courts the discretion to require the person appealing the decision—including approval of a special permit, variance, or site plan—to post a bond that may be used to cover legal fees and holding costs if the appeal is denied. This new legislation has the potential to reduce a powerful barrier to new housing while allowing well-founded appeals to proceed.

After a five-year period, the state should study the impact of the new law on the frequency and type of abutter appeals and make amendments, as needed. The state may need to provide guidance as to what constitutes reasonable and meritorious grounds for appeal, such as direct displacement without a right to return, and what constitutes a frivolous appeal, such as those grounded in development impacts (e.g. school, sewer, environmental), despite rigorous study and mitigation; impacts on light, air, and shadow; or
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“community character.” See the “Make government more participatory and inclusive” recommendation for more actions on developing meaningful and engaging public participation processes.

**Action 1.4: Expand the Housing Choice law, which requires a simple majority rather than a super majority, to include additional zoning changes that encourage diverse housing types.** Governor Baker’s Housing Choice legislation, adopted in early 2021, lowered the required vote for select smart growth residential zoning changes from super majority to simple majority, removing one barrier to greater housing supply and diversity. The simple majority threshold now applies to accessory dwelling units, multifamily or mixed-use zoning in 40R-eligible locations, open space residential development, 40R Smart Growth Overlay Districts, and modifications to parking and dimensional requirements to allow for more housing.

However, many zoning changes that expand housing choice still require a two-thirds supermajority voting approval threshold that is often challenging to meet. Most notably, this includes inclusionary zoning, which requires that a certain percentage of new units in residential developments above a certain scale be set aside for low-income residents. The very high super majority threshold makes it difficult to implement this type of zoning, and, consequently, many of these proposals fail or are pulled because local planning authorities know they will not receive support of two-thirds of Town Meeting or City Council.

The state should expand the new law to include additional zoning decisions that promote housing diversity and affordability. Additional zoning decisions that the state should consider incorporating into Housing Choice may include inclusionary zoning; parking requirements for by-right multifamily development; disposal of property for the purposes of housing; adaptive reuse; or other potentially inclusive zoning changes that become apparent over time. Expanding the new law to include inclusionary zoning is especially important and should be adopted as soon as possible, since it is one of the few zoning decisions that directly encourages the development of Affordable Housing.

**Strategy 2**

Strengthen state funding programs to promote housing production of all types and Affordable Housing in particular.

The Commonwealth has multiple funding sources to encourage housing production. Given the limited nature of these and all Affordable Housing funds, it is critical they be utilized to maximum effect. Toward that end, there are changes to existing funding tools that can be made and new funding streams that will maximize the results of local efforts to expand the housing supply.
Action 2.1: Create a new funding stream for deed-restricted Affordable Housing production. While regulatory changes are critical to addressing the regional housing shortage, substantial public funding is needed to truly meet the region’s housing needs, particularly those of the state’s lowest-income and most vulnerable residents. The private market alone simply will not produce enough housing or housing at deep enough affordability levels. However, it is essential that any new revenue source minimize impacts on low-income households. Taxes that are levied universally, such as a sales tax or a gas tax, can disproportionally impact low-income households because the tax constitutes a greater share of their income. New revenue-generating measures should be designed such that the tax burden is distributed equitably across income brackets.

To provide this dedicated funding source, the Commonwealth should pursue an increase in the deeds excise fee, as proposed by S.1853/ H.2890: An Act relative to providing for climate change adaptation infrastructure and affordable housing investments in the Commonwealth, filed by Senator Jamie Eldridge and Representative Nika Elugardo. This bill, also known as the housing and environmental revenue opportunity or HERO bill, would double the deeds excise tax and divide the new revenue equally between affordable housing and climate mitigation. Alternative sources of revenue should also be considered. New funds generated through the deeds excise fee increase or other source would supplement the housing funds made available through the 2018 housing bond bill without diverting resources from existing bond appropriations. Further information on this bill is available in the “Expand and improve the way we finance local and regional government recommendation.”

A portion of the revenue generated should be used to provide technical assistance to municipalities that are undertaking processes to meet other housing-related policy actions, such as capacity building for local affordable housing trusts. However, most funds should support the production and preservation of permanently Affordable Housing, such as through technical assistance with disposal of municipally-owned land or predevelopment planning.

An increase in the deeds excise tax would result in greater housing resources at the state level. To create a funding stream at the local level, the state should enable a local real estate transfer tax as described in Action 1.4 in “Ensure adequate protections against displacement for communities and residents of color, low-income communities, and renters”.
Best/emerging practice: In 2018, the greater metropolitan region of Portland, Oregon passed a regional Affordable Housing bond measure. The $652.8 million Affordable Housing general obligation bond measure covers three counties and eight implementing jurisdictions that include cities, housing authorities, and the regional governing agency that oversees regional land use. Each implementing agency creates its own local implementation strategy, which allows for local flexibility within the framework of the bond’s overarching principles of racial equity, assistance for the neediest residents, creation of region-wide opportunity, and good governance. The bond is intended to create 3,900 Affordable Housing units through a roughly even mix of new housing production and acquisition of existing naturally occurring affordable housing. It includes specific production targets for family-sized units and deeply affordable homes (those affordable to households earning less than 30 percent of AMI) and limits the number of units at the higher end of the affordability scale (60-80 percent of AMI). The structure of a regional bond in Greater Boston would necessitate different considerations due to differences in state requirements, but the Legislature could overcome this implementation challenge by granting localities, groups of localities, counties, RPAs, or other entities the ability to raise revenue for specific purposes and then bond against those revenues. Such a tool should still be considered as a model for regionally targeting housing action in a state with wide geographic differences in housing need.

Action 2.2: Increase the efficacy of the Community Preservation Act by increasing the state match, encouraging utilization across all required categories, and proactively collecting program data. In many municipalities, particularly in smaller towns or cash-strapped cities, the Community Preservation Act (CPA) is one of the few available resources to fund local housing, open space, and preservation programs. CPA funds are generated through a surcharge on the local property tax and are supplemented by a match from the state.

Municipalities are required to spend at least 10 percent of CPA funds in each of three categories: Affordable Housing, open space and recreation, and historic preservation. Municipalities may spend the remaining 70 percent in any of these three categories. In many cities and towns, however, the required portion of funds in at least one category goes unspent due to lack of capacity, lack of political will, or lack of viable projects. To incentivize compliance across all three categories and encourage municipalities to exceed this requirement, the additional portion of the state match, described in Action 1.1 in “Ensure land preservation, conservation, and access to recreational spaces”, should be made available to towns that have spent 15 percent of their CPA funds across each of the three categories. An exception should be available for municipalities that are reserving funds for planned future projects – for example, a town that is holding its recreation funds in anticipation of a planned new park – and for municipalities that
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3 Affirmative action program utilization and availability analysis (oregonmetro.gov)
have demonstrated a clear need to spend more heavily in one category – for example, a town that has identified an affordable housing project as a high priority and plans to spend 80% of its CPA funds on housing. These exceptions could be demonstrated through a 5-year CPA strategic plan or other planning document. Municipalities that have not met the bonus criteria would continue to receive the base state match that is currently available.

In some smaller communities, the barrier to spending CPA funds is a lack of capacity, particularly in the housing category. In many of these towns, housing initiatives are often spearheaded by the municipal Affordable Housing Trust or Community Preservation Committee (CPC). These groups comprise volunteers who are often passionate about housing but do not necessarily have technical housing expertise. The Massachusetts Housing Partnership (MHP) and other state agencies currently provide some support, but these local committees would benefit from additional capacity building. The state should provide technical assistance funding for these municipalities to develop implementable strategic plans that ensure effective utilization of their CPA housing funds, as well as technical assistance to support implementation.

To monitor progress and gain a greater understanding of program expenditures, the state should more actively collect data on CPA expenditures. First, the data currently collected through local reporting to the Department of Revenue (DOR) should be made publicly available in an easily accessible format. While the Community Preservation Coalition already maintains a database of CPA projects, additional information collected by DOR should also be publicly accessible. DOR already has the statutory authority to spend money from the CPA Trust Fund to administer the program, which includes these data collection and reporting functions, so the state should determine whether any additional resources are needed to address barriers to carrying out these functions. The state should allocate resources to the DOR to support this task. Additionally, the state should issue guidance on reporting requirements for local Affordable Housing Trusts that have received CPA funds. Housing trusts are better equipped to nimbly distribute funds but are not subject to the same reporting requirements as a CPC, which makes it difficult to understand how these funds are used. The state should require that housing trusts in receipt of CPA funds are required to report to DOR in the same manner as a CPC, enabling it to better understand local expenditures and plan for the program in the future.

For additional recommendations related to CPA, please see Action 1.1 in “Ensure land preservation, conservation, and access to recreational spaces”.
Action 2.3: Expand the 40S program to mitigate the impacts of new development on school enrollment. Community opposition to new housing often centers around the perceived negative impacts on schools, traffic, infrastructure, and community character, although complaints about impacts on character often conceal opposition based on race or class. Municipalities can require developers to study and mitigate a project’s impact on traffic and sewer systems, and towns can implement design guidelines to ensure new development is in keeping with the character of the built environment. However, municipalities lack the ability to require mitigation for any impacts on school enrollment.

To address this barrier to housing and Affordable Housing production, Massachusetts passed Chapter 40S, which compensates municipalities for school costs incurred as a result of new housing in 40R Smart Growth Overlay Districts. Compensation is based on the net fiscal impact to the municipality, or whether the additional school costs exceed tax revenue generated from the project. To date, most 40R developments became the home for fewer school-aged children than opponents claimed during the planning process. These developments often do not trigger 40S payments in large part because up to 80 percent of the units in 40R developments can be market rate and the units typically have relatively few bedrooms (primarily one- and two-bedroom units, with a few three-bedroom units). However, even if the 40S payments are ultimately not allocated, this tool serves to allay concerns about school impacts during the planning and development process.

To ease the path for new multifamily housing - not just within 40R districts, the state should expand eligibility for 40S payments to include all multifamily housing with at least 15 percent of units affordable to households earning 80 percent of AMI. Projects with fewer units at deeper affordability levels (e.g., 10 percent of units affordable to 60 percent AMI) should also be considered for 40S eligibility. Along with expanding project eligibility, the state should commit to guaranteed, dedicated funding to ensure consistent access to this resource.

As part of the program expansion, the state should collect robust data about new construction projects, number of bedrooms, and school impacts. This data would not only help the state understand potential program costs, but also could be used to help localities to understand and address concerns regarding school impacts of specific development projects. More recommendations for 40S are available in the recommendation: “Reduce vehicle miles traveled and the need for single-occupant vehicle travel and increase development in transit-oriented development and walkable centers”.
Action 2.4: Expand resources for public housing authorities to undertake renovation of existing properties and to acquire and build new units. Due to decades of inadequate funding at the federal level, most local public housing authorities do not have sufficient operating funds to renovate properties or, in some cases, to even perform basic maintenance. The result is that many public housing buildings, some more than 50 years old, are facing years of deferred maintenance and potential obsolescence. Yet, most housing authorities lack the resources to perform the long-overdue systems upgrades and improvements that would keep their buildings functioning and safe.

Housing authorities do, however, own land, much of which is underutilized. The Commonwealth has recently sought to leverage this resource through its Partnership to Expand Housing Opportunities program, which supports public-private partnerships to renovate and expand housing authority properties. The 2016 pilot awarded predevelopment grants to the Chelsea and Somerville Housing Authorities to redevelop the Innes and Clarendon Hill Apartments, respectively, with subsequent support from other state sources including the MassWorks Infrastructure Program. The mixed-income redevelopments currently underway include modernization or one-to-one replacement of existing housing authority units coupled with new workforce and market rate units. A second round of funding was released in 2020. The state should continue to support and scale this program.

Increased access to capital may even position high-capacity authorities to acquire new properties on the open market, as housing authorities in Austin and Seattle have done. This strategy has enabled both housing authorities to expand into higher-opportunity areas of their jurisdictions, providing more locational choice for lower-income residents and breaking generational patterns of segregation. The approach also addresses the issue of housing voucher discrimination: while many private landlords decline to rent their units to voucher holders, the housing authorities readily accept voucher holders as tenants.

However, creating the tools for housing authorities to pursue capital improvements and expansion may not be sufficient. While Massachusetts has many high-capacity housing authorities, it is also home to many small authorities that likely lack the expertise and bandwidth to seek potential new resources, inclusively plan for improvements, oversee intensive renovations, or structure the complex financing and partnerships that would be part of any expansion or acquisition. The state should equip the DHCD to provide robust technical assistance to small authorities, perhaps in conjunction with the capacity building program recommended in Policy Action 2.2, to pursue and implement needed improvements, as well as the construction of new units.

In any housing authority redevelopment project, it is essential that there be at least a one-for-one replacement of low-income units, that those units be available at the same level of affordability, and that the authority institute a relocation plan to ensure current residents’ housing needs are met during the transition. The renovated developments should be managed
as welcoming places for low-income households and households of color, which has not always been the case in mixed-income public housing redevelopments.

Fully unlocking the potential of housing authorities would require action on the federal level, including a major increase in federal operations and maintenance funding and a repeal of current federal limits on housing authority expansion. To the greatest extent possible, the state should advocate for changes at the federal level in addition to pursuing state-level action.

Strategy 3

Dedicate resources to better equip the private market to build diverse housing.

It is the responsibility of local and state government to ensure that favorable regulatory conditions exist to build more diverse and affordable housing, but it is typically the private market that ultimately develops this housing in the United States today. This means that, in an expensive region like Greater Boston, where the cost of building and operating deed-restricted Affordable Housing and naturally occurring affordable housing almost always exceeds revenue generated from those units, the Commonwealth must ensure private and nonprofit developers have the subsidy needed to produce housing at a range of price points.

► Action 3.1: Develop a state program to finance the construction of ADUs and other missing middle housing types. In addition to regulatory constraints, which are addressed in Policy Action 1.1 above, the ability to secure financing is often a significant barrier to building an ADU. Costs to build an ADU can be as high as $150,000 to $200,000 for a single unit. While this cost is low compared to the per-unit costs of developing new multifamily housing, it is far more than most homeowners can access through traditional means, such as a home equity loan or refinancing. Unlike developers of larger projects, individual homeowners do not typically have access to large amounts of equity, and most banks and lending agencies do not offer loans for ADUs.

The Commonwealth should establish a revolving, low-interest loan fund that enables homeowners to borrow funds based on anticipated rental income from future ADUs. To encourage even deeper affordability, the program should include incentives – such lower interest rates, deferred payments until sale of property, or loan forgiveness – to homeowners who agree to rent their ADU to low-income residents or rental assistance voucher holders.

4 Costs based on interviews with municipal officials and self-reported costs from “Building an ADU,” http://www.buildinganadu.com/cost-of-building-an-adu/.
**Best/emerging practice:** There are several examples of similar programs nationwide, including in Portland, Oregon, and several municipalities in California. The Silicon Valley Housing Trust offers a construction loan specifically tailored to ADUs that functions as a second mortgage. The financing involves interest-only payments the first year, and then anticipates refinance after the third year once the ADU is stabilized and conventional funding sources are more readily available. The program requires that residents of the new ADU be low- or middle-income for at least two years. The Backyard Homes Project in Los Angeles is designed as a one-stop shop for ADUs, including design, construction, and financing options. Financing through one of two program partners, the Genesis Community Investment Fund or the Self-Help Federal Credit Union, offers a first mortgage refinance. The program requires that the ADU be rented to a Section 8 voucher holder for at least five years. While these programs operate on the county or municipal level, either could serve as a model for a statewide program in Massachusetts.

**Action 3.2: Amend the requirements of Chapter 40R to increase the income diversity of homes within Smart Growth Overlay Districts.** The 40R Smart Growth Overlay District program currently requires that at least 20 percent of units within the district be affordable to households earning 80 percent of AMI. However, some municipalities may be interested in offering affordability to a broader range of incomes to meet their local affordability goals and needs. In addition to the changes to 40R recommended in the Inclusive Growth & Mobility section of this plan, the state should consider offering an alternative path to meet affordability requirements that incorporates affordability for households earning 30 to 60 percent of AMI. To offset the cost of this deeper affordability, an alternative compliance path may need to balance the more deeply affordable units with moderate-income units (e.g., 10 percent of units affordable to 50 percent of AMI and 10 percent of units affordable to 100 percent of AMI). An affordability tier at 100 percent of AMI or greater should only be considered if it enables a tier of deeper affordability at 30 to 60 percent of AMI. As a first step, options under consideration should be analyzed to confirm they are financially feasible without public subsidy. Because one of the advantages of a 40R district is nimble, by-right development, any requirement that necessitates seeking Low-Income Housing Tax Credits or other scarce Affordable Housing production resources—which often take years to access—could be counterproductive to 40R program goals. Further changes to 40R are recommended in: “Reduce vehicle miles traveled and the need for single-occupant vehicle travel and increase development in transit-oriented development and walkable centers.”
Action 3.3: Utilize 40R, 40S, and other existing state programs as incentives to produce housing suited to first-time and first-generation homeowners.

Although the state’s 40R program has been successfully implemented in many municipalities, its lower-density counterpart, the 40R Starter Home District, has never been adopted by a municipality. This may be due in part to the requirement that 50 percent of units in a Starter Home district be three-bedrooms, which may raise concerns about increased school enrollment in some municipalities. MAPC supports the program’s goal of encouraging Affordable Housing for families and does not recommend reducing this requirement; rather, the state should consider more robust funding for 40S and should allocate resources for promoting the benefits of 40S (see Policy Action 2.3).

Another barrier to Starter Home implementation may be Greater Boston’s extremely high land costs, which make it difficult for deed-restricted Affordable Housing to be financially feasible at the lower densities targeted in the Starter Home program. Even if sufficient density could be achieved, most lower-density developments are envisioned as homeownership projects, in which the 20 percent affordability requirement is more difficult to achieve than in rental projects. To make these projects more viable, the state should proactively align the Starter Home program with existing state homeownership resources. The state should make resources available for MassHousing and Massachusetts Housing Partnership (MHP) to actively connect municipalities considering Starter Home districts with state homeownership programs and experienced affordable homeownership developers. This would increase understanding of available resources to support the Starter Home program, and could be undertaken in concert with the recommendations to expand low-income homeownership opportunities in the “Ensure that people of all races and income levels have equal access to affordable housing through homeownership and rental opportunities in every community” recommendation.

Finally, any state efforts to enhance first-time and first-generation homeownership should seek to equitably balance individual wealth building with the need for scarce public resources to support long-term affordability, discussed more thoroughly in “Enable wealth creation and intergenerational wealth transfer.”
Improve local government capacity and service delivery.
Recommendation:
Accelerate the production of diverse housing types throughout the region, particularly deed-restricted Affordable Housing, with a focus on transit-oriented, climate resilient and other smart growth locations.

Strategy 1
Bolster local government’s ability to attract and retain a creative, adaptive, and diverse workforce for the long-term.

Local government must expand their Human Resources capacity to attract and retain a broader range of people from a diverse set of backgrounds. There is a wealth of talent in Greater Boston and there are job opportunities in municipal government for a range of educational backgrounds and skills. There is also an urgent need to address the lack of diversity within the municipal workforce. A 2020 MAPC report showed that the municipal workforce is older and whiter than the communities it serves and that a significant number of current municipal staff are expected to retire within the next 5-10 years. While strategies to attract new staff will help address this shortfall in the short-term, cities and towns also need to consider long-term retention strategies so that new hires will feel welcome, supported, and able to achieve their professional goals within local government. Cities and towns are beginning to increase investments in Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) in both external project work and within the workplace. In addition to supporting inclusive public process, DEI practices and policies are essential in order to sustain a workforce that is reflective of the diversity of the region. This challenge presents our region with a unique opportunity to embrace modern strategies to replenish the local government workforce with the skills and creativity that can meet future demands. While the nature of municipal government workplaces varies based on type of government, local leadership, resources, and other factors, there are some common actions cities and towns can pursue to begin to attract and retain new employees from all backgrounds. However, a true transformation of the local government workforce will take leadership at all levels of government and require the guidance and advisement of HR and DEI professionals.

**Action 1.1: Create more effective pathways to local government.** Pathways to a career in municipal government are not well defined, and for many young professionals, infrequently traveled. Those less familiar with municipal government or those who do not see themselves reflected in the current local government workforce may be less likely to seek out or to pursue opportunities in local government. Municipal Human Resources departments should be more deliberate in publicizing the career opportunities available in local government to interest students and other job seekers, and should do special outreach to people of color.

Community colleges and other higher education institutions can play a significant role in helping to prepare young people for jobs in municipal government and can also work with local municipal leaders to advertise opportunities for municipal employment to students and graduates. Degree or certificate programs can help prepare young people for jobs in municipal government work, especially in high-need areas like municipal finance.

The Commonwealth should also create a paid programs through a partnership between local governments and higher education institutions. The structure of these programs could vary depending on the resources available and the nature of positions that need to be filled, but could include internships, externships, mentorship programs, and apprenticeships. A combination of state, local, and private funds could be used to support such programs, which would help to build lasting interest in municipal work. These programs could serve as a follow-on to efforts in K-12 schools that expose young residents to the many ways the local government helps to shape their community and what it means to work in public service.

**Action 1.2: Modernize the municipal hiring process.** The municipal hiring process is highly inconsistent across the region. The highest performing private sector firms prioritize hiring and consider talent acquisition as fundamental to their success. In the municipal sector, broad recruitment, outreach, and advertising is often not a top priority and many cities and towns do not have enough money in their budgets to have full time Human Resources staff.

It can be difficult for non-local job seekers and those with more limited knowledge of careers in local government to find out about municipal openings and this contributes to the lack of diversity among applicants. Many municipalities rely on various professional organizations to list job opportunities, but those postings are typically accessed locally by other municipal workers or lost in a sea of other nationwide postings. In a competitive job market, municipal government needs to be creative in how it reaches and attracts preferred candidates.

Municipalities should have an obligation to hire a workforce that represents the diversity of the region’s residents. Modernizing municipal hiring practices should include the adoption of comprehensive hiring plans with a focus on diversity, and should evaluate current residency requirements that are in place in many municipalities across our region. This must also include what DEI strategies will be pursued in order to retain a diverse
workforce. As cities and towns start to implement these plans and evaluate their efforts, they improve transparency and progress.

**Action 1.3: Provide competitive, flexible benefits that are valued by today’s job seekers.** One of the largest fiscal challenges facing state and local government is unfunded pension and healthcare liabilities for retirees. Massachusetts’s unfunded actuarial accrued liability (UAAL) at the state and local level is predicted to outgrow new tax revenue over the next 10 years\(^2\). Benefit and compensation levels have also not always kept pace with other sectors. This can constrain a municipality’s ability to offer competitive benefits to new hires and, in turn, hire the most qualified applicants for open positions.

Most local government agencies have defined benefit retirement packages (pensions) that require decades of service to fully vest. Today’s young professionals change positions or employers more frequently than previous generations, reducing the appeal of a pension plan for some younger workers. Flexible retirement benefits that can be easily transferred or taken upon the end of employment are more valued by some young professionals.

Our region’s local governments have dozens of different retirement plans. Local autonomy over retirement plans is valued by local leaders and for local unions, but this comes at a price as individual plans can have a higher overhead rate and, at times, worse performance. The Massachusetts State Employees Retirement System (MSERS) retirement is available to all municipalities and, with its size, is able to capitalize on lower non-investment costs. It also allows state/municipal employees to move within Massachusetts public service and continue to accrue the benefits. This greater flexibility could provide a greater incentive for younger workers to consider government service and to stay within the public sector in Massachusetts. To conquer the large growing amount of unfunded pension liability and to provide greater flexibility for our region’s public servants, municipalities should consider consolidating their individual pension plans and joining MSERS.

In addition to more flexible retirement benefits, as we have learned during the pandemic, many state and local government positions can be performed effectively from home, an example of one type of flexible work option that is highly valued by younger professionals. Additional policies that should be examined include parental leave policies, flexible sick and vacation time, professional development opportunities, and even commuting benefits. It should be noted that benefits are a mandatory subject for bargaining, and these negotiations can be challenging for cities and towns. Municipalities should work together to identify strategies for maneuvering in an unionized environment to implement these policy changes.

**Action 1.4: Increase resources available to cities and towns to establish formal HR departments and attract and retain a more diverse workforce.** Local government is often less likely to implement modern and progressive workplace policies. Local governments need to adopt a culture of continuous improvement and allow their employees to enjoy the benefits of

the modern workplace. This includes fostering a welcoming and inclusive workplace culture. Evaluating, implementing, and proactively improving municipal workplace policies is a critical, yet under-resourced activity for many of region’s municipalities, especially for smaller towns. In many small municipal governments, there is no budget for dedicated HR staff, and the Town Manager/Administrator is the lead Human Resources Officer. With the vast responsibilities that a Town Manager already possesses, implementing proactive HR strategies and creating an environment of growth is just one of many competing priorities.

The Commonwealth should establish dedicated resources to support municipalities’ efforts to attract and retain a larger and more diverse workforce. First, this should include making resources available to cities and towns that need to establish dedicated HR departments so local governments are able to devise the workforce attraction and retention strategies that are most suitable for their municipalities and workplace culture. In some circumstances, for smaller communities, it may make sense for these departments to serve multiple municipalities. The Commonwealth should also identify an entity to provide cities and towns with guidance on how to attract and retain a diverse workforce through a comprehensive DEI strategy and hiring plan (see Action 1.2). This could include communities of practice for municipal HR professionals to share best practices and identify opportunities for collaboration.

**Strategy 2**

**Invest in information technology (IT) infrastructure to expand service offerings and enable communities to use and share data more effectively.**

The use and application of data and information technology tools ranges widely across local government. While this can, in some instances, lead to innovation, many communities across our region have little or no IT staff and are far behind where they should be for IT implementation and deployment. As the importance of IT in providing high-quality public services grows, these inequities should be remedied to enable the whole sector to become more effective and efficient. We must address staff challenges, develop long-term plans for IT investment, and enable IT implementation.

**Action 2.1: Establish high speed, publicly owned internet services for municipalities.** Massachusetts is behind the curve in terms of our investment and organization of our physical fiber network. Compared to our neighbors like Connecticut and Rhode Island, our municipalities and schools do not have access to publicly owned high-speed internet. The State of Connecticut established the Connecticut Education Network and over the last 20 years has provided funding and other benefits to connect to the ‘Nutmeg Network’. Municipal Government, Higher Education, Public and Private K-12, Libraries, State, and now private business partners have access to
low cost, public internet. Because of this investment, many Connecticut municipalities are better positioned to expand tech tools and improve the way municipal business is conducted.

To ensure that all municipalities and school districts have sufficient IT resources and infrastructure, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts needs to take a leadership role and invest in a high-performance public network. The infrastructure can be leveraged to expand services to communities not served by high performing or affordable internet. For more recommendations on expanding digital accessibility, please see Action 1.3 in “Make government more participatory and inclusive”

► **Action 2.2: Create more partnerships and platforms for IT knowledge, sharing, and collaboration.** Local governments are often on their own in determining their IT strategy and direction. Many small municipalities do not have the resources to hire an internal IT staff that can strategically manage their IT infrastructure or expand IT offerings to their residents. Some rely on volunteers while others use expensive managed IT service contracts with third party vendors. These managed IT services vary drastically in quality and can often leave a town with little control over their own IT assets. During the COVID-19 crisis, we saw that the lack of IT knowledge and capacity created impediments to some municipalities’ disaster response efforts. While some towns were well positioned to handle the change to remote working, many others were unable to effectively work from home.

Local government IT professionals and municipal leaders should partner more regularly to explore IT options and learn from each other about what works and what does not. They should share information on the costs of IT services, the performance of vendors, and the value of different tools. This information sharing could be facilitated by neutral parties that do not have a stake in the selection or deployment of certain solutions. Shared platforms for municipal officials to find information on IT costs, performance and value should also be created to help them make informed choices on IT. The Executive Office of Technology Services and Security should consider providing these opportunities for coordination and collaboration for cities and towns.

The lack of resources and IT knowledge continues to severely limit many municipalities’ ability to meet resident needs. Unmet IT needs extend beyond the capacity for towns to support resident-focused tools and enhanced levels of service.

The Commonwealth has offered various grants to expand tech tools and IT spending, but these yearly funds are not enough to support long term infrastructure and staffing needs. The state should leverage new federal recovery funds to prioritize IT investments, and should also encourage
regional efforts where smaller towns partner with larger municipalities to bolster their IT services.

**Action 2.3: Move towards a collaborative open-source software procurement model.** Many core government functions rely on expensive and proprietary software platforms that are not easy to reconfigure as municipal needs change. These products come with long-term contracts and significant licensing and maintenance fees.

An alternative to being locked into such products would be to create more open-source software solutions that communities could more readily adapt to their needs. Open-source platforms would allow communities or groups of cities and towns to work together to configure solutions over time and could be built around common standards to enable comparative data analysis. Cities and towns would need support from entities that could help them rewrite the software and could potentially share staff with such skills. Using open-source platforms would enable smaller evolutions of the platforms on a project-by-project basis and innovations could be shared between cities and towns without purchase of costly licenses or unnecessary features.

**Action 2.4 Create data standards for municipal departments and functions.** Municipalities capture and report a lot of similar information, but do not use common conventions and descriptions. This makes comparing data and information between communities very difficult. With a strong standardization effort, state entities and municipal governments would be better able to make more informed decisions to address upcoming challenges in an everchanging and increasingly complex world.

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts has attempted to collect standardized municipal budget and revenue data through the Department of Revenue’s Division of Local Services (DLS) Schedule A submissions. Each fiscal year municipalities are required to self-report financial information for review. Municipalities self-report their expenses in 54 categories and each category is divided into 4 different expense types. While useful, the information DLS collects is self-reported and municipalities categorize expenses in different ways. This makes it hard to use the data to compare costs and services effectively. Clear data standards for the provision of budget, purchasing, and expense information could address this issue and unlock opportunities for collaboration and service improvement.

The Massachusetts Legislature should create the Office of Data Standards to identify data standardization opportunities and create resources for state government and municipal data standardization. Developing standards for municipal departments to follow in areas such as finance, purchasing, public safety, public works, and planning would aid efforts to assess best practices and evaluate the effectiveness of service provision. Clearer and more standardized municipal data would also allow residents to better understand the services they receive and to participate more knowledgeably in local government activities. With a consistent data standard that is also
publicly accessible, residents and third parties could access and organize data effectively and increase government transparency.

**Action 2.5: Examine whether privatized services offer good value by comparing performance and cost information across municipal governments.**

One of the ways to help local government improve quality of services would be to get a better understanding of how the different services are provided across municipalities. In order to undertake this analysis, the state would need to develop common benchmarks and metrics for evaluation in certain core service areas. In order to understand the relative value of a particular service, cities and towns should weigh the cost of service delivery against the performance of the service.

Local governments should especially do a cost-benefit analysis of those services they have privatized, such as waste collection. Privatization might ultimately prove more costly than building municipal capacity to provide the service in-house. Private services may also not be as accountable to local residents or employ local residents. Municipalities and other government entities have expanded efforts to quantify and showcase the level of service that they provide their residents.

**Strategy 3**

Catalyze creative collaboration, problem solving, and partnerships within and between municipalities and with other sectors.

Local governments cannot provide all of the services required by their residents, such as anti-poverty programs, public health, and housing stability. Within a city or town, departments can work across boundaries to solve complex problems and rethink who and how they deliver services to address underlying issues and develop solutions for the long-term. Local governments can learn from each other and bring together and lead cross-sectoral coalitions with private and non-profit entities to provide more seamless delivery of services. Creative collaboration is especially needed in areas like health and human services and economic development, where local governments should play a central role in commissioning services from appropriate entities and building the capacity of community-based organizations working with residents to offer services in new and creative ways. Incentives and funding should be directed to local governments (and as professional development to staff) so they can serve in this convening and commissioning role effectively.

**Action 3.1: Break down silos within municipal governments.** Like many tiers of government, local government is siloed around fixed and long-structured departments with prescribed and, in some cases, statutory responsibilities. While this enables professionalization and consistency, it does not always lend itself to creative problem solving on issues that no single agency or staff person can possibly resolve themselves. Issues around health, social-economic opportunity, equity, arts and cultural development, environmental resilience, and sustainability are just some of the complex issues that communities are grappling with that require holistic cross-departmental approaches.
While maintaining core expertise, local governments need to hire for, train, and expect staff to be more able and willing to work across silos. Skills in coordination, facilitation, and engagement are particularly needed. Local governments should seek assistance in building their capacity to work in this manner and make it a priority for professional development and technical assistance.

**Action 3.2: Encourage shared learning and inter-municipal partnerships.** Often the most effective way for local governments to become more creative and adaptable is for them to work together to find solutions. This does not mean they always need to adopt the same solution in each community, but that they work together to explore and compare different approaches and results. This happens in many ways across local government now, whether through professional and membership organizations, or coalitions established around certain grants or programs. However, not all communities invest the same amount of time and resources in such partnerships.

The Commonwealth, professional organizations, regional planning agencies, and other relevant entities should all explore how to build and encourage stronger sub-regional partnerships around the critical issues and challenges facing local governments. Grant programs are often a catalyst for collaboration and partnership between local governments, especially in areas such as public health where grants often require multi-community applications and coalitions to be involved. This model of grantmaking should be expanded to new areas to encourage collaboration, learning, and more impactful results.

**Action 3.3: Direct and commission private and non-profit actors to support municipal priorities.** Local governments stand at the center of their communities, understand their residents needs, and are more accountable to residents than other levels of government. Even in areas where local government may not offer services directly, such as clinical mental health services, they can play a vital role in commissioning private non-profit, and in some cases for-profit, providers to furnish such services and work alongside municipal officials in supporting residents.

Every community is served by community-based organizations that improve the quality of life for residents. In some cases, municipal leadership or staff do not know the community-based resources available. Local governments should ensure that they understand their community-based assets, inventorying their community-based capacity and considering whether they are underserved in certain areas. This is especially true with health and social services, where communities may be served by a number of organizations but have no relationship with them. Municipal leaders and officials should build relationships with local organization leaders in these sectors, and work to understand how partnerships can be created.

Where communities lack significant community-based capacity, they should work to grow this sector. In some cases, community-based organizations could expand their geographic area of interest. To help
cultivate community-based organizations, municipal staff should prioritize developing community partnerships and commissioning their services, which could also build the capacity of the community-based organizations.

Action 3.4 Enable inter-municipal collaboration to build capacity. There are several areas of local government that are critically and regularly under-resourced, such as health and human services, energy and climate, or arts and culture. Municipalities often cannot afford to build capacity on their own but could pool resources to support each other.

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts should allocate adequate funds and create financial incentives for new service sharing agreements. Previously funded municipal sharing efforts in public health and public safety were under-resourced. Moving forward, most, if not all grant programs to local governments should make regional partnership a key objective and criterion and offer longer-term funding to enable long-term collaboration to take place. By allocating funds and creating financial incentives for municipalities to create new service sharing agreements, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts would stimulate conversations between municipalities and act as a catalyst for greater collaboration.
Expand and improve the way we finance local and regional government
Recommendation: Expand and improve the way we finance local and regional government

Strategy 1
Ensure sufficiency & resiliency of revenue to meet local and regional needs.

In spring of 2021, Congress passed the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA), which included substantial local recovery funding. This money represents a once-in-a-generation opportunity to make investments that can help repair and rebuild our economy and support those individuals and communities that were most deeply impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. But even with these critical recovery dollars, the state and our municipalities will, over time, face significant gaps in funding needed to reach our region’s long-term goals. We must find new, stable sources of revenue that can help meet our operating and capital needs.

As we think about new revenue sources, it is important to remember that the reliability and resiliency of revenue vary depending on the source. Property and income taxes tend to be fairly stable, although climate change and sea-level rise and its impact on coastal development could threaten property taxes over the longer term. The economic fallout from the pandemic dramatically reduced receipts from hotel, meals, and rental car taxes, although we expect these to recover as the pandemic recedes. Moving to steadier and more predictable revenue sources over the long term is necessary to provide stable, efficient, and effective municipal government and municipal services.

Action 1.1. Contain rapidly growing fixed costs to enable funding for high quality services. Municipalities face significant fiscal pressures driven in part by the age of its workforce, the number of retirees, and longer life expectancies, which have increased high-growth fixed costs such as health insurance and pensions. Regular growth in the costs of covering public employees is another driving factors. Taken together, these costs consume an increasing share of local budgets, which in turn decreases the amount of funds available for meeting other local priorities. Further reining in rising healthcare costs, primarily through reforms at the state level, while maintaining high-quality health insurance for all municipal employees, would provide municipal and state budget relief.
Some of the highest costs for cities and towns occur in public safety contracts. Potential reforms, particularly around line-of-duty rules and disability retirements require further research and investigation. Similarly, rules governing binding arbitration through the Joint Labor Management Committee should be considered. The current standard measures a municipality’s “ability-to-pay,” but it does not take into account other municipal spending pressures and therefore often compels cutbacks in other areas. A municipal legislative body has the ability to reject an arbitrator’s award, but this rarely happens. Current law forbids a municipal chief elected official from even recommending against a settlement, a limitation that should also be revised.

**Action 1.2. Provide more flexibility to help municipalities weather economic downturns.** One-time federal relief payments will help create local budget stability in FY22 and FY23, especially as cities and towns try to address economic downturns that occurred as a result of COVID-19. However, over the long-term, cities and towns need to be able to plan for unmet needs and future economic upheaval. Three actions would provide greater flexibility and resiliency for municipal budgets in future downturns: increased flexibility around Proposition 2½; the establishment of a state aid stabilization fund for Unrestricted General Government Aid (UGGA); and more flexibility for short-term financing.

Proposition 2½ significantly restricts growth in a municipality’s ability to raise tax assessments year over year, preventing cities and towns from providing needed services. As discussed above, some costs, such as health insurance and pension liabilities, rise much faster than 2.5% annually. Moving some costs outside the limit of Proposition 2½ would provide much greater flexibility to meet local needs.

Some municipalities rely heavily on state aid as major portions of their budgets. While this is not a problem in a strong economy, this has a disproportionate impact on those communities with greater reliance on state aid during downturns. This generally includes some of the most economically challenged communities in the state, where residents have a high dependence on local services. The state should create a stabilization fund that steers ten percent of any increase in Unrestricted General Government Aid into the fund, to be used to reduce the pain of cuts made to local aid during economic downturns. The Division of Local Services could establish criteria that would automatically direct stabilization funds to municipalities when certain reduction thresholds are triggered. While the state currently has a “rainy day” fund, allocation of those resources is at the discretion of the Legislature and Governor, unlike how this stabilization fund would work.

During economic downturns, such as the 2008 recession and the 2020 COVID-19 lockdowns, municipalities were exposed to fiscal losses they could not plan for and that forced cutbacks in needed services. While the Legislature has granted cities and towns limited powers to borrow additional short-term funds to help manage cash flow challenges, and has
also allowed certain mandated payments (e.g., pension payments) to be delayed or spread over longer cycles during a downturn, waiting to legislate such changes until after a crisis has occurred is inefficient and damaging to local finances. The Commonwealth should therefore consider making such powers permanent and should make a range of short-term financing options available to cities and towns if certain economic triggers, such as unemployment increases, are met. The Commonwealth should build upon the relief made available through the American Rescue Plan Act and create tools that give cities and towns assistance immediately after a crisis emerges.

Action 1.3. Diversify local revenue sources. Cities and towns need more options to raise money locally to invest in local economies. Many of Greater Boston’s communities have an overwhelming reliance on local property taxes to fund municipal operations. In 2019, property taxes comprised nearly 64 percent of total tax receipts to cities and towns.\(^1\) While generally a fairly stable source of revenue, the property tax is vulnerable to long-term threats posed by the impacts of climate change, particularly in coastal communities. It is also a highly regressive source of revenue. Property taxes can be a significant burden to low-income homeowners and renters—while households with the highest one percent of incomes on average pay about three percent of their total income on property and commercial taxes, those with the lowest incomes tend to pay around five percent of their income on property taxes.\(^2\) This also contributes to wide disparities in public school funding. Taking state aid into account, the wealthiest 20 percent of local school districts on average spent $5,000 more per pupil than the least wealthy 20 percent of districts.\(^3\)

Alternative revenue sources like increasing the income, capital gains, and corporate income taxes are discussed in “Enable wealth creation and intergenerational wealth transfer”. The Legislature should pass legislation that would allow cities and towns to create a local option for revenue measures, including some of the following revenue mechanisms: a local option parking tax, district-based taxation, value capture mechanisms, increasing the real estate transfer fee and deeds fee, increasing local vehicle registration fees, and the ability to use regional ballot initiatives to fund a variety of local or regional transportation investments. Across the country, many local projects are funded my locally raised money, but Massachusetts does not have this option, and instead requires individual municipalities to file a home rule petition to raise local taxes and fees, a lengthy and difficult process with a low rate of success. If the Legislature allowed more local option fees and taxes, it would help to diversify revenue sources for cities and towns.

\(^3\) [https://massbudget.org/reports/pdf/MassBudget%20Chapter%2070%20Reform%20Paper%202018%20Final.pdf](https://massbudget.org/reports/pdf/MassBudget%20Chapter%2070%20Reform%20Paper%202018%20Final.pdf).
Strategy 2
Provide new revenue and investment for climate, housing, and transportation capital infrastructure.

To meet our 2030 and 2050 climate goals, significant investments will be needed to modernize, electrify, and protect our public transportation system, as well as to build sufficient and climate-resilient affordable housing. We do not presently have enough dedicated revenue to address these needs.

- **Action 2.1 Create a regional Climate Infrastructure Bank.** Building the electric infrastructure needed to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and ensuring that our transportation system, utility infrastructure, and neighborhoods are prepared for the impacts of climate change will require massive investments. A regional Climate Infrastructure Bank that can raise funds and prioritize investments across our region could lead this effort. Governance of such an entity should include state and municipal representatives, along with membership from communities that are most affected by climate change, including communities of color that have been disproportionately and systemically impacted by the effects of climate change. A Climate Infrastructure Bank could raise revenue in a variety of ways, though perhaps the most promising is through a carbon tax, which could be collected as a traditional gasoline tax, or at the wholesale level, as proposed in the Transportation and Climate Initiative. Other sources could include one or more of the following: per-capita municipal assessments, impervious surface fees, or greenfield development fees.

- **Action 2.2 Adopt the HERO (Housing and Environmental Revenue Opportunity) tax.** The Legislature is currently considering a proposal that would increasing the real estate excise tax by doubling the current rate. This proposal, known as the Housing and Environmental Revenue Opportunity (HERO) proposal, would raise the Massachusetts rate to 9.12 percent and could generate $300M per year that would be split between affordable housing and climate investments. A coalition of housing and environmental advocates are supporting this legislation in the 2021-22 session. H.2890 (Representative Nika Elugardo) and S.1853 (Senator Jamie Eldridge) have been filed in the current session.

- **Action 2.3 Create an affordable residential development circuit breaker.** Opponents of residential and mixed-use development often argue that the new local revenues retained by the host municipality do not cover the increased costs of providing municipal services to the development. To answer this question, the Public Policy Center at UMass Dartmouth conducted a study of six mixed-income residential projects, which showed that three out the six projects generated enough municipal tax revenue to cover the costs of their municipal services. This work, supported by the Mass Housing Partnership, showed that when the new state receipts — such as from the sales and income taxes generated by the developments — were included, the new developments all generated

---

positive revenues. In aggregate the study concluded that municipal shortfalls could be covered by less than a third of the new state receipts. Building in a “circuit breaker” that would allow some portion of new state revenues generated from a new affordable or mixed-income development to be retained by the host municipality would ensure that development impacts are fully covered. It would also remove the objection that new development doesn’t pay for itself. Another option could be to use one half of the circuit breaker funds to mitigate local impacts and to allocate the other half to a body such as the Climate Infrastructure Bank, which would be better poised to address regional needs.

Strategy 3
Shift revenue generation and investment to provide greater fairness in funding and more equitable outcomes.

Many of our state-level revenue sources, formulas for allocating funding, and grant program criteria do not incorporate equity as a fundamental objective or guiding principle. Our existing revenue-raising mechanisms place greater financial burdens on lower-income households and individuals, causing them to pay a greater share of their incomes as taxes. Some state and federal resource allocations prioritize population size or other factors over demonstrated need. We should rebalance how we raise and invest resources for a more progressive impact and to steer greater resources to communities and populations that could benefit the most from enhanced investments and to those communities and populations that have historic and systemic disinvestment. Additional ideas for creating a more progressive tax code and providing more opportunities for intergenerational wealth transfer are contained in “Enable wealth creation and intergenerational wealth transfer.”

Action 3.1. Make the sales tax more progressive. The Massachusetts sales tax is inherently regressive because lower income individuals use a greater share of their income to pay the flat 6.25 percent applied to the goods subject to the sales tax. To reduce the burden on lower-income residents, the sales tax could be broadened to apply to services. The exemptions on certain goods could be expanded and we could simultaneously reduce the tax rate applied to certain goods. These changes could be done in a revenue-neutral way so that the impact on our overall sales tax revenue does not decrease.

Action 3.2. Fully fund the Student Opportunity Act (Chapter 132 of the Acts of 2019). The Student Opportunity Act was passed into law in 2019. It directs additional resources to close the education outcomes found by race, in economically disadvantaged communities compared to higher income communities, for English Language Learners, and for children with disabilities. This landmark legislation has the potential to improve outcomes for K-12 students dramatically, but funding must be identified and allocated each year, and the first year of funding was rolled back due to the COVID pandemic. The Legislature included an additional $220 million in the FY22 budget, fully funding the first year of the law. Advocates, however,
believe because they are using lower enrollment numbers, an additional $90M is needed for full funding. In 2021, the Legislature created a $350 million Student Opportunity Act Investment Fund, designed to function as a reserve fund. The use of American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) funds could help meet short-term needs, and new funding that might be provided by the Fair Share Amendment, should it pass, could provide the long-term dedicated revenue required to reach the full promise of the Student Opportunity Act. The Commonwealth should pursue additional ideas to promote more equitable educational funding, including increasing investments for English language learners and special education.

**Action 3.3. Review federal and state funding formulas and grants for ways to improve equity.** Many state and federal funding formulas were established generations ago without a fundamental emphasis on directing resources to where they are most needed or to advance equity. One recent example was the federal allocation of the American Rescue Plan Act funds to municipalities following the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) formula. This resulted in inadequate allocations to several communities greatly impacted by COVID-19 that are home to high percentages of people of color, low-income residents, and immigrants. In many cases, these communities received much lower funding amounts than relatively higher-income communities. The Baker Administration was able to make these communities “whole” through additional allocation of state-controlled resources. However, reviewing federal formulas like CDBG and state formulas like Unrestricted General Government Aid (UGGA) and grant programs, such as MassWorks, will likely uncover opportunities to prioritize resource allocation in communities that have suffered because of systemic disinvestment and underinvestment.

**Action 3.4. Research disparities by race and ethnicity in the impact and administration of the property tax.** The property tax has historically been a fairly stable and consistent source of revenue for municipal operations, but there have been long-standing concerns about the disparities in the impact on lower income neighborhoods and on racial and ethnic minorities. Recent research indicates that accessing practices including valuation and the granting of tax abatements may have disparate impacts based on race and ethnicity. Further research is needed to explore potential disparities in assessing practices and to recommend reforms.

---

7 Property Tax Limitations and Racial Inequality in Effective Tax Rates. Martin and Beck. Critical Sociology. 2017 Vol. 43(2)).
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Inclusive Growth and Mobility
Ensure land preservation, conservation, and access to recreational spaces
Recommendation:
Ensure land preservation, conservation, and access to recreational spaces

Strategy 1
Use new and existing tools to increase financial support for acquisition and development of open space.

From urban tot-lots and active recreational sites to rural wildlife habitat, farms, and groundwater protection zones, open spaces serve a range of environmental, economic, and recreational functions. Acquiring, improving, and preserving open space is chronically underfunded, with limited dedicated revenue streams available. Increased financial support is critical to preserving habitats and farmlands before they are irrevocably lost to development. It is similarly critical to provide adequate recreational resources to support the region’s growing population, and to do so in ways that recognize the needs of lower-income communities where open space is often most limited.

Action 1.1: Increase the state match to the local Community Preservation Act (CPA) funds to 50 percent. Community Preservation funds are used to preserve open space and historical sites, create affordable housing, and expand outdoor recreation facilities. Currently, 186 Massachusetts municipalities have adopted the CPA. The Commonwealth uses proceeds from a fee on transactions at the Registries of Deeds to provide a match to these locally raised dollars. In the early years of CPA, that match commonly reached 100 percent, but it has declined for years. Even a recent increase in the Registry of Deeds fee has only increased the match to approximately 32.3 percent, due partially to overwhelming support for the CPA. Its adoption by voters in more and more cities and towns means state matching funds must be split more ways. With so many worthy projects, both local and state match dollars are often quickly exhausted. To meet demand for CPA projects and ensure more funding for open space preservation, the Commonwealth should identify a stable funding source that would allow it to ratchet up its funding match to 50 percent. Possible revenue sources could include an increase to deeds fees or an additional state tax on outdoor sports and recreation equipment. In addition to encouraging cities and towns to adopt the CPA, the Commonwealth should also regularly renew bond authorization for programs designed to provide funding for state and municipal efforts to acquire open space, protect natural resources, and improve and expand parks and recreational facilities, especially in Gateway Cities, such as the Gateway City Parks Program. For additional
recommendations related to CPA, please see Action 2.2 in “Accelerate the production of diverse housing types throughout the region, particularly deed-restricted Affordable Housing, with a focus on transit-oriented, climate resilient and other smart growth locations.”

**Action 1.2: Create a new dedicated funding stream for open space acquisition, improvement, and preservation.** In addition to expanding CPA funding, the Commonwealth should also identify new dedicated revenue streams to support its acquisition, improvement, and preservation of open space. This include exploring the use of a recreational equipment/sporting goods sales tax to support additional acquisition and redevelopment funds for parks. The Commonwealth should also support innovative and alternative means of funding open space, such as linkage fees related to new development within a municipality.

**Action 1.3: Encourage municipalities to establish dedicated funds for investment in park and recreation facilities to ensure that they provide safe and well-maintained fields and equipment for people of all ages and abilities to enjoy.** A number of municipalities plan for park and recreation facility improvements through a Capital Improvement Plan that identifies projects typically over a five-year horizon. One way to fund these improvements can be from yearly, specifically earmarked appropriations. Additionally, registration fees for local recreational programs are used to generate revenue for facility improvements and to cover basic maintenance expenses. Cities and towns should continue to explore innovative ways to create dedicated funding streams to sustain these investments.

**Action 1.4: State grants programs should prioritize municipal applications that optimize parks to serve multiple uses and maximize co-benefits.** Parks, open space, and outdoor recreation areas provide a range of benefits to local residents. These amenities are not only important for preserving our natural habitat and promoting climate change resiliency, but also serve as a venue for walking, biking, and other forms of outdoor recreation, offering a range of physical and mental health benefits. State grant programs that support the development of parks and other outdoor recreation areas should prioritize applications that maximize the co-benefits these amenities offer. This could include ensuring children’s splash pads and other outdoor cooling areas have ample tree coverage and other shade features, for example. Communities experiencing public health disparities, the challenges of climate change resilience and increased pressure around land development should also receive priority. Where appropriate, the Commonwealth should also prioritize efforts that coordinate with local urban garden programs to promote healthy food access, as well as efforts to promote commercial activity (outdoor vending and dining, farmer’s markets, etc.) in outdoor spaces. State grants for open space protection, including any future re-greening funds from a No-Net-Loss program, should emphasize ecosystem connectivity whenever possible.
Strategy 2
Promote innovative methods for protecting open spaces (from neighborhood parks to regionally significant preserves) while also providing for the region’s housing needs.

While the Commonwealth is facing a significant shortage of housing options (particularly affordable housing in walkable, transit-oriented locations), there is also a need to ensure we are preserving open space, outdoor recreation areas, and other land not suitable for development. Housing development does not need to conflict with land conservation. The Commonwealth and cities and towns should implement strategies for protecting open space while maintaining housing production goals. A more concerted and coordinated effort to pursue these goals will help ensure thoughtful use of land, less car-oriented development, and a more resilient climate.

Action 2.1: Facilitate the use of transfer of development rights. Transfer of Development Rights (TDR), used effectively in other states to promote smart-location housing as well as preservation of open spaces, is a currently underutilized tool that should be promoted in shaping future development of the region. The Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA) should finalize regulations needed for successful implementation of TDR in the Commonwealth. EEA should also secure funding to capitalize and implement the TDR Loan Program, which would support the use of TDR by moderating the issue of timing of development and willing sellers of development rights (i.e., the lack of willing sellers when a developer wishes to buy, or the lack of developers interested in buying when a farmer needs to sell some rights). The implementation of TDR could be supported through intra- and inter-municipal TDR opportunities, and EEA could facilitate the necessary financial recommendations for inter-municipal transfers. For example, EEA could fund preparation of model intermunicipal TDR bylaws, including potential tax-base sharing agreements.

Action 2.2: Cities and towns should adopt local zoning that enables strategic open space preservation and supports cluster housing development. Zoning is a powerful tool that can support a precise, nuanced approach to balancing housing production and open space preservation. Municipalities should adopt innovative zoning and design criteria that enable establishment of small neighborhood parks or open space plazas as part of developments. Furthermore, cities and towns should allow several developments to consolidate open space on one parcel to maximize effectiveness. Open Space Residential Design and cluster subdivision should also be adopted as a by-right development type, and conventional subdivisions should be subject to special permit. Cities and towns should also promote more dense land use development options (e.g., higher density transit oriented developments (TOD), cottage clusters, etc.) to support developments that occupy less land area per dwelling unit, thereby creating new opportunities for land preservation and recreation.
Action 2.3: The Commonwealth's infrastructure funding should prioritize investments that enable denser growth in village centers and other smart growth locations. Particularly in suburban communities, adequate availability of sufficient stormwater and wastewater infrastructure is often cited as a barrier to development. This not only stymies housing production in areas otherwise typically suitable for reasonably dense development, but also indirectly encourages development that impacts farms, woodlands, and wildlife habitats. The Commonwealth should modify infrastructure funding programs (such as MassWorks) to prioritize funding of infrastructure (e.g., small-scale municipal or private sewage treatment facilities) that enables denser growth in village centers and other appropriate smart growth locations. The Commonwealth should prioritize financial support for such facilities in municipalities that have also taken other steps to preserve open space – such as through Open Space Residential Design, cluster developments, TDR programs, or other similar initiatives. Other state grants (e.g., School Building Assistance funds) should be modified to require that funded projects incorporate greenspace for use by students, as a local park, or to provide co-benefits (e.g., hands-on science space in the case of schools).

Action 2.4: Coordinating high density development and open space protection. The Commonwealth should encourage 40B developments to provide recreation space on site or contribute to a fund to provide recreation facilities nearby to ensure that the residents have adequate access to open space and recreation lands. Municipalities should be encouraged to implement similar programs for special permits for higher density residential developments. State-subsidized developments should be required to use Low Impact Development techniques, minimize impervious cover, utilize native plant landscaping, and provide for greenspace or re-greening of nearby areas. High density developments that provide open spaces, parks, or public plazas as a condition of approval should also be encouraged to provide public amenities (e.g., water fountains, publicly accessible restroom facilities).
Strategy 3
Ensure that all residents of the region have access to adequate quality open spaces regardless of age, income, race/ethnicity, or ability.

Parks and open spaces and the many benefits they afford are not distributed equitably across the Commonwealth. This is not unique to Massachusetts; studies have demonstrated the positive correlation between access to green space and higher levels of income and educational attainment in metropolitan regions across the United States. In addition to prioritizing open space preservation and park improvements in communities subject to public health disparities and most at risk from the increasingly damaging effects of the climate crisis, we must ensure these spaces are accessible. New parks and outdoor recreation areas must be accessible via all means of transportation and compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act. This includes incorporating appropriate street furniture, shade trees, and other amenities. Transportation planners should be part of open space development processes and consider open space access when developing bicycle, pedestrian, and transit plans.

Action 3.1: Clearly publicize that all open space facilities acquired by municipalities with state or federal grants are open and accessible to all residents of the Commonwealth. To promote more equitable access to parks and outdoor recreation facilities across the Commonwealth, cities and towns should proactively encourage and make known that all residents of the Commonwealth are invited to access and enjoy these amenities. The Commonwealth should emphasize this existing requirement for any land acquired for open space development through state or federal grant funds. Site parking and signage and permitted programmatic uses for these amenities should reflect this requirement.

Action 3.2: EEA’s Division of Conservation Services (DCS) should update the Open Space and Recreation Plan Workbook to incorporate current policies and best practices regarding open space and recreation planning. The Open Space and Recreation Plan Workbook is the guiding document for Open Space and Recreation Plans (OSRP). OSRPs are not only valuable for creating local strategies to preserve and expand conservation and recreation facilities, but they also enable cities and towns to take advantage of DCS grant programs. A number of updates that should be made to the Workbook include:

- Promote Universal Design features at park and recreation areas so that such facilities “can be accessed, understood and used to the greatest extent possible by all people, regardless of age, background or ability”.
- Require municipalities to develop inclusionary policies for all park and recreation facilities. Such policies should encourage programs that are “accessible, welcoming and equitably utilized by communities of color and immigrant and refugee populations by developing partnerships that include race and social justice as fundamental to their operations and

2 Parks for Inclusion – Guidelines for Developing and Inclusion Policy, National Recreation and Park Association.
business practices”. Similarly, create recreational programs designed to be enjoyed by people of all ages.

- Require that OSRPs address the specifics of how municipalities ensure that parks or conservation areas acquired or developed with state or federal funds (e.g., PARC, LAND, Land and Water Conservation Fund) are open and advertised as available to all residents of the Commonwealth regardless of their place of residence.
- Identify areas that lack open space and recreational opportunities in close proximity to residential areas.
- Identify opportunities to maximize co-benefits of parks and open space, including climate mitigation and resiliency, economic development, and public health.
- Identify opportunities for regional collaboration with neighboring municipalities on regional greenways and trail projects, as well as aquifer or habitat protection projects.

**Action 3.3: Provide increased points on scoring of state grant applications that promote walking, biking, and transit access to outdoor recreation sites, parks, and other open space amenities.** To incentivize stronger coordination between transportation planning and open space preservation and development, the Commonwealth should provide additional points on relevant state grants that promote non-car access to parks and open space. DCS grants should provide additional points on applications from municipalities that have implemented a 10-Minute Walk program (ensuring every resident lives within a 10-minute walk of a park or other open space), a Parks by Transit initiative, or similar efforts to promote non-car access to green spaces. Similarly, MassDOT should provide additional points to Complete Streets applications that support safe walking and biking connections to parks and open space.
Strategy 4
Maximize the economic, environmental, and public health co-benefits of preserving core wildlife habitats, working forest and agricultural lands, and water supply protection areas.

While land conservation is a valuable endeavor in and of itself, it also offers a range of co-benefits. These efforts help preserve a natural resource-based economic sector, in part by expanding area available for solar and wind energy generation. Public parks and outdoor recreation areas not only provide space for walking, biking, and forms of physical activity, but many also offer shade trees, benches, and other amenities that expand the cohort of people able to enjoy the outdoors in comfort. Furthermore, land preservation is often part of broader climate resiliency strategies, lessening the damaging effects of increasingly dangerous extreme weather events.

▶ Action 4.1: Work toward a goal of no net loss of farmland and forest. EEA should implement a suite of incentive-based programs to achieve no-net loss of farmland and forest land. Sequestering carbon in natural and working lands is one area where climate mitigation and resiliency intersect. As described in EEA’s Interim Climate and Clean Energy Plan, achieving no net loss of farm and forest land by 2030 is a core strategy identified in the office’s Resilient Lands Initiative. EEA should move forward with an incentive-based program that preserves farm and forest land while encouraging smart growth development. In exploring financing options, EEA could consider how preservation of woodlands could provide carbon offsets that also act as a financial incentive for OSRD or TDR.

Additionally, the Legislature should pass no-net-loss legislation. Developers that convert farm or forestland should contribute to a fund that can be used to re-green other areas by undertaking activities such as planting of street trees, establishment of community gardens, or reforestation of environmentally degraded lands. This effort should be coordinated with the goal of ensuring that all residents have open space/park space within a ten-minute walk from their homes.

▶ Action 4.2: Integrate renewable energy generation and open space preservation to promote and support natural resource-based elements of the local economy such as farming and tourism. The Commonwealth’s open space can serve as a venue to support the transition to a clean energy future. EEA should develop a strategy to coordinate renewable energy generation (particularly wind and solar) in conjunction with open space preservation as a means to provide financial support for open space uses. For example, the Commonwealth should prioritize siting wind turbines on large areas of protected farmland where turbine noise is unlikely to disturb neighbors and turbine bases take up little area of the protected land. Renewable energy generation that conflicts with the main purpose of open space preservation (e.g., large solar fields that replace crops on prime agricultural soils) should be avoided. For more recommendations regarding a statewide community
energy strategy, see Action 2.2 in “Accelerate the transition to a clean energy future.”

**Action 4.3:** State and municipal contracts with food vendors should prioritize vendors that source more than 20 percent of their food locally. In addition to complementing our local and statewide climate and public health goals, creatively and strategically using our open space resources can also help make progress toward a more resilient Massachusetts economy. The Commonwealth and cities and towns should use their purchasing power to support local farms by giving preference to food vendors that source at least 20 percent of their food locally. This not only keeps more money within the Massachusetts economy, but also supports local farms that often struggle with economic volatility. For additional efforts related to enhancing local food production, see Action 2.3 in “Expand and promote the resiliency of small businesses, particularly those owned by people of color, and encourage large employers to invest in local economies and advance equity.”

**Action 4.4:** Cities and towns should develop tree management plans for open spaces and street trees. Just as municipalities complete OSRPs to gather a comprehensive perspective on open space and recreational amenities and needs, cities and towns should pursue similar planning and management strategies for trees. Trees offer a multitude of benefits, providing shade and mitigating heat island effect, serving as wildlife habitat, alleviating stormwater runoff, and providing aesthetic benefits. Municipalities should develop tree management plans to inventory current tree assets and determine areas in need of additional tree canopy. These plans should also include discussion of tree replacement programs whereby residential, commercial or industrial developments that remove trees, especially in greenfield sites, contribute to a conservation and climate mitigation fund that can be used to preserve farms and forests, pay for urban street-tree plantings and similar actions. Similarly, infrastructure projects should replace the same number of trees they remove. Alternative programs to fund tree maintenance and management should be explored, since many municipalities lack the resources to adequately manage their urban trees. MAPC should also promote alternative means of lowering costs for greening and maintenance. For example, a municipality could coordinate with a local agricultural high school to run tree nurseries that provide low cost/free trees for urban re-greening, and/or use in 40B or 40R developments to lower costs and potentially increase housing affordability.

Municipalities should also be encouraged to establish tree preservation/tree replacement bylaws/ordinances to preserve trees on private property, which serve the public interest (e.g., heat island mitigation of trees that shade public roads). Municipalities should also support and provide incentives for voluntary green development standards (e.g., density bonus for preserving and maintaining greenspace as part of a development).
Dynamic and Representative Government
Make government more participatory and inclusive
Recommendation: Make government more participatory and inclusive

Strategy 1
Expand pathways for engagement to improve accessibility of local governments.

Local, state, and federal government should be accessible to people in the community in order to ensure that it includes all residents. Residents should easily be able to find out what services are available to them, when public meetings are taking place and how to participate, and how they can best weigh in on local decision-making. Too often, local governments hear from the same few residents that have the time and knowledge to participate in meetings, call their elected officials, and write letters expressing their views. Expanding opportunities for virtual participation will be one critical avenue for promoting access to local governments. The COVID pandemic gave us an opportunity to see how innovative virtual participation can work in real time, but it also laid bare the need to invest in broadband and digital infrastructure. We should maintain the increased level of accessibility through virtual platforms so that more residents are able to participate and stay informed about local decision-making.

Action 1.1: Pass a suite of voting and electoral reforms to improve access to voting and increase voter turnout. In the later part of the 20th century and the early part of the 21st, voter turnout in Massachusetts dipped from its highs in the 1940s and 50s, where we saw upwards of 80-90% voter turnout. Encouragingly, the 2020 election saw a voter turnout rate of 76%, the highest in the Commonwealth since 1992. However, an analysis of recent voter turnout data shows that there is a significant disparity in voter turnout across the Commonwealth, with the lowest turnout in Gateway Cities, where income and education levels fall below the state average. A MassInc Polling analysis confirmed this trend among early voters in the 2020 presidential election. That report showed that “in 10% of cities with the highest rates of early voting, 64% of residents have a Bachelor’s degree or higher, compared to just 31% among the bottom 10%.” When all of the results were in, a MassVOTE report confirmed this trend, the highest turnout communities had a median household income of $127,000, while the lowest turnout communities had a median household income of just $59,000.

1 https://www.sec.state.ma.us/ele/elevoterturnoutstats/voterturnoutstats.htm
4 Ibid.
5 https://4da245b5-2040-4b7c-8d3a-896d1f13e948.filesusr.com/ugd/04949f_c886593fc4294a58f1a4c023f286de6f.pdf
The increased voter turnout trends in the 2020 election can largely be attributed to an emergency suite of voting reforms that were implemented during the COVID-19 pandemic. In order to encourage voter participation, some local elections were delayed, and then in July 2020, the Legislature dramatically expanded mail-in voting, expanded ballot access online, and created early in-person voting for one week prior to the primary election and two weeks prior to the general election. 

In order to maintain high voter turnout, long-term permanent voting reform measures are needed, including automatic voting by mail, expanded early voting, and same day voter registration. The efficacy of automatic voting by mail and early voting is clear, but same day registration has similarly been proven to work. Twenty states and the District of Columbia currently use same day registration and it has increased voter participation, especially among underrepresented voters and renters.

One additional measure deserves further research would be to lower the voting age to 16 for local elections. While young voters ages 18-29 are typically low turnout voters, recent elections indicate that this trend is shifting. Two Maryland municipalities have lowered their voting age to 16 for local elections, and 15 states allow 17-year-olds to vote in primaries. In 2019, Somerville City Council passed a measure that would allow 16- and 17-year-olds to vote in local elections, but the proposal was not approved by state lawmakers.

**Action 1.2: Update the Open Meeting Law to increase participation.** The Massachusetts Open Meeting Law applies to government entities at the state and local level. The law generally requires that the meetings of these entities be open to the public, that notice of such meetings be publicly posted, and that accurate records of the meeting be kept and made available to the public. The first Open Meeting Law was adopted in 1958 and was substantially revamped in 1975. Since that time, its format and general provisions have remained the same. But when COVID-19 hit in March of 2020, it was necessary to quickly and immediately adopt changes to our Open Meeting Law provisions to allow remote deliberation and participation. What had once been deemed a process unlikely to see any significant changes without years of legislative study was suddenly upended overnight.

The Governor’s March 2020 Executive Order Suspending Certain Provisions of the Open Meeting Law was extended on June 16, 2021, and it creates remote meeting provisions until April 1, 2022. The new law allows public bodies to continue providing live, “adequate, alternative means” of public access to a public meeting, which can include access through telephone, internet, or other technology that allows the public to follow the proceedings in real time. The law also authorizes all members of a public body to continue participating in meetings remotely, suspending the requirement that a quorum of the body and the chair be physically present at the meeting location.

---

8 http://www.electproject.org/home/voter-turnout/demographics
9 https://vote16usa.org/project/maryland/
10 M.G.L. c 30A §§ 18 through 25
12 https://www.mass.gov/doc/open-meeting-law-order-march-12-2020/download
Allowing remote participation changed the landscape of public participation in government, opening access to meetings for those with disabilities, those who faced transportation challenges, or for those who could not attend previously due to work or family obligations. Remote participation and access to public meetings must be made permanent to reflect current civic engagement expectations and realities. The Legislature should make long-term changes to our Open Meeting Law in order to allow for continued engagement at the local level, baking more flexibility into our Open Meeting Law so that our public meetings remain open to the public in a variety of ways and encourage participation. Changes to our Open Meeting Law should take into consideration the rapidly evolving nature of meeting technologies and should allow for the appropriate flexibilities as new options become more widely available and secure.

**Action 1.3: The Commonwealth should invest in publicly accessible broadband and increase digital literacy.** One of the challenges of pivoting so quickly to remote work and participation during the pandemic is that not all communities had the resources to meet huge new digital needs. Almost overnight, the internet became essential infrastructure to ensure that people could work and learn remotely and stay connected. As municipal offices, schools, and social service centers closed, the internet was also critical to communicate essential information about the pandemic and ensure residents were able to access needed services. Unfortunately, the digital divide is a very real problem in the Commonwealth, and it impacts some of the lowest-income communities in our region.

Residents should not suffer from disproportionate access to the internet. Instead, the state should provide resources for cities and towns to plan for and invest in broadband. One option to explore is municipal broadband. Investing in municipal broadband could give residents faster internet speeds, lower prices, and better customer service than from traditional internet service providers (ISPs), many of whom created redlining practices in the Commonwealth. In some cases, ISPs face very little competition, which allows them to raise rates without improving quality of service. Municipal broadband would offer an alternative publicly-owned model and help provide internet access to those who cannot otherwise afford it and don’t currently have equal access. Several communities south of Boston, including Milton, Quincy, and Weymouth, are in the preliminary stages of planning for municipal broadband. In some parts of the region, it may make sense to explore a similar regional framework so municipalities can share the limited resources available for broadband investment. Longer-term, a public access open broadband approach supported by the state could be considered.

One way to support expanded access to broadband in the Commonwealth could be to increase funding for the technical assistance programs available through the Massachusetts Broadband Institute (MBI). Created in 2008, MBI is a division of the MassTech Collaborative aiming to bridge the digital divide and expand access to affordable high-speed internet.
Dedicated funding for the creation of broadband access programs should prioritize investments in municipalities that currently experience limited digital accessibility, and it should be coupled with efforts to build local digital literacy among local governments and residents. See Action 2.1 in “Improve local government capacity and service delivery” for more details on expanding internet access to local governments.

**Best/emerging practice:** In partnership with the Massachusetts Broadband Institute, Central and Western Massachusetts communities have pursued measures to expand broadband access to residents. In 2014, MBI created the MassBroadband 123, a 1,200-mile open access fiber cable network in Central and Western Massachusetts primarily serving public institutions in the region. This critical “middle mile” infrastructure also connects local networks to other network services providers and major telecommunications carriers. MassBroadband 123 has enabled the successful launch of several “last mile” broadband programs. In 2015, LeverettNet was the first of these last mile programs to launch, with 650 of the Town’s 800 households signing up for service.13 The Town created the Leverett Broadband Committee and the Leverett Municipal Light Plan to oversee approach, financing, and construction of the network.

**Strategy 2**

Enhance resident influence and representation in local decision-making.

In most forms of local government, decision making is at the hands of a small number of individuals who serve on the executive and legislative branches. In many cases, local decision makers have been in power for a long time, and board and commission members are not representative of the residents who are the most likely to be impacted by their decisions. Opportunities to serve on boards, commissions, and other decision making bodies are not always well publicized and might ultimately be limited to residents who know how to navigate the system. In addition to the actions in Strategy 1, investing in local civic infrastructure and elevating the role of community-based organizations can enable more residents to participate in local planning and decision making processes. Additionally, municipalities have the opportunity to make these engagement processes more meaningful by giving community-driven planning efforts, particularly master plans, more influence on local policy and zoning decisions. A more participatory and inclusive government would give its residents greater say on how their government functions, what it spends its money on, and what programs and policies are needed to best serve its residents.

**Action 2.1:** Cities and towns should expand community engagement for local projects and work with local resident organizations. Good community engagement leads to positive outcomes for residents and government alike, resulting in more equitable, sustainable public decisions that improve the lives of residents, and especially those residents that are most affected by a decision or project.14

---

Too often, the residents who participate in the community engagement process represent a narrow slice of the whole community, trending towards older, whiter, and longtime residents that are most often homeowners.\footnote{http://sites.bu.edu/kleinstein/files/2017/09/EinsteinPalmer-Glick_ZoningPartic.pdf} This skews the perspective on local projects, leaving out the critical voice of the majority of residents, and potentially resulting in decisions that don’t reflect the true perspective of the community.

One way to expand the capacity of community engagement is to partner with community-based organizations and other institutional partners. All municipalities have these civic organizations, which can include anything from a parent-teacher organization, to a service organization like Rotary or Kiwanis, to a Community Development Corporation or other local non-profit. These organizations can complement those groups that might already have high participation rates in community meetings, including those longtime residents, local Chambers of Commerce, or Realtors groups.

These community based organizations can partner with local entities and engage in a variety of activities to increase public participation, including co-host public input sessions in a familiar setting, help to adapt information to a language and format that makes sense to the desired audience, recruit attendees and help to provide critical support such as transportation and child care, and help to report back to the community about how the input was used in the final decision.\footnote{https://www.ca-ilg.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/partnering_with_comm_based_orgs_final.pdf}

Where appropriate, communities should offer compensation to community-based organizations that help with these efforts.

\textbf{Best/emerging practice: Participatory Budgeting}

Participatory budgeting is a process whereby community members decide how to spend part of a public budget. It started in Brazil in 1989 and has had dramatically positive results for the people who live there. Several communities in Massachusetts are experimenting with participatory budgeting, with Cambridge already in it’s 8th year of participatory budgeting.\footnote{https://pb.cambridgema.gov/}

The Cambridge participatory budgeting process focuses on how to spend $1 million in one-time capital projects. Community members brainstorm projects in June and July, and then volunteer budget delegates turn the ideas into formal proposals, which are vetted by city staff and approved by the city manager. In December, the final proposals go to the ballot for a vote by any Cambridge resident 12 and over. The final projects are included in the next fiscal year budget. Past projects include musical instruments for the high school, bilingual books for kids, extending outdoor public wi-fi, pedestrian-controlled crosswalk lights, and laundry access in public schools.
Action 2.2: Board and commission vacancies should be made more public and residents in these roles should receive a stipend, where appropriate. In every corner of the Commonwealth, cities and towns appoint residents to serve on boards, commissions, task forces, and committees to advise paid staff and elected officials on a wide range of issues. Most of the time, these positions are volunteer positions and residents serve without compensation. There are many barriers to volunteering to engage in public service. Meetings are often in the evening, making participation difficult for those who work in the evening, have family and childcare commitments, or face transportation challenges. Additionally, the work of volunteer committees is often, by design, thankless and behind-the-scenes. And too often, residents who are appointed to committees come from a relatively small pool of individuals, rather than reflecting the diversity of a particular community.

Cities and towns can address these issues by creating a public process to elevate public service opportunities within their community. Some communities in our region widely publicize public service opportunities, but not all communities do. Cities and towns should publicize board and commission vacancies in multiple places – online, in the local paper, and in newsletters that come from local elected officials. Sending information about opportunities for civic engagement home with school-age children could also help to reach a wider audience. Information about available positions should clearly state the committee’s responsibilities, decision-making authority, and timeline, so that all interested individuals come into the process with as much information as possible.\(^ {18}\)

Finally, some boards and commissions serve for a very long time without any compensation. Where appropriate, individuals who serve in these roles should have the opportunity to collect a stipend to support them. As described above, a stipend program should similarly be designed to encourage participation of those who otherwise would not have an opportunity to participate due to family and childcare commitments, transportation challenges, or other barriers. Cities, towns, and counties across the country are experimenting with paying these previously all-volunteer positions, and Massachusetts should explore this opportunity at the state level and set aside funds so municipalities can provide stipends to those residents who volunteer or are appointed to public boards and commissions.

Action 2.3: Municipalities should ensure zoning bylaws and ordinances do not conflict with their master plan. Most municipalities in the region have adopted community-wide master plans. These plans (sometimes referred to as comprehensive plans) cover many topics, including land use and housing. Developing a master plan requires significant investment, can take two or more years to complete, and involves extensive community input. The resulting goals and strategies often include a number of recommendations to create a more inclusive and equitable community, such as adoption

\(^ {18}\) https://www.cbi.org/article/volunteer-committees-set-them-up-for-success/
of inclusionary zoning, open space residential design bylaws, mixed-use zoning, and more. Once a master plan is adopted by the Planning Board, however, there is no requirement that a community implement its own plan, often creating a disconnect between its master plan and regulations.

Massachusetts cities and towns should ensure that zoning bylaws and ordinances do not conflict with their respective master plans. Doing so will ensure that a community’s zoning aligns with the goals and strategies developed and adopted in the master plan. Numerous other states, including New York, California, Rhode Island, and Maine, require local zoning to conform with adopted master plans. In New York, for example, once master plan is adopted, all land use regulations must be in accordance with it. This usually means that plan adoption is followed by the adoption of a series of zoning laws designed to “implement” the comprehensive plan.

To implement this policy action, several considerations should be taken. First, the Commonwealth should provide technical assistance resources to ensure master plans are updated periodically. Second, the Commonwealth should require each master plan to contain a baseline level of detail, so that the zoning and land use recommendations are clearly outlined. Finally, there are some exclusionary zoning measures that could have a sizeable negative impact on the region. Action 2.2 in “Improve regional coordination and partnerships for infrastructure and services” describes how a regional land use board could intervene in these limited circumstances.

Strategy 3

Grow local efforts to promote diversity, equity inclusion within the municipal workforce and across government boards and committees.

MAPC has done extensive research into the diversity of our municipal workforce. Our research showed that city and town employees are, as a whole, both older and Whiter than the region’s general labor force, as well as its population. This disparity can influence residents’ knowledge of and interest in participating in local planning and decision-making processes. Staff who carry out the day-to-day functions of local government have influence on how receptive a government is to the needs of its people. A workforce that more closely resembles the demographic makeup of the community can support more effective and culturally competent community engagement initiatives and allow more residents to feel their perspectives will be heard by their local government. A diverse municipal workforce that reflects local demographics is not only important for representation in decision-making, but also expands professional pathways for individuals who otherwise may not feel inclined to explore a career in municipal government. As such, the actions below must work in concert with the recommendations for a more creative, adaptive, and diverse municipal workforce included in Strategy 1 in “Improve local government capacity and service delivery”.

19 https://metrocommon.mapc.org/reports/14
Action 3.1: Cities and towns should collect and report data about their municipal workforce and committee demographics. MAPC’s research on municipal workforce diversity relied on self-reported demographic and occupation information compiled by the U.S. Census Bureau to assess age, gender, and race/ethnicity demographics of municipal employees living in the MAPC region, which was supplemented with publicly available municipal workforce demographic statistics from individual cities and towns.

In order to get a clearer picture of how we are meeting our goals, every municipality should be collecting and publishing information about their workforce demographics using clear data standards. As recommended in Action 2.4 in “Improve local government capacity and service delivery”, the state should create an Office of Data Standards that promulgates these data standards for cities and towns. These data standards would enable comparisons across communities over time, and help cities and towns get a better sense of where they might be falling short.

These data standards can also be applied to municipalities’ boards, committees, and commissions, which would help to show where cities and towns need to do more work to recruit local volunteers that reflect the demographics of the community.

Action 3.2: Support municipalities’ diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) efforts through an expansion of the Office of Access and Opportunity, to provides technical assistance and support for municipal DEI work.

Throughout history, government has played a role in creating and maintain racial inequity. While we have seen some progress in the past several decades, racial inequities continue to persist and have been sustained by systems that repeat patterns of exclusion. Many cities and towns in our region are doing important work to address DEI in their municipal workforce and in local policies and programs. This can help to implement policy changes at multiple levels and across multiple sectors and have a long-term impact on the lives of residents.

There are several state offices that are charged with overseeing DEI efforts, including, for example, within the Office of Diversity and Equal Opportunity at the Division of Developmental Services, and within the Office of Race, Equity, and Inclusion within the Department of Mental Health. The Office of Access and Opportunity works to increase diversity and inclusion within state government and partners with other leaders in state government to establish best practices. This office should be expanded to also provide technical assistance to cities and towns to help them create DEI plans and/or hire a DEI officer at the local or regional level.

An expansion of the role and purview of the Office of Access and Opportunity would help to better streamline DEI training that cities and towns provide to their employees. Local and state government staff should undergo implicit bias training alongside the traditional ethics training that state and local employees already take.
Another possible role for an expanded Office of Access and Opportunity would be to provide additional support for interpretation services at the local level. Local DEI staff do not have the capacity to provide interpretation services and are often left scrambling to provide translation at public meetings or in public documents. There is currently legislation pending on Beacon Hill that would mandate, standardize, and enforce language requirements for state-funded programs, by requiring agencies to translate websites and documents and provide oral interpretation services into non-English languages. Should this legislation pass, it would be an important step towards ensuring equitable access to services for non-English-speaking residents, and it could be implemented within the Office of Access and Opportunity.

https://malegislature.gov/Bills/192/H3199
Equity of Wealth and Health
Improve quality of life and reverse the rising rate of chronic diseases, particularly among populations experiencing health inequities
Recommendation:
Improve quality of life and reverse the rising rate of chronic diseases, particularly among populations experiencing health inequities

Strategy 1
Help all people achieve a healthy start in life through improved health outcomes for birthing people and infants.

Women die from pregnancy related complications in the U.S. at a higher rate than any other high-income country. In 2019, the World Health Organization and United Nations estimated that the U.S. and the Dominican Republic were the only countries to see increases in the rate of maternal deaths between 2000 and 2017.

Black and Indigenous women in the United States are more than three and two times more likely to die from pregnancy-related complications, respectively. Infants born to parents who are Black, Indigenous, and people of color (BIPOC) are also more likely to experience birth risk factors that can have long-term impact on a child’s development. The factors driving these disparities are diverse and complex. They start early as barriers to accessing affordable, culturally competent care that is free from discrimination and continue to accumulate throughout families’ lives in the form of social and environmental inequities. These factors are compounded by the legacy of intergenerational trauma experienced by BIPOC communities, which further exacerbates health disparities.

Action 1.1: Build a more diverse health workforce and require health practitioners to address racism and racial disparities in care settings.
Racism, not race itself, is the primary driving force behind disparately high death rates and complications at birth among BIPOC birthing people and infants. This crisis cannot be adequately addressed without first understanding and then dismantling racism and bias across systems of healthcare and public health. People of color, particularly Black, Latinx, Indigenous, and Asian and Pacific Islander women, consistently report experiencing bias and discrimination based on their race and gender in healthcare settings. Racism in healthcare and public health has effects that extend beyond pregnancy and birth. It can lead to over- or under-diagnosis of certain conditions among BIPOC patients and can discourage patients from seeking care, which has consequences long after birth. For example, fat bias is deeply rooted in racism and is associated with health interventions that are now recognized as non-evidence based. Additionally, studies have demonstrated the prevalence of the false notion among white
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medical students that Black people are more pain tolerant, which can lead to insufficient pain treatment for Black individuals and reduced quality of care.  

National and state leaders should require practitioners to develop competency on racial equity and inclusion and to take actions to address the effects of racism in healthcare and public health settings. The Anti-Racism in Public Health Act, introduced by Senator Warren and Representative Pressley, would direct the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to declare racism a public health crisis and to improve data collection, research, and practices to promote anti-racist care and public health interventions. In 2019, California became the first state to require implicit bias training for healthcare professionals, a valuable first step to addressing discriminatory care. At the local level, a growing number of cities and counties have declared racism a public health crisis and begun to implement strategies to address racism across local governance and service delivery systems. These strategies should include placing members of groups most likely to experience health inequities in positions of influence on program development, implementation, ongoing monitoring, and determination of accountability measures. Research has also shown that BIPOC birthing people experience better outcomes when they receive care from a BIPOC health provider. Leaders must also align workforce and education policies to support career pathways that result in a more diverse and inclusive health workforce.

Action 1.2: Expand access to full-spectrum pregnancy care, including coverage of post-partum care until one-year after birth or end of pregnancy.

Cost should not be a barrier to accessing safe, comprehensive, and evidence-based pregnancy-related care. In Massachusetts, MassHealth covers about 40 percent of all births and provides essential care for people while they are pregnant, during delivery, and up to 60 days post-partum. While most maternal deaths are preventable, nearly a third occur one week to one year after delivery. Many more people suffer from post-partum physical or mental health conditions due to pregnancy-related causes. Limiting pregnancy care to 60-days post-partum leaves many birthing people without critical access to care, including chronic disease management and behavioral and mental health screenings. Section 1115 Medicaid waivers can provide matching funds to help states extend post-partum care. MassHealth is currently seeking federal approval to extend post-partum coverage from 60 days to 12 months for the remainder of the state’s 1115 waiver period, which expires in 2022. The next waiver must continue this expansion of post-partum care beyond 2022.

Additionally, high out-of-pocket medical costs and coverage limitations, such as those on midwife or doula care, undermine access to evidence-based pregnancy care and create financial hardships that disproportionately impact women. There is evidence to demonstrate improved outcomes associated with providing doula care to birthing people, including reduced likelihood of birth complications and having a low birth weight baby. There are several bills proposed in the Massachusetts Legislature to expand
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access to full spectrum, low- to no-cost pregnancy care. For example, the Legislature should pass H.1196/S.673, An Act ensuring access to full spectrum pregnancy care, filed by Representatives Lindsay Sabadosa and Ruth Balser and Senator Cindy Friedman. This bill would require all Massachusetts regulated plans to cover pregnancy-related care, including abortion care, prenatal care, childbirth, and postpartum care without any cost-sharing. The Legislature should also pass H.2372/S.1475, An Act relative to Medicaid coverage for doula services, filed by Representatives Liz Miranda and Lindsay Sabadosa and Senator Joan Lovely, which expands Medicaid coverage to doula services. At the federal level, Congresswoman Ayanna Pressley is the leading sponsor on a new bill, known as the MOMMIES (Maximizing Outcomes for Moms through Medicaid Improvement and Enhancement of Service) Act, that would extend Medicaid coverage to a full year after childbirth and increase access to community-based services like doulas and midwives.

Action 1.3: Expand access to home visiting programs for expecting parents and families with infants and young children. Home visiting is an evidence-based program that provides a variety of in-home services to expecting parents and families with infants and young children (up to pre-K). Most models involve parental support, skills training and education, health screenings, and linkages to community resources provided by a nurse or health educator. Research has shown that home visits can yield real benefits for child development and family health outcomes, including by increasing connections to adult education, employment, nutrition supports, and mental and behavioral health services. Several evidence-based home visiting models exist in Massachusetts, including Welcome Family, Early Head Start, Healthy Families America, and Parents as Teachers. The federal government provides funding for home visiting through the Maternal, Infant, and Early Childhood Home Visiting (MIECHV) program, three percent of which is set aside for home visiting programs in American Indian and Alaska Native communities. Current funding allows the program to only serve a small fraction of families who could benefit. The federal government should expand this funding through the program’s next authorization. The state can supplement home visiting funding (as other states have done) and assist programs in securing insurance reimbursement. Communities should consider innovative home visiting partnership models that have emerged among schools, social service providers, and local public health providers. Municipalities can also play an important role in coordinating services relevant to home visiting and by addressing access gaps for marginalized communities, including immigrant families.

Best/emerging practice: Public Health Nurses (PHNs) in the North Shore have a long history of partnership and mutual aid. In 2018, PHNs from Beverly, Gloucester, Hamilton, Newburyport and Peabody came together to begin the North Shore Mother Visiting Program (NSMVP). Modeled on the Massachusetts Department of Public Health’s (DPH) Welcome Family program, the NSMVP offers a free one-time home visit to any new mother or caregiver, ideally within 12 weeks (but up to one year) of giving birth or adopting a baby. The program is universal; there are no income, insurance, or other eligibility restrictions. Since the first home visit, PHNs have visited 90 parents in the participating communities. During these visits, they conduct a clinical assessment of the mother and infant’s health, provide breastfeeding guidance, screen for emotional health issues, such as postpartum depression or substance abuse, and connect new mothers or caregivers to vital health and family support services.

Strategy 2
Invest in and expand access to programs that support families’ basic needs.

In addition to providing more affordable and accessible care, efforts to improve equity in public health outcomes must also include fostering the conditions that help prevent disparities from the outset. Disparate access to healthy food, safe and stable housing, and adequate mental health care can all exacerbate inequities in public health outcomes. While programming and resources exist to help these basic needs, they often lack sufficient funding and can be inaccessible to residents who are proficient in languages other than English. Investing in these programs and making services more accessible not only improves the quality of life for more residents of the Commonwealth, but can also alleviate public health disparities and reduce healthcare costs in the long term. Efforts to reduce community violence (see “Ensure all residents are provided equal protection and support by law enforcement agencies and within the justice system.”) and improve wealth equity and economic stability (see “Enable wealth creation and intergenerational wealth transfer”) should work in tandem with the ideas presented in this strategy.

Action 2.1: Adopt universal free school meals to allow every student to access the nutrition they need during the school day. Food insecurity touches every community in Massachusetts. Today, one in five households with children are food insecure, with Black and Latinx families disproportionately impacted. Children have always been one of the groups most impacted by food insecurity and its long-term consequences, and COVID-19 has exacerbated this issue. School meals can account for half of the meals a child eats and are a critical source of nutrition. These meals help kids learn and be active in the short term, and thrive academically, physically, and emotionally in the long term. School meals also establish lifelong healthy eating habits that can reduce the risk of type 2 diabetes, heart disease, and obesity, along with the cost associated with these diseases.

11 Definition of Food Insecurity: Food insecurity is the limited or uncertain availability of nutritionally adequate and safe foods or limited or uncertain ability to acquire acceptable foods in socially acceptable ways. Source: USDA referenced definition from Life Sciences Research Office, S.A. Andersen, ed., “Core Indicators of Nutritional State for Difficult to Sample Populations.” The Journal of Nutrition 120:1557S-1600S, 1990.

12 One in 10 households with children were food insecure before the COVID-19 pandemic. Source: Project Bread

13 Source for Background: Project Bread Feed Kids, Solve Hunger website: https://feedkidsma.org/
Passing legislation requiring universal free school meals in Massachusetts would recognize food as a basic need and right and allow every student access to the nutrition they need during the school day. \texttt{H.714/S.314}, An Act relative to universal school meals, filed by Representative Andy Vargas and Senator Sal DiDomenico, would ensure all children are offered school meals (breakfast and lunch) at no cost to students or their families. This would be accomplished by maximizing federal funds available to schools participating in the National School Lunch or Breakfast Program, supplemented through state funds. To take the effort several steps further, the Commonwealth should look to a similar proposal in California and the \textit{Universal Schools Meal Program Act}, introduced by Senator Bernie Sanders and Representative Ilhan Omar in Congress, which provide incentives for local food procurement and supplement the summer Electronic Benefits Transfer (EBT) program to help families meet children’s nutritional needs when school isn’t in session. The federal proposal additionally increases resources for meals in childcare settings.

\textbf{Action 2.2: Improve families’ housing stability by increasing the number of rental vouchers directed to families with children and eliminating barriers to the development of new homes for families.} Families with children face unique obstacles to accessing stable, healthy housing. Across the region, exclusionary zoning practices limiting the number bedrooms and age of occupants in new developments effectively prohibits housing for families with children. Child and family related discrimination collectively represented the third most common type of housing discrimination cases in Massachusetts between 2013 and 2018.\footnote{15 Rog, Debra et al. (2017). The Growing Challenge of Family Homelessness. The Boston Foundation. \url{https://www.tbf.org/-/media/tbforg/files/reports/homlessness-report_feb2017.pdf?la=en}} This and other factors have contributed to Massachusetts experiencing one of the highest increases in family homelessness in the country.\footnote{16 Fischer, Will et al. (2019). Research Shows Rental Assistance Reduces Hardship and Provides Platform to Expand Opportunity for Low-Income Families. Center on Budget. \url{https://www.cbpp.org/research/housing/research-shows-rental-assistance-reduces-hardship-and-provides-platform-to-expand}} In an effort to direct limited housing assistance to people in greatest crisis, many housing programs have oriented preference policies to prioritize assistance for people experiencing homelessness, most often single individuals. However, research shows that unstably housed families have similar health outcomes to those experiencing homelessness. Taking a prevention approach by increasing the overall availability of housing assistance and directing more vouchers to support family housing stability can have long-term positive effects on the health of children and their caregivers.\footnote{17 Gaitan, Veronica (2019). How Housing Affects Children’s Outcomes. Urban Institute. \url{https://housingmatters.urban.org/articles/how-housing-affects-childrens-outcomes}} In an effort to direct limited housing assistance to people in greatest crisis, many housing programs have oriented preference policies to prioritize assistance for people experiencing homelessness, most often single individuals. However, research shows that unstably housed families have similar health outcomes to those experiencing homelessness. Taking a prevention approach by increasing the overall availability of housing assistance and directing more vouchers to support family housing stability can have long-term positive effects on the health of children and their caregivers.\footnote{16 Fischer, Will et al. (2019). Research Shows Rental Assistance Reduces Hardship and Provides Platform to Expand Opportunity for Low-Income Families. Center on Budget. \url{https://www.cbpp.org/research/housing/research-shows-rental-assistance-reduces-hardship-and-provides-platform-to-expand}} Local resident preferences in communities that impose other barriers to housing for low-income families and families of color should also be scrutinized alongside the elimination of development policies that reduce housing opportunities for families with children. See the recommendations in “Ensure that people of all races and income levels have equal access to affordable housing through homeownership and rental opportunities in every community.” for more details.

\textbf{Action 2.3: Help meet individuals’ social-emotional needs by facilitating access to mental health services and by investing in opportunities for social connection.} Even before the pandemic, health and social service providers were concerned about the high and increasing rates of mental health conditions and social isolation. These conditions affect people of all
ages, but are particularly prevalent among BIPOC, LGBTQ, and low-income individuals, while social isolation affects older adults disproportionately. Mental health and social isolation are closely associated with chronic disease. They often co-occur and each increases risk for the others.\textsuperscript{18, 19, 20} The universal impact of these conditions indicates a need for intergenerational approaches to social emotional support. For example, increasing access to pregnancy-related care, home visiting, and affordable housing resident service coordinators can be an effective strategy for screening and then connecting young children and their caregivers to mental health resources. Flexible work hours and stability in the workplace also has an impact on the mental health of parents and children (see recommendations in Action 3.3). State funding and support for workforce development in the mental health provider field can help ensure there are adequate mental health providers for all age groups.

Physical and social environmental factors also play a role in development of mental health conditions. Social connections affect health in a variety of ways, including by promoting positive health behaviors and collective action on health issues and by counteracting feelings of stress and isolation.\textsuperscript{21} The Commonwealth and cities and towns should incentivize the development of housing with social connectivity aspects (e.g., common spaces, courtyards, and resident services coordination) and implement measures, such as joint-use agreements and multi-function facility design, to develop intergenerational community spaces in school buildings and recreation and senior centers. School buildings should be equipped to operate year-round to serve multiple community needs, including through weatherization and efficiency measures to ensure thermal comfort through the summer.

\textbf{Action 2.4: Dismantle structural barriers to immigrants’ integration and access to vital health-promoting resources.} One in six Massachusetts residents is an immigrant, and one in seven US-born residents has at least one immigrant parent, including a third of all children aged five and under.\textsuperscript{22, 23} The contributions of documented and undocumented immigrants as neighbors, workers, business owners, and taxpayers help make diverse, resilient, and thriving communities across the region. The disproportionate toll of the pandemic on these communities has highlighted the cost of excluding immigrants from basic protections and tools for survival. Eligibility rules that determine access by immigration status have their foundation in racist ideas of deservingness, rather than evidence of what works to achieve a healthy society. Even before adoption of the public charge rule, which made it easier for the federal government to deny legal status to immigrants who were “likely to use public benefits,” in February 2020, the announcement of its proposal reduced enrollment in children’s safety-net programs, including an enrollment decline of 260,000 children in Medicaid.\textsuperscript{24} The rule has since been rescinded by the new administration, but the fact that fewer people were able to access critical health resources during a public health crisis exacerbated the impact of the pandemic and surely led to unnecessary suffering and spread of the virus.

When immigrants are excluded or discouraged from accessing preventative
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\textsuperscript{19} National Alliance on Mental Health. (2021). Mental Health By the Numbers. https://www.nami.org/mhstats


\textsuperscript{22} https://www.americanimmigrationcouncil.org/research/immigrants-in-massachusetts


\textsuperscript{24} https://www.healthaffairs.org/doi/abs/10.1377/hlthaff.2020.00763
care, nutrition supports, public safety, education, and workforce development resources, our society’s collective wellbeing suffers. The concept of “deservingness” must be disassociated from resources that are critical for public health. The Commonwealth should start by recognizing language access as a critical link to health-supporting resources and opportunities. The Legislature can make language accessibility a priority in government services and decision-making processes by adopting H.3199/S.2040. An Act relative to language access and inclusion, introduced by Representative Adrian Madaro and Senator Sal DiDomenico, and by investing in adequate resources for translation, interpretation, and outreach. These efforts should be complemented by increasing resources for English classes (ESOL), including by leveraging workforce and childcare development funds. State agencies and cities and towns should create roles for designated immigrant liaisons to help immigrants navigate communities’ resources and programs. Additionally, the Legislature should adopt the Work and Family Mobility Act (H.3456/S.2289, filed by Representative Tricia Farley-Bouvier and Christine Barber and Senator Brendon Crighton), the Safe Communities Act (H.2418/S.1579, filed by Representatives Ruth Balser and Liz Miranda and Senator Jamie Eldridge), and other bills to expand MassHealth and in-state tuition eligibility to immigrant children and youth.

Strategy 3
Foster a caregiver economy with dignity and access for all.

Everyone needs care at some point in their lives, and quality caregiving provides dignity for workers while enhancing both immediate and long-term health outcomes for people receiving care. Yet, it is consistently undervalued and underpaid. According to the Domestic Workers Alliance, the pre-pandemic average salary of a childcare worker was $25,510. Wages for residential care workers and home care workers are similarly low, contributing to high rates of turnover and vacancies. Care workers are disproportionately women, immigrants, and women of color. The devaluing of and inadequate public investment in care underscores the gendered, racialized, and ableist assumptions baked into our economic and political systems, and contributes to lesser quality care for children, older adults, and people with disabilities who rely on these services. We need an inclusive approach to all care work.

Action 3.1: Increase reimbursement for childcare providers and in-home caregivers, creating mechanisms to support higher pay and benefits for care workers. The pandemic has highlighted how affordable childcare is essential infrastructure, providing critical support for working families and enabling women, in particular, to remain in the workforce. However, childcare providers are chronically underpaid. A report from the Center for the Study of Child Care Employment found that the median wage for childcare workers in 2019 was $14.11/hour in Massachusetts, below what would be considered a living wage for one adult with no children. Reimbursement rates for home- and community-based care should be increased through Medicaid and other public and private payers, with requirements that employers improve wages, benefits, training, and other pillars of job quality.

25 https://cscce.berkeley.edu/workforce-index-2020/states/massachusetts/
We also need to increase investment in Head Start and Early Head Start to establish childcare affordability through sliding scale subsidies that require no family to pay more than 7 percent of their income on childcare. Furthermore, funding to childcare providers should be allocated based on capacity (rather than attendance), whether providers accept families that use subsidies, and investments in educator salary and benefits. The Legislature should pass H.605/S.362, An Act Relative to Affordable and Accessible High Quality Early Education and Care. Filed by Representatives Kenneth Gordon and Adrian Madaro and Senator Jason Lewis, the bill aims to make high quality early education and childcare affordable to all Massachusetts families.

Sustainable improvements in caregiving access and wages ultimately requires significant federal investment. A Biden administration proposal released in March 2021 proposed $400 million for home- and community-based care. Local governments could help address cost drivers for childcare providers by incentivizing development of affordable commercial spaces for childcare centers and targeting small business assistance to home-based childcare providers. Communities can also support Affordable Housing development that is inclusive of care workers alongside development targeted to older adults. See the “Ensure that people of all races and income levels have equal access to affordable housing through homeownership and rental opportunities in every community” recommendation for more details.

Action 3.2: Strengthen and expand tax credit programs to alleviate financial hardships for family caregivers, including those assisting with the care of adults. Our nation’s emphasis on individual responsibility in caregiving places heavy financial and emotional demands on family caregivers. The US is the only wealthy country in the world that does not guarantee paid parental leave and is not among at least 17 countries that provide child allowances for most parents. Caring for an older parent or loved one with a disability can also take a heavy financial toll.26 Almost a million Massachusetts residents assist with the care of an adult. The Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) and Child Tax Credit (CTC), which families can claim when they file taxes, help alleviate financial hardship for families by boosting incomes and have been shown to improve health outcomes for children and their caregivers.27 The 2021 American Rescue Plan Act enhanced the EITC and CTC and made the tax credits fully refundable, which expands benefits to families who previously earned too little to owe federal income tax. The enhanced benefits are projected to cut child poverty in half, but the measure is effective for just one-year. Making the enhanced benefits permanent is important to sustaining this impact.

H.2871/S.1841 An Act providing a guaranteed minimum income to all Massachusetts families, filed by Representatives Marjorie Decker and Andy Vargas and Senator Sal DiDomenico, would enhance the state’s EITC program, increasing the state match to 50 percent of the federal EITC, and made the tax credits fully refundable, which expands benefits to families who previously earned too little to owe federal income tax. The enhanced benefits are projected to cut child poverty in half, but the measure is effective for just one-year. Making the enhanced benefits permanent is important to sustaining this impact.

H.2871/S.1841 An Act providing a guaranteed minimum income to all Massachusetts families, filed by Representatives Marjorie Decker and Andy Vargas and Senator Sal DiDomenico, would enhance the state’s EITC program, increasing the state match to 50 percent of the federal EITC, and made the tax credits fully refundable, which expands benefits to families who previously earned too little to owe federal income tax. The enhanced benefits are projected to cut child poverty in half, but the measure is effective for just one-year. Making the enhanced benefits permanent is important to sustaining this impact.

26 According to a 2016 AARP report, the average family caregiver spent almost $7,000 on out-of-pocket costs – all to help their loved ones remain at home and in their communities. Those caring for adults with dementia spent an average of $10,000.
28 This bill is also known as S.1852, An Act providing a guaranteed minimum income to all Massachusetts families, which was filed by Senator Jamie Eldridge.
in the “Enable wealth creation and intergenerational wealth transfer” recommendation. Other legislative proposals have alternatively sought to reimburse caregivers for care-related expenses, including AARP’s proposed tax credit of up to $1500.

**Action 3.3: Help family caregivers balance work and caregiving responsibilities by requiring employers to provide workers with greater flexibility and more predictable, stable hours.** When workers have predictable, stable hours with life-sustaining wages and flexibility, they are better able to meet basic expenses and plan for caregiving responsibilities. However, many people work in essential, but low-paying jobs in retail, food service, hospitality, and other industries where employees receive little notice of work schedules, experience shift fluctuations, and work an inconsistent number of hours. Black and Latinx workers, particularly women, are much more likely to be assigned irregular schedules.29 This volatility contributes to poor mental health outcomes among workers and low or unstable incomes, and makes it difficult to impossible to arrange childcare to assist with care for an adult friend or relative. Research shows that children of parents with erratic schedules are less likely to use formal childcare centers, more likely to exit childcare subsidy programs after being enrolled, and switch childcare providers more often.30 Income volatility can also make it more difficult for families to budget and maintain eligibility for means-tested programs. If adopted, the Massachusetts Fair Workweek Bill (H.1974/S.1236, filed by Representatives Sean Garballey and Maria Robinson and Senator Pat Jehlen, link to legislative text) would provide workers greater stability for themselves and their families by requiring employers to give advance notice of employee schedules, predictable pay, and adequate rest between shifts, and to offer existing employees new shifts before hiring new staff. The bill also provides access to unemployment for workers who leave a job because their employer failed to comply with the Fair Scheduling practices. In 2019, business leaders and the Executive Office of Elder Affairs formed the Massachusetts Caregiver Coalition to assess and address the needs of unpaid family caregivers. The Coalition’s Employer Toolkit is mainly targeted to private employers but contains many recommendations that can be adopted by state and municipal employees as well, including providing workers with greater scheduling flexibility.

---

31 https://sfgov.org/olse/family-friendly-workplace-ordinance-ffwo
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**Best/emerging practice:** Since 2014, San Francisco’s Family Friendly Workplace Ordinance has allowed family caregivers to request greater schedule flexibility or more predictable work arrangements to help make caregiving responsibilities more feasible. The ordinance applies to San Francisco employees at workplaces with 20 or more employees, if the person making the request has been employed for six months or more by their current employer and works at least eight hours per week on a regular basis. Employees may request schedule flexibility or predictable arrangements to assist with care for a child or children under the age of 18, a family member with a serious health condition, or a parent aged 65 and older.31
Dynamic and Representative Government

Improve regional coordination and partnerships for infrastructure and services
Recommendation: Improve regional coordination and partnerships for infrastructure and services

Strategy 1
Give regional and local officials and residents more say in shaping services and infrastructure.

Many locally made decisions have a large effect on the region, although the region as a whole does not have a voice to represent regional interests. There are also many regional bodies that do not have mechanisms in place to ensure representation of individual municipalities and their residents. While there are often shared goals across local and regional entities, elevating both perspectives in decision-making can set the stage for stronger regional collaboration. For the most optimal reflection of our collective public interests, local and regional decisions need to accurately represent all those concerned.

► Action 1.1: Add local voices to the boards of all regional organizations. The governing and decision-making Boards of all regional entities, such as the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA), the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA), and the Massachusetts Port Authority (MassPort), should have most of their members selected by local officials and from among residents of Greater Boston. Groups of municipal leaders deciding regionally should suggest candidates to represent their interests, and populations from underrepresented groups and from service users should also have designees on regional Boards. All regional entities should create new and meaningful opportunities to enable service users to contribute to decision-making and collaborate in developing plans and policies. More specific recommendations are included in, “Make government more participatory and inclusive.”
Strategy 2
Improve coordination and create new regional entities with the authority to effectively shape services.

Several systems could be better governed by regional actors and through cross-sector collaboration. Infrastructure, in particular, should be thought of more holistically, given that decisions about land use and infrastructure investment include consideration of interactions among transportation, housing, and natural resource management. While we have regional bodies for transportation and water provision, other areas where decisions should be made regionally and where assets should be seen as a connected system, such as for parks and recreation, do not benefit from regional governance. While critics might point to a history of poor administration of such entities, past problems did not stem from the regional nature of these organizations and strong oversight structures and transparency could ameliorate such concerns in the future.

Policy Action 2.1: Regionally coordinate the management, investments, and expansion of parks, recreation areas, and open spaces throughout Metro Boston. Our region is home to world-class parks and protected open spaces, but there is little coordinated vision or management of these assets. MAPC’s LandLine vision and the Department of Conservation and Recreation’s (DCR) recently released Parkways Master Plan are important vision efforts and guiding documents, and they should be part of a larger coordinated strategy for the future of all parks, recreation areas, and open space in the long-term.\footnote{https://www.mapc.org/transportation/landline/}\footnote{https://www.mass.gov/doc/dcr-parkways-master-plan-2020/download.} The DCR, cities and towns, land trusts, statewide conservation organizations, and other entities own and operate these assets. By bringing together these landowners, along with advocates and resident representatives, a regional vision for a holistic network of open space and recreation could result. Through this elevated coordination, regional priorities can be identified and acted upon for connections among protected lands, expansion, and investments to ensure all corners of the region have access to parks and other open spaces and these lands become an interconnected network.

Over the long-term, creation of a Greater Boston Regional Parks and Recreation Agency could govern all DCR parks and facilities in the region, and potentially link to and support major municipal parks as well. Establishing such an entity would require a dedicated regional revenue source, potentially via a property tax surcharge or community assessment for municipalities being served and accompanying borrowing powers to support that infrastructure and offer robust recreational services. Dedicated revenues would reduce the need to rely on state appropriations for funding and enable more accountability to area residents. Governance for this new entity would include a board selected by regional, state, and local leaders and would include residents from underrepresented populations, environmental justice communities, and park and recreation constituencies.
**Best/emerging practice:** The Metropolitan Council is charged with overseeing the long-range planning, acquisition, development, outreach, and research for regional parks and trails across the Twin Cities, Minnesota metropolitan area.\(^3\) The Met Council works with ten partner cities, counties, and special districts that own, operate, and maintain day-to-day functions at each park and trail in their jurisdiction. All proposed policies, grants, and other park-related plans and actions are first considered by the Metropolitan Parks and Open Space Commission. If approved, they are forwarded to the Met Council’s Community Development Committee for consideration, and finally, the Met Council policy board. The Met Council also oversees implementation of the Regional Parks Policy Plan, a 2040 blueprint for the development of a world-class regional park system for the Twin Cities region.\(^4\)

▶ **Policy Action 2.2: Give the region a say in major development and land use decisions.** Sometimes local development decisions result in outcomes that have negative impacts on neighboring communities or that conflict with regional goals around smart growth and equitable transit-oriented development. These decisions can also conflict with objectives identified in the community’s own master plans, housing production plans, and other documents, or those adopted by neighboring municipalities. Creating a regional land use board to oversee and, in appropriate cases, to enforce policies to ensure more coordinated and equitable development, including housing production, should be explored. In addition to this oversight function, it may be necessary to consider giving this board the authority to overturn exclusionary zoning decisions. Not only does the region suffer when municipalities adopt zoning measures that exclude a certain subset of people, include BIPOC or low-income individuals and families with children, but these measures also oftentimes conflict with objectives identified by locally adopted planning processes (see Action 2.4 in “Make government more participatory and inclusive”). The regional board could also work with cities and towns to facilitate inter-municipal transfers of development rights, multi-community development plans, tax and cost sharing agreements, and other inter-municipal agreements. The regional land use board could be appointed by local and state officials representing a diversity of communities and populations, as well as appropriate areas of expertise. Additionally, the regional land use board could develop a regional housing development fund with revenues generated from significant projects and pooled to support affordable housing preservation and expansion in the region. Additional funding mechanisms are explored in “Give Expand and improve the way we finance local and regional government.”
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\(^3\) [https://metrocouncil.org/Parks/About/Oversight.aspx](https://metrocouncil.org/Parks/About/Oversight.aspx)

\(^4\) [https://metrocouncil.org/Parks/Planning/Parks-Policy-Plan.aspx](https://metrocouncil.org/Parks/Planning/Parks-Policy-Plan.aspx)
Policy Strategy 3
Reshape service provision in key sectors such as health and education.

Health and higher education are two of the largest and most important sectors in the Greater Boston economy. They care for, educate, and employ thousands of residents and shape our culture and society in countless ways. The health, prosperity, and equity of our region can be furthered by seeing these vital institutions better support the communities and region in which they reside. While it is no doubt beneficial that they have national and international reputations and clientele, they should also consider it a priority to strengthen the life chances of people in Greater Boston. They are generally non-profits with a charitable and community aim, which can and should play a larger role in their operation.

Hospitals are currently obligated to provide community health assessments and to justify new expansions through a Determination of Need approval from the Department of Public Health (DPH), with funding obligated from such expansions to support community health initiatives. Area colleges and universities work with their municipalities in a number of ways, but do not have a statutory or regulatory obligation to serve their communities. Partnerships between local government and regional agencies and higher education should be formalized and focus on the economic and social needs of the region.

► **Policy Action 3.1: Elevate local and regional input in the health and education sector.** Health and education services should be planned for at the regional level, with input from the people who reside in Greater Boston and its sub-regions. In health care, the state DPH currently regulates health care needs and quality with other actors and agencies, such as the Attorney General and Health Policy Commission, evaluating the economic and financial implications of health care expansions and mergers. Often, the health needs of regions, sub-regions, and communities do not receive significant consideration in such exercises. In education, state actors also oversee institutions of higher education. Public universities and the community college system in particular create links to their home communities, but this is done informally. There may be some consideration given to educational needs of area residents, or potentially workforce development imperatives, but there is no coordination of such efforts and certainly nothing at a regional level.

► **Policy Action 3.2: Strengthen the community obligation of hospitals.** Regional and local actors don’t have a significant role in overseeing decisions about health care services, even when their communities may be greatly impacted by expansions or contractions in care. Decisions by health care entities may consider community impacts but, as they are increasingly part of national for-profit corporations or large regional systems, it is unclear whether community interests and needs sufficiently factor into their decision-making. That should change. Health care entities should be governed by
a statutory “community commitment” to the residents in the cities and towns they serve, and not simply the patients they treat. Additionally, the Commonwealth should require that all health care entities have at least some members of their governing boards appointed from the communities they serve, including from underrepresented populations, bringing local and regional interests to the table in shaping health care programming and service. The community commitments should specifically seek to ensure that hospitals give priority to the goals in regional health plans regarding both investment and care provision and address the needs of low-income residents, residents of color and people with chronic and long-term health conditions. Health care entities should also form close partnerships with local public health agencies in their catchment areas, jointly conducting community health assessments and implementing health improvement plans for their cities and towns.

- **Policy Action 3.3: Facilitate consistent payments in lieu of taxes (PILOT) for large tax-exempt property owners.** Greater Boston is home to a diverse array of medical, educational, and cultural institutions. Many of these institutions own property worth tens of millions of dollars. Because of their tax-exempt status, these institutions are not required to provide payments to their host communities, despite being provided services such as police, fire, and snow removal. Beginning in FY2012, the City of Boston created a voluntary PILOT program that asks institutions with holdings over $15 million to contribute 25 percent of what their tax obligations would be if they were not tax exempt. They may reduce the requested cash payment by up to 50 percent by demonstrating the value of eligible community benefits (such as scholarships and trainings). In FY20, 79 percent of the requested PILOTs were paid. Other cities and towns with large tax-exempt landowners should consider implementing a similar program and the state Legislature should adopt a mechanism to ensure at least some minimum payments, combined with community benefits, can be collected to cover municipal services provided. Pending bills would expressly allow cities and towns to create a program similar to Boston’s (S.1874 filed by Senator Adam Gomez and H.3080 filed by Representative Erika Uyterhoeven).

- **Policy Action 3.4: Connect and fund community colleges at the sub-regional level and align them to K-12 systems.** Community colleges should be governed and funded on a sub-regional basis with better integration into K-12 systems in the geographies they serve. Texas has such an arrangement, where K-12 school districts are linked to area community colleges. Texas school district voters determine the funding for their community colleges so their curriculum and workforce development programs are better aligned and meet the needs of their students.
Policy Recommendations

Equity of Wealth and Health

Expand and promote the resiliency of small businesses, particularly those owned by people of color, and encourage large employers to invest in local economies and advance equity.
Recommendation: Expand and promote the resiliency of small businesses, particularly those owned by people of color, and encourage large employers to invest in local economies and advance equity

Strategy 1
Strengthen and diversify the local supply chain to promote local and regional economic resiliency.

The economic disruption caused by the COVID-19 pandemic demonstrated the strengths and weaknesses of the regional economy. Although some areas of the economy faced fewer disruptions in the supply chain due to local sourcing, other elements of the economy were more vulnerable and severely affected. Growing the economy from within by leveraging the assets of the existing businesses, rather than making significant investments in attracting companies from outside of the region, is an important step toward local and regional economic resiliency. Incentivizing local sourcing creates the opportunity for local businesses to thrive and keeps more money within the local economy. Furthermore, building a more diverse local supply chain not only improves the ability for the economy to weather shocks, but also promotes operating efficiency, lowering transportation costs and associated greenhouse gas emissions.

Action 1.1: The Commonwealth’s Economic Development Districts should develop a resiliency implementation strategy to complement the Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy. While the supply chain needs across sectors vary widely, there are some common approaches that would benefit local and regional economies across the Commonwealth. Building off the Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS), the Commonwealth’s Economic Development Districts should develop a complementary resiliency implementation strategy. This should happen in coordination with regional economic development blueprints spearheaded by the MassHire Workforce Boards (see Policy Action 3.2 in “Improve the accessibility and efficacy of the Commonwealth’s workforce development infrastructure.”). This effort should identify specific vulnerabilities in local and regional supply chains and opportunities to bolster the role of local businesses in the regional economy. These strategies should also include discussion of how housing, transportation, and climate change
may help or hinder economic resiliency. Advisory bodies should convene to guide development of these strategies. These entities should include representatives from local governments, businesses, and educational institutions: representatives of larger corporations headquartered within or otherwise with a large presence in the region, and local artists.

**Action 1.2: Increase supplier diversity on yearly and multi-year contracts from government and anchor institutions.** The state and local governments represent key customers throughout the region, purchasing goods and services to meet the needs of their residents. The Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce, through its Pacesetters program, has set an ambitious goal of 10 percent of all business and government contracts going to businesses of color in the Commonwealth in the next five years. Cities and towns should adopt procurement policies that are in line with these goals. For example, in February 2021, the City of Boston adopted an Executive Order Establishing Equitable Procurement Goals in Support of Minority- and Women-Owned Businesses. This executive order set a goal to award 25 percent of discretionary and contract spending to minority- and women-owned businesses (MWBEs) and required the City to establish a Supplier Diversity Plan that outlines how it will achieve these goals.

Additionally, cities and towns and the Commonwealth should be required to evaluate bids more highly if they have participation from a subcontractor or contractor of color, as is the practice with the MassPort supplier diversity program. To measure the impact of these changes in increasing participation of businesses of color in local and state contracting, municipalities and the Commonwealth should be required to report on metrics around supplier diversity and the Commonwealth’s Supplier Diversity office should provide guidance on such metrics. These changes must be accompanied by additional training and technical support for businesses of color, so they are able to respond to solicitations for larger contracts.

**Action 1.3: Authorize public banking in Massachusetts and incentivize municipal investment in local financial institutions.** Developing a public bank allows local and state governments to pursue social equity in the course of a public entity’s objectives and operations. Public banks operate in the public’s interest, for the long-term benefit of the community, in partnership with local banks and credit unions. A public bank would hold the finances of the state or municipalities, and would issue loans to fulfill the purposes set out in the charter. In the 2021-2022 legislative session, three bills have been filed that would enable the creation of a statewide public bank: An Act to establish a Massachusetts public bank (S.665/H.1223, filed by Senator Jamie Eldridge and Representatives Mike Connolly and Nika Elugardo) and An Act establishing a public bank of Massachusetts (S.682, filed by Senator Adam Hinds). The Legislature should advance this legislation and cities and towns should consider whether creating public banks of their own could meet community-specific needs. In the interim, municipalities should deposit their revenue in local banks, particularly banks of which most shares are owned by people of color. This action can be tied to an agreement from the bank to provide increased flexible lending to local businesses.

---

Strategy 2
Facilitate creative use of land to support emerging business sectors and respond to changing economic realities.

Downtowns, strip malls and commercial spaces are facing increased vacancy rates because of economic disruptions brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic. The pandemic has also bolstered the rise of online shopping and e-commerce activity, further hurting local storefronts that lack a digital presence. Without interventions to support more mixed-use development and flexible use of commercial space, sustained vacancies could stall a robust economic recovery. Cities and towns and the Commonwealth should take this opportunity to rethink the use of these spaces and allow for needed housing, open space, public amenities, shared commercial spaces, and creative space for emerging business sectors.

Action 2.1: Combat commercial vacancy by rezoning to incentivize the creative redevelopment of downtowns, business districts, and commercial spaces while instituting the appropriate commercial displacement protections and mechanisms to protect small business diversity. Mixed-use development in downtowns, business districts, and other areas facing a surge in commercial vacancy could help foster long-term economic resiliency. By creating living downtowns and linking commercial and residential development, cities and towns can create districts with built-in economic demand. Municipalities should rezone these vulnerable commercial areas for economic resiliency. This means creating more flexibility in zoning for multiple uses and limiting the number of districts that are solely zoned for commercial use. These efforts must be paired with measures to prevent residential and commercial displacement, and site design guidelines must prioritize walkability to maximize the accessibility of these areas. Site design guidelines developed as part of a broader redevelopment effort must prioritize walkability to maximize the accessibility of these areas.

While promoting redevelopment can have ample long-term economic benefits for a community, these efforts should not come at the expense of the long-term viability of established local businesses. Nor should redevelopment foster conditions that could shut out new, small, or minority-owned businesses. Redevelopment projects should not exacerbate commercial displacement concerns, particularly in high opportunity areas near transit; rather it should encourage variety and diversity of business – factors that add to a community’s vitality. Special efforts should be made, whether through zoning or title covenants, that reserve commercial space for small and disadvantage businesses. Properties in designated small business entrepreneurial zones should possess a variety of square footage potential such that properties are ‘right-sized’ for purpose and budget. Too often, redevelopment, even in mixed use areas, is accompanied by large but sub-dividable commercial spaces; these are attractive for large chain stores but subdividing and outfitting out of reach of small business.
There are a range of policy tools local leaders can pursue to prevent commercial displacement brought on by rising rental costs. For example, the Small Business Anti-Displacement Network has presented a variety of solutions ranging from establishing real estate and community investment corporations, tax abatements, and legacy business preservation programs.\(^3\) These and other similar avenues should be pursued in tandem with a broader creative redevelopment strategy.

Looking ahead, as a complement to these zoning changes to support responsible commercial redevelopment, municipalities should also consider using financial incentives to catalyze further economic activity. Cities such as Philadelphia have encouraged the redevelopment of vacant commercial or industrial properties through tax abatements over a period of years, which are offset by the tax revenue created by new residents and commercial activity. Another complementary effort could include making publicly owned buildings available for rent by local businesses at reduced rates.

**Action 2.2: Provide additional financial resources and technical assistance to accelerate the creation of additional cultural districts and bolster the creative economy.** The changing economic landscape and changes in the physical business landscape open an opportunity for the development of new cultural spaces in commercial districts. These spaces are particularly vulnerable to extended closures due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The state should provide targeted financial support and incentives for businesses interested in launching or locating in cultural districts. As municipalities are establishing strategies to create or reinvigorate their cultural districts, creative entrepreneurs should be involved in the redesign of these districts to facilitate the creation of needed assets to allow the creative economy to thrive. California provides one model of targeted cultural district development paired with financial assistance to cultural organizations. The expansion of this type of assistance could promote greater racial equity in cultural representation and economic opportunity through the region and state. For more recommendations around strengthening the creative economy and arts and culture sector, see “Promote cultural development and preservation, public art and public realm design.”

**Action 2.3: Reduce barriers to local community-based food production and agriculture.** One of the first goals described in the Massachusetts Food Plan is to increase the production, sale, and consumption of Massachusetts-grown food.\(^4\) One barrier on the production side lies in current regulations that make it difficult to obtain use permits for agricultural production on open space or underutilized land. Per the recommendations of the Massachusetts State Food plan, the Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs should provide technical assistance and model zoning bylaws and ordinances to facilitate local agricultural production on land, rooftops, and underutilized open space.

\(^3\) [https://antidisplacement.org/tool-kit/?_strategies=commercial-preservation-and-property-improvement](https://antidisplacement.org/tool-kit/?_strategies=commercial-preservation-and-property-improvement)

\(^4\) [https://mafoodsystem.org/static/plan/pdfs/MLFSPGoals.pdf](https://mafoodsystem.org/static/plan/pdfs/MLFSPGoals.pdf)
These bylaws could also enable vertical farming to promote more compact and efficient agricultural practices. In addition to zoning changes, municipalities should adopt Right to Farm bylaws, local legislation which encourages “the pursuit of agriculture, promotes agriculture-based economic opportunities, and protects farmlands within the community by allowing agricultural uses and related activities to function with minimal conflict with abutters and town agencies.” Though traditionally an avenue for more rural communities, Right to Farm bylaws can be configured to address opportunities for urban agriculture as well. For complementary efforts related to increasing the share of local food procured in Massachusetts, see Action 4.3 in “Ensure land preservation, conservation, and access to recreational spaces.”

5 http://www.pvpc.org/sites/default/files/files/PVPC-Right%20to%20Farm%20Bylaws.pdf
Strategy 3

Increase the percentage of local ownership and business ownership by people of color by increasing funding for business support and development and decreasing the cost of doing business.

In addition to facilitating more local ownership, building a resilient local economy must include direct, targeted assistance to increase the share of local businesses owned by people of color, and to ensure the long-term viability of these businesses. Communities of color have been systematically excluded from opportunities to build wealth in ways, including barriers to entrepreneurial opportunities. Small business assistance, whether in the form of support getting one’s businesses online, assistance with financial management and tax preparation, or other support, must be targeted in a way to actively address these disparities. Furthermore, the economic consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic have disproportionately fallen on communities of color. To ensure a robust and equitable economic recovery and promote long-term economic resilience, municipalities and the Commonwealth must prioritize local businesses and businesses owned by people of color.

Action 3.1: Promote economic resiliency in a changing economic landscape by providing resources for businesses to transition employee-centered business models. Throughout the region, many business owners are facing crucial decisions regarding the future of their companies. The option to sell a business to its employees can allow the wealth and knowledge of the company to stay in the hands of its workers. Conversion to a cooperative or an employee stock ownership plan (ESOP) requires business management training and support for the new worker-owners, as well as significant legal support. The Administration and Legislature should increase funding for the Massachusetts Center for Employee Ownership so they can expand technical assistance offerings and allow more businesses to stay in the hands of local residents.

Action 3.2: Create a technical assistance program designed to help small businesses adapt to changing business and customer landscapes. Over the next 30 years, the business landscape will continue to change, with the expansion of online shopping and changes in customer preferences. Some businesses have pivoted easily when faced with such disruptions, moving their operations online and developing new products and services to respond to these changing needs. Many smaller and less well-resourced businesses have struggled to adapt. The Massachusetts Office of Business Development should create a program specifically to meet the needs of small businesses that need assistance adapting to the digital age. Tailored business coaching and support can support entrepreneurs as they transition into new, more resilient business practices. Technical assistance should be prioritized for small businesses owned by people of color and non-English speakers. Areas of support should include assistance with creating an online storefront, digital marketing, and social media communications.
Action 3.3: Create a student debt relief program for entrepreneurs. Given the existing wealth inequality in the region and the level of debt experienced by many people of color, individuals with business training and business ideas might be dissuaded from launching a business due to their level of personal debt and the high costs of health care and other basic expenses. At the federal level, House Small Business Committee Chairwoman Nydia M. Velázquez of New York filed the Supporting America’s Young Entrepreneurs Act, which would create a student loan debt forgiveness and deferment program for entrepreneurs. While awaiting action at the federal level, the Commonwealth should establish a program that would provide debt relief based on certain metrics or milestones completed by new businesses participating in other business support programming.

Action 3.4: Decrease the cost of doing business by streamlining licensing and permitting and provide small business owners resources to navigate these processes. Regulatory processes have been adapted over time to respond to the changing business landscape. Often, new regulations are grafted on to existing ones to respond to these new realities, resulting in increasingly complex processes for small businesses to navigate. The complexity results in significant delays, as well as potentially costly measures such as hiring lawyers or permit expediters to assist with the process. Municipalities should conduct an audit of their licensing and permitting processes to determine which requirements or processes can be consolidated or potentially eliminated based on need. To supplement this effort, the Commonwealth should have staff dedicated to provide key information about navigating local permitting and licensing processes, while also providing businesses with guidance about important decisions regarding their business development.
Reduce vehicle miles traveled and the need for single-occupant vehicle travel through increased development in transit-oriented areas and walkable centers.
Recommendation:
Reduce vehicle miles traveled and the need for single-occupant vehicle travel through increased development in transit-oriented areas and walkable centers

Strategy 1
Facilitate transit-oriented and other smart growth development through incentives and requirements.

All municipalities have a role to play in growing in an equitable and environmentally sustainable manner. Concentrating growth around transit stations, downtowns, high frequency bus corridors, and other smart growth areas is a critically important way to grow sustainably. Neighborhoods with housing, jobs, and shopping within walking distance to transit can reduce sprawling development and reliance on driving. These efforts should be coupled with state and local policies that prevent displacement and mitigate the rapid increase in housing costs that can come with transit-oriented development (TOD). Many communities have embraced smart growth development in context-sensitive ways. Much more can be done, however, when local, state, and regional actors take a proactive role in fostering this development.

▶ Action 1.1: Strengthen existing state programs to increase smart growth development. The Commonwealth already has programs in place to foster smart growth development, most significantly the Chapter 40R Smart Growth Overlay District program. Chapter 40R, codified in 2004, encourages communities to create dense residential or mixed-use smart growth zoning districts, including a modest percentage of affordable housing units, near transit stations, in areas of concentrated development such as existing city and town centers, and in other highly suitable locations. Over the life of the program, more than 50 districts have been created and approximately 3,800 residential units permitted/built.

The Commonwealth should build upon this success by improving the program to increase utilization of this program and the quality of development. This can be done through either modifications to the existing regulation, law, or, if necessary, through creation of an updated program to supersede the existing Chapter 40R program. Improvements to both the process and requirements of the program are needed to reduce the cost and bureaucracy involved in establishing these districts. First, Chapter 40R should clarify that its mission is not only to produce housing but also to
facilitate smart growth principles such as increasing walkability, reducing greenhouse gas emissions from transportation, and fostering a sense of place. Second, consideration should be given as to how to create true neighborhoods, since many existing districts are created for specific projects on single parcels. For example, creating a “40R lite” program could allow housing through a special permit, as opposed to only by-right. Providing this additional level of control could make communities more comfortable with creating larger districts, ultimately facilitating greater housing production. Under this program, it would be critical to establish clear criteria for the condition of a special permit, so that it is not purely discretionary. Payments to the municipality under this 40R lite program should only be for actual production of housing, rather than an incentive payment for adopting the zoning. Consideration should also be given to whether the affordability requirements should be different than those under the traditional 40R program.

Finally, increasing funding available to municipalities would further incentivize communities to adopt 40R. Increased funding should include payments associated with 40R itself, as well as for 40S, a companion program to account for increased costs associated with impacts on schools. The 40S program has been sparsely used and may require increased communication with communities, as the impact on school is an oft-cited reason for reluctance to allow additional housing.

Other state programs can also be strengthened by adding additional criteria to ensure state funding goes to sites most appropriate for smart growth development. For example, criteria for MassWorks funding decisions should focus on sites and projects that most strongly advance smart growth and equity goals. Further changes to 40R are recommended in “Accelerate the production of diverse housing types throughout the region, particularly deed-restricted Affordable Housing, with a focus on transit-oriented, climate resilient and other smart growth locations.”

**Action 1.2: Incentivize higher density residential development through improvements in transit service.** The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) is continuously balancing the need to improve and expand service against the realities of allocating its limited resources. To incentivize smart growth development, transit service improvements should be dependent on embracing those strategies. With 141 commuter rail stations, 131 rapid transit stations, and numerous express bus service stops, the MBTA has considerable leverage to effect change. It has an opportunity to link its current Rail Vision initiative (which seeks to transform the commuter rail system over the long term to better support the region’s mobility and economic development), as well as its subway station areas and even some bus routes with smart growth development. This initiative would build upon the recently adopted Housing Choice policy, which requires MBTA communities to have at least one district that allows multifamily development by right. To be eligible for improvements, each community should have to allow for smart growth development in all transit-oriented and adjacent areas within a community. This requirement should allow for
mixed-use and multifamily development in context-sensitive ways, with a range of appropriate levels of density to distinguish dense, urban areas from suburban and rural areas (such as allowing multifamily and mixed-use development in urban areas and lower density townhomes and small starter homes elsewhere). Consideration should also be given to whether improvements, such as prioritization of station capital improvements, are tied to zoning versus actual built development.

**Action 1.3: Empower an existing state or regional actor to participate directly in equitable, transit-oriented development by purchasing and disposing of land near transit to facilitate the production of affordable mixed-use and multifamily development.** The Commonwealth should empower an existing state or quasi-state agency to act as a land bank to actively seek out new opportunities to purchase land around transit stations and dispose of it to increase the supply of housing, especially affordable housing. This program’s explicit mission would be to facilitate housing production, rather than maximizing revenue. It would seek to purchase underutilized land through voluntary purchases at market rates. It would then solicit proposals to develop the land at subsidized prices to maximize development of affordable housing. While the percentage of affordable housing constructed would be based on market conditions, the Commonwealth should consider designating a minimum percentage of affordable housing that all sites developed through this program would be required. Once the appropriate entity to administer the program is determined, a sustainable funding source for land acquisition must be identified.

In addition to the above, as the MBTA continuously evaluates its needs and budget, it often seeks development of the land it owns around many of its transit stations. The MBTA should implement its previously adopted TOD policy, whereby it sells land to maximize revenue, but also to help achieve the region’s goals of increasing transit ridership, to increase the supply of deed-restricted affordable housing.  

**Best/emerging practice:** Best/emerging practice: Metro Portland’s MPO (Metro) operates a program in which it buys sites around transit stations and then issues requests for proposals (RFPs) to developers to build highly affordable multifamily housing on those parcels. To accomplish this, the MPO swaps a portion of its federal transportation funds with Portland’s transit agency in order to have unrestricted funding for the purposes of land acquisition and development. Metro developed a series of investment criteria to assess which projects are best suited to advance the region’s TOD goals and meet regional needs. The program also invests in “urban living infrastructure” such as grocery stores and other amenities, and provides technical assistance to communities and developers.  

---


Strategy 2

Ensure site design, land use program, and development characteristics prioritize walkability and affordability.

In addition to facilitating increased smart growth, development must occur in ways that best meet the needs of communities and the region. Too often, transit-oriented developments in our region are designed as “islands” cut off from the rest of the community, catering only to a wealthier demographic and resulting in banal development. The following policy actions can help ensure that developments prioritize multimodal travel, ensure that those most reliant on transit have access, and contribute to a neighborhood’s sense of place.

Action 2.1: The Commonwealth should support municipalities to update parking policies that both accurately reflect the demand for parking and encourage a reduction or elimination of parking in transit-rich areas.

Although developers do significant research to identify appropriate parking for a new development’s location and occupants, local zoning often mandates more parking than is required. Excess parking has dire consequences because it increases housing costs, limits buildable and open space, and encourages car ownership, which can exacerbate congestion and increase greenhouse gas emissions. In areas that are accessible to frequent and reliable transit, excess parking means fewer people use the available transit, while congestion, pollution, and greenhouse gas emissions rise.

Although today’s transportation landscape offers more options than ever before, municipal parking regulations often go decades without being updated. Requirements are often uniform across an entire municipality and are rarely informed by changing market data. Almost none of these regulations account for the ways that parking needs may differ depending on development type, location, cost, or access to transit. Parking supply that is more in line with demand can lower development costs, enable more affordable housing, free up land for open space, and promote sustainable transportation.

MAPC’s research shows that parking is overbuilt throughout the region in both urban and suburban communities. Communities that adopt a more data-driven approach to decision-making are better able to respond to changing demographics, unique building characteristics, new transportation technologies, and evolving commuting practices.

The Commonwealth should further incentivize local parking reforms by creating mechanisms that allow municipalities to become eligible for certain grant funding opportunities if they make appropriate policy changes. These might include reducing or eliminating parking requirements entirely, especially in transit-rich locations, or requiring parking to be unbundled from housing costs. Municipalities that enable more opportunities for shared parking in their zoning bylaws and ordinances should also receive funding priority. This not only includes allowing residents to park in municipal off-street lots overnight, but also allowing other property owners to make their parking spaces available for rent.
Reduce vehicle miles traveled and the need for single-occupant vehicle travel

by residents. The state’s Housing Choice program already does this by recognizing municipalities that have reduced their parking requirements in the last five years, with no more than one parking space per unit required at multifamily sites. Similar state-level incentives for other grant programs could spur additional zoning changes to better regulate parking.

**Action 2.2: Codify site design principles into regulations to prioritize walkability and connectivity to the surrounding neighborhood.** High quality urban design and public realm characteristics enhance an area’s walkability and sense of place and can positively impact economic development. While there is no one-size-fits-all design, municipalities can apply several principles and characteristics that do the job. These include orienting buildings to public ways, allowing a mix of uses, locating parking to the rear and sides of buildings, ensuring driveways and new roadways do not encourage high-speed vehicular travel, safe pedestrian crossings, sidewalks throughout the site, bicycle facilities, a high percentage of windows for ground-floor commercial uses, and high quality open spaces accessible to the public.

Cities and towns play a big role to ensure these high-quality development and site characteristics occur in smart growth locations. At a minimum, local zoning should be updated to allow and encourage mixed use development, including “vertical mixed-use development” (a mix of uses in the same building) and “horizontal mixed-use development” (a mix of uses across multiple buildings in a parcel). In addition to allowing for a mix of uses, zoning should include the various elements listed above as part of the requirements for site plan approval. Incorporating aspects of form-based code can clearly communicate a municipality’s expectations in a straightforward and non-subjective manner. Alternatively, advisory design guidelines can supplement zoning bylaws/ordinances and be utilized in ways that strongly encourage their incorporation for site plan approval.

On the state level, Chapter 40R currently allows for the option to include design standards. The program should be strengthened by including several high-level requirements that must be applied to all developments within a 40R district unless an applicant can show that an alternative design would better improve walkability, the public realm, or further other smart growth measures. In addition, because mixed-use zoning and design guidelines require a high level of technical expertise and expense, the state should ensure funding for technical assistance grant programs continues.

**Action 2.3: Ensure affordability and optimize land use around transit and smart growth locations.** A significant portion of our region’s population relies on public transportation to get around. Therefore, it is critical that transit-oriented development provides housing opportunities across the income spectrum. Without policy interventions, housing around transit tends to be high cost due to its desirability and only accessible to a more affluent demographic. Municipalities, therefore, should ensure all smart growth locations within their communities apply a suite of tools to manage neighborhood change, such as requirements for inclusion of deed-restricted
affordable housing through linkage or inclusionary zoning, as well as other measures. Depending on market conditions, areas around transit should often have a higher affordability requirement than other parts of the community. See “Ensure adequate protections against displacement for communities and residents of color, low-income communities, and renters” for a detailed discussion of these issues and policies.

State actors also have a role by including affordability as part of the criteria for evaluating various grant funding. For example, MassWorks contains several elements for scoring applications; inclusion of affordable housing and displacement protections should be an explicit part of the scoring criteria.

### Strategy 3

Require new developments to focus their transportation mitigation on producing fewer single-occupant vehicle (SOV) trips.

Development projects, especially larger ones, often require the developer to mitigate the negative impacts, with these efforts are often focused on alleviating the development’s impacts related to increased transportation demand. Traditionally, transportation mitigation focused on impacts associated with increased vehicular traffic and attempts to accommodate these increases, often through roadway widening efforts. In addition, traffic modeling and projections often overstate vehicular impacts on surrounding communities. A better approach to reducing congestion spurred by new development is to focus on reducing SOV trips through the utilization of improved data, combined with stronger transportation demand management techniques and the implementation of Complete Streets strategies.

#### Action 3.1: MassDOT and the Department of Environmental Protection should require developers to use local data to accurately estimate vehicle trip generation to avoid overestimating impacts.

To forecast trip generation as part of local and state permitting, developers most frequently cite models established through the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE), which provide vehicular trip estimations based on a development’s size and land use. From a regulatory perspective, ITE is nearly irrefutable because it is peer tested and reviewed. In the words of transportation consultants, “ITE is the gold standard.” However, the bulk of ITE’s data is from suburban, automobile-oriented locations across the country with relatively unconstrained parking availability and mostly single land uses (i.e., land zoned for only one type of use). The models reflect these contexts and are, therefore, ill-suited to urban areas well served by transit and active transportation infrastructure.

As a result, ITE routinely overestimates trips generated by new development in Greater Boston communities by 25-35 percent or more. This overestimation often results in mitigation focused on wider intersections and other roadway changes that come at the expense of pedestrians and cyclists. Additionally, this overestimation of auto trips exacerbates local...
opposition to new development, which can lead to smaller development sites with fewer housing units and less density in areas that are well suited for smart growth.

Therefore, MassDOT should develop a database derived from the actual post-development trip counts based on similar projects in similar areas to better forecast future trip generation rates, and more accurately account for walking, biking, and public transit trips. This data would more accurately capture actual travel habits within urbanized parts of Massachusetts than do national models. Similar undertakings have occurred in San Francisco, California, Washington, DC, and Houston, Texas. It is feasible to amass information on land use, project size, and trip generation projections and actual counts at the local level because the data already exists; all Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA)-reviewed projects must include traffic monitoring commitments. MassDOT is the most appropriate state agency to monitor and maintain the proposed database. In addition, partnering with ITE to build, maintain, and analyze this database would lend projects additional credibility. In the meantime, with support from MAPC and the Central Transportation Planning Staff (CTPS), MassDOT should submit post-development trip count information to ITE for projects as they come online, as this will help to strengthen national estimates.

**Action 3.2: The Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs should require new development sites that trigger MEPA to measure their transportation impacts based on vehicle miles traveled (VMT).** Current development review practices characterize transportation impacts using inherently auto-centric level of service (LOS) metrics, which describe vehicular flow and driver delay. Incorporating a more holistic metric that measures the impact of driving will better align transportation impact analysis and mitigation outcomes with the Commonwealth’s goals to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, encourage infill development, and improve public health through more active modes of transportation. Measuring transportation impacts using VMT would require communities to consider how to shift transportation from dependence on single-occupancy vehicles to other modes of transportation to reduce VMT.

In Massachusetts, placing less emphasis on LOS would require a shared understanding that reducing VMT is necessary to attain the Commonwealth’s Global Warming Solutions Act and Next Generation Roadmap Act goals. The Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs could use its regulatory authority under the Global Warming Solutions Act, or the Legislature could follow California’s example by explicitly tying transportation-related greenhouse gas emission goals to new development under MEPA regulations (see below). To supplement this effort, as part of the local permitting process, municipalities should pass ordinances requiring all future developers to characterize and mitigate transportation impacts focused on reducing VMT.

---

Best/emerging practice: Prompted by legislation passed in 2013, California adopted final rules in 2019 replacing LOS with VMT to measure impacts during Transportation Impact Analyses under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).⁹ CEQA requires that municipalities establish a threshold at which additional VMT from a project requires environmental mitigation. California defines the threshold using a statewide emissions target. The California Office of Planning and Research has released materials that provide guidance on establishing reasonable thresholds and prescribing mitigation in line with the state’s climate, public health, and transportation goals.¹⁰ California anticipates that replacing LOS with VMT will help advance development that is more transit-oriented, walkable and bikeable, sustainable, and healthier.

Action 3.3: The Legislature should allow municipalities to require employers to reduce the VMT by their employees. Mitigating the transportation impact of growth occurs when new development sites go through local or state permitting processes. Requiring employers and large property owners to fund incentives to reduce auto travel to and from these sites is challenging. Therefore, the Legislature should allow municipalities to require new VMT reduction strategies for existing employers through local ordinance.

The Department of Environmental Protection’s Rideshare Program requires that businesses with 1,000-plus commuters and/or businesses with 250-plus commuters that are subject to the Massachusetts Air Operating Permit Program must provide the following trip reduction incentives: ride matching (carpool and vanpool), preferential carpool and vanpool parking, bicycle incentives, on-site transit pass sales (only employers within one mile of transit), on-site route and schedule information (only employers within one mile of transit) and negotiation with transit providers for additional bus and/or transit services (only employers within one mile of transit).¹¹

A shortcoming of both these requirements is that regulations pertain only to large-scale developments or employers. Therefore, municipalities should be allowed to enact local ordinances to decrease VMT from other local employers. For example, this could include regulations that require businesses with 20 or more employees to offer (1) a pre-tax benefit - a monthly pre-tax deduction, up to $260/month, to pay for transit or vanpool expenses or parking cash out, (2) an employer-funded monthly subsidy for transit or vanpool expenses equivalent to the price of the MBTA’s monthly Link Pass, or (3) employer-provided transportation – a company-funded bus or van service to and from the workplace. To offset the disproportionate impact on small businesses, the state could offer financial support to promote compliance.

Washington, DC,¹² Seattle, WA,¹³ San Francisco, CA,¹⁴ New York City, NY,¹⁵ and the state of New Jersey¹⁶ have commute trip reduction laws directly tied to statewide air quality management regulations and require businesses with 20 or more employees to comply with more stringent TDM requirements.

---

Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) is the amount of automobile travel in a given area over a period of time. VMT is calculated by multiplying the number of vehicle trips that a proposed development will generate by the estimated number of miles driven per trip. In the context of SB 743, VMT is the amount of automobile travel attributable to a project or plan.

http://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/updates/sb-743/
https://www.abettercity.org/docs/Effective%20TRO%20Final.pdf
Sustainable DC Omnibus Amendment Act of 2014.
S1567: Statewide Commuter Benefits Law.
The City of Santa Monica, Berkeley, and Richmond require compliance from businesses with ten employees or more. Locally, the City of Cambridge’s Parking and Transportation Demand Management Ordinance is a strong example because it includes robust staff oversite and enforcement.

**Action 3.4: The Legislature should allow a municipality or groups of municipalities, to pool mitigation funding for multiple development sites and across municipal boundaries to support public transit infrastructure and cycling/walking trails.** A regional mitigation fund (RMF) is a mechanism used to levy and pool mitigation payments from multiple developments over time and sometimes across municipal boundaries. Private development and mobility are inherently connected. A development’s success hinges on access to the site, so transportation systems must be able to accommodate the changes in vehicular, foot, and bike traffic associated with redevelopment. RMFs pool payments over time and across developments to enable larger-scale improvements to public transit systems or roadways, accounting for future growth. In California, payments are developed in accordance with the California Mitigation Fee Act, which requires the county entities administering the fees to update them periodically. This ensures they are aligned with future growth projections, project costs, and other factors. In Massachusetts, RMFs could serve as a mitigation requirement triggered by MEPA review or through local permitting processes. Funds should be prioritized for projects that will expand walking, biking, and public transit infrastructure in the Commonwealth. Mitigation payments from new development could then be used in high priority development areas to ensure expanded bus service and other transit modernization without placing the financial burden of providing increased transit service on the MBTA or RTAs. Similarly, RMFs could be used to improve pedestrian and cyclist mobility by expanding trail networks. MAPC can assist in this effort by connecting with municipalities to gauge interest in pursuing this funding mechanism and learning more from states and cities that have successfully harnessed RMFs to recognize the link between private development and transportation accessibility. The Kendall Square Transit Enhancement Program, a partnership between the City of Cambridge, MBTA, MassDOT, and Boston Properties (the developer) to facilitate the approval for one million square feet of development in Kendall Square, may serve as a model for this type of approach.

17 Santa Monica Municipal Code, Article 9, Division 6, Chapter 9.53
18 City of Berkeley Commuter Benefit Program Ordinance MC 9.88 (TRACCC); as nestled in California Health and Safety Code Section 40717.
19 [https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayText.xhtml?lawCode=GOV&division=1.&title=7.&part=&chapter=5.&article=](https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayText.xhtml?lawCode=GOV&division=1.&title=7.&part=&chapter=5.&article=)
20 [https://www.cambridgeredevelopment.org/kendall-transpor](https://www.cambridgeredevelopment.org/kendall-transpor).
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Strategy 1
Establish a Massachusetts Integrated Water Resources Management framework at watershed and ecosystem scales that advances from philosophy to comprehensive water policy, funding, and regulation.

Integrated Water Resources Management refers to an approach that coordinates across the major water sectors, including water supply, wastewater, and stormwater. Traditionally, these have been managed in “silos” that are artifacts of separate laws and funding sources, such as the Safe Drinking Water Act, the Clean Water Act, and the “MS4” Stormwater Permits. Administratively, both the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP) are structured along the lines of these sectors. Integrated Water Resource Management facilitates to optimize solutions that achieve multiple benefits across these sectors.

Over the last 20 years, Massachusetts has developed several forward-looking water policy initiatives, but not an overall integrated water management framework. These include the Watershed Initiative led by the former Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA), the Integrated Water Management Planning Guidelines proposed (but not implemented) by MassDEP, the Water Assets Study prepared by EEA, and the current Sustainable Water Management Initiative (SWMI). The Watershed Initiative provided the most comprehensive framework, organized into teams for each major watershed and engaging stakeholders from state agencies, municipalities, and NGOs. It showed much promise until it was abruptly terminated before being fully implemented. SWMI, the most recent initiative, is based on robust watershed science provided by the US Geological Survey that was not available just a decade ago. However, its focus on groundwater withdrawals and impervious cover limits its ability to serve as a truly integrated water management framework. By revisiting, updating, retooling, and coordinating these initiatives under a broad integrated framework, and adding a focus on equity and climate change, Massachusetts could bring water management fully into the 21st century.
Action 1.1: Perform a statewide comprehensive analysis of the state’s watersheds and existing programs to evaluate options for managing water at the ecosystem level, across water sectors (drinking water, wastewater, and stormwater), and through the lens of climate change projections and impacts and equity. The analysis will identify data gaps, evaluate watershed and ecosystem level interventions toward management, and analyze impacts of climate change precipitation projections on drinking water supply, pollution, ecosystem function, and water utility infrastructure. The plan should create design standards and efficiencies that enable natural and hard water utility systems to function for climate resilience while complying with the Clean Water Act, as well as identify dam removal opportunities that enhance ecosystem function and flood control for best water management practices. It should also use projections to identify the amount of green infrastructure that effectively recharges aquifers, reduces/eliminates stormwater runoff, and supports healthy freshwater and marine systems at the watershed and/or water catchment level.

Action 1.2: Based upon the results of a comprehensive watershed analysis, create an Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) plan for the Commonwealth that outlines regulations and policies across jurisdictions and state agencies. Using the information gathered from the statewide analysis of the current state of existing watershed management programs, the Commonwealth should devise a framework for an Integrated Water Resources Management plan. The IWRM should begin on a pilot basis, focusing on one or two of the highest stress watersheds, then apply lessons learned to other areas of the state. Priority should go to watersheds with high Sustainable Water Management Initiative (SWMI) designations and significant Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDL). This process should include ongoing coordination with regional and statewide watershed stakeholders.

The MA Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA) would be responsible for directing implementation across sectors and departments (e.g., MassDEP, Department of Conservation and Recreation, Department of Energy Resources, Water Resources Commission, Water Infrastructure Advisory Committee, etc.). The plan would manage water at the water catchment/ecosystem level, across utilities (drinking water, wastewater, stormwater, and water use), and through the lens of climate change projections and impacts and water equity. Following the United Nations standards for Integrated Water Resources Management, the Commonwealth should create, evaluate, and track benchmarks for degrees of success across sectors and institutions. The benchmarks will promote positive social, economic, and environmental impacts at the watershed and multi-jurisdictional levels.

Action 1.3: Create institutional arrangements such as intermunicipal or district/watershed agreements for implementation of the Integrated Water Resources Management Plan. The Commonwealth should provide technical assistance to address existing stormwater management deficiencies and support the development of new infrastructure aligned with the Integrated Water Resources Management Plan. Following the development
of an IWRM Plan, the Commonwealth should be prepared to furnish technical assistance and facilitate agreements to support implementation of the plan’s recommendations. In these intermunicipal or district/watershed agreements, all water-related infrastructure improvements and projects would utilize the framework of the IWRM Plan and permitting approvals would be contingent upon adherence to the plan. To support implementation and regional collaboration, the Administration should establish regional watershed grant programs to incentivize collaboration and intermunicipal agreements. At the same time, the Commonwealth should provide resources to cities and towns to support implementation of IWRM locally. Alongside support from regional planning agencies, this should include creating accessible databases and GIS tools to plan, monitor, and enforce performance requirements.

**Action 1.4: Devise a consistent, science-based approach to coordinating local management of drought on a watershed basis.** The Massachusetts Drought Management Task Force has made significant progress, including an updated state Drought Management Plan in 2019, but the state still lacks authority to broadly implement water use restrictions during times of drought. Consistent regional, watershed and/or statewide measures are necessary to avoid confusion, create equity, and protect water supplies. An Act relative to maintaining adequate water supplies through effective drought management (S.530/S.617/H.898, filed by Senators Jamie Eldridge and Bruce Tarr and Representative Carolyn Dykema) would establish a statewide drought task force and enable EEA to pursue statewide water conservation measures. To ensure these measures also happen at the local level, the Commonwealth should provide resources for cities and towns to implement water system-specific drought plans that take regional watershed conditions into account. These plans should provide flexibility for developing redundancy to allow water withdrawals to shift away from more impacted sources during droughts.

**Strategy 2**
Create sustainable funding sources for water infrastructure that enable an Integrated Water Management approach and support investments in water quality and quantity and climate resilience, with a particular focus on equity.

The Water Infrastructure Finance Commission’s report to the Legislature projected a then $21.4 billion funding gap for water (drinking water and wastewater) infrastructure investment statewide over 20 years. It should be noted that this report is now almost a decade old, and the needs have likely increased in the interim. There was uncertainty about the costs for stormwater because the MS4 permit had not been issued, but the Commission estimated unfunded stormwater needs at an additional $18 billion. The Commission considered various scenarios to reduce the funding gap over the next 20 years. The scenarios assume a range of $50 million to $200 million annual capital contributions by the state, paired
with a range of local water and sewer rates from 0.75 percent to 1.25 percent of Median Household Income. The commission proposed that the then $21.4 billion funding gap could disappear within 20 years with a $200 million annual capital contribution by the state along with local water and sewer rates equivalent to 1.25 percent of median household income. These estimates do not take into consideration any federal funding (water infrastructure investments are an eligible use of American Rescue Plan Act funds). Achieving this result would require a partnership that shares the costs between the state and the municipal water systems. The proposed Blue Bank described below builds upon and revamps this concept by leading with Integrated Water Management, climate change resiliency, and equity.

**Action 2.1: Create a Blue Bank, a statewide water infrastructure bank to provide adequate capital investment for municipal and regional water supply, wastewater, stormwater, and green infrastructure.** Following on the recommendations of the Massachusetts Water Infrastructure Finance Commission for a Massachusetts Water Trust Fund, a Blue Bank would supplement the existing State Revolving Fund (SRF), which has proved insufficient to meet infrastructure improvement needs across the Commonwealth. A Blue Bank would fund projects that implement the Integrated Water Management framework, and inherent to this concept is that equity and green infrastructure are primary and fundamental to water infrastructure. Blue Bank funds should also be prioritized to address per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) contamination. The Commonwealth should ensure participation of all affected stakeholders in developing a Blue Bank, including municipalities, water and wastewater utilities, watershed groups, water users, and others.

Initially, a Blue Bank could be capitalized using federal recovery or infrastructure funding. Long-term, funding sources for a Blue Bank could include water rates, fees imposed for non-essential outdoor watering violations, the state match to the SRF, and state infrastructure bond funds. Water rates should be structured to meet three goals: (1) affordability, (2) encourage conservation, and (3) include the true cost of water, including environmental and sustainability costs. Water rate structures should not put environmental mitigation in opposition to affordability, but accommodate both, either by subsidizing water costs for some users, reducing costs for minimum daily usage, and/or increasing costs for excessive levels of water use.

**Action 2.2: Mainstream the implementation of local and regional Stormwater Enterprise Funds or Stormwater Utilities.** Stormwater traditionally has no dedicated local revenue source to maintain and improve the infrastructure. Municipalities may establish local Stormwater Enterprise Funds under state law, but to date only about 15 cities and towns have done so, about half of which are in the MPAC region. Barriers toward implementation are often pushback on instituting new fees and taxes at the municipal level. EEA should work with cities and towns to identify strategies to reduce these barriers and enable more widespread use of enterprise fees.
adoption enables water quality advancements, water quantity baselines, and resilience to climate change extreme precipitation events. Statewide, this would help close the overall funding gap identified by the Water Infrastructure Finance Commission, as described below.

Action 2.3: Pass state enabling legislation to expand use of water banking as a tool to increase water efficiency and accommodate growth in existing systems. Water banking entails levying a small fee on new development to capture the impact it has on local water infrastructure and to make necessary improvements. A handful of communities, including Danvers and Weymouth, have implemented Water Banking, but many communities are hesitant to employ this important tool without state enabling legislation. The Legislature should pass S.2499/H.2152, An Act providing for the establishment of the sustainable water resources fund, filed by Senator Jamie Eldridge and Representative Carolyn Dykema. The bill would make explicit the authority of cities and towns to leverage a fee on new development dedicated to a Drinking Water Infrastructure Enterprise Fund.

Strategy 3
Strengthen and expand tools for minimizing and eliminating water pollution.

In addition to supply, water quality is a critical issue for the Commonwealth and cities and towns to address. As is the case in other regions, there are several sources of water pollution, but the primary challenge in Massachusetts is related to stormwater runoff. The Massachusetts Clean Water Trust is a state agency that works to improve water quality in the Commonwealth by providing low-interest loans to municipalities and other eligible entities. The Clean Water Trust provides several targeted funding programs designed to address various issues that affect water quality, including lead abatement programs, asset management planning grants, and community septic management. PFAS, a family of chemicals widely used to manufacture common consumer goods, are of increasing concern. The Clean Water Trust recently awarded $3 million in PFAS mitigation grants to cities and towns to reduce the presence of this substance in our water supply. Managing water quality issues is a complicated and ever-evolving challenge, but there are actions the state and cities and towns can take to ensure a consistent clean water supply in the future.

Action 3.1: Ensure existing statewide conservation programs require a program for restoration of degraded wetlands, waterbodies, and aquatic habitat to accelerate natural solutions to climate change and minimize water degradation. Natural lands in themselves are an effective defense to minimize water pollutants through runoff. However, lands for parks and open space often contain degraded ecosystems with invasive species, compacted soils, or degraded wetlands. Utilizing existing conservation programs to require a restoration plan accelerates natural solutions to climate change and minimizes water quality degradation. All EEA grants related to conservation, parks, and open space (LAND, PARC, LWCF,
Landscape Partnerships, Community Partnerships) and other conservation programs (Community Preservation Act, Conservation Restrictions) should require natural system restoration plans that support an integrated water management approach for climate resilience, clean water, and ecosystem health.

**Best/emerging practice:** The California Water Resilience Portfolio implements the existing “Make Conservation A Way of Life” laws (SB 606 and AB 1668, 2018), which create new efficiency standards for residential use and reporting requirements for agricultural use. The portfolio of actions was selected and designed to ensure the state’s long-term water resilience and ecosystem health. This blueprint will help California become more resilient to the growing threats posed by extreme droughts and floods, rising temperature, increased reliance on groundwater, and other climate related challenges.

**Action 3.2: Operationalize green infrastructure and low-impact development across the Commonwealth for an interconnected and integrated stormwater management strategy by requiring that all new and redevelopment capture and/or retain stormwater on-site at the parcel level.** Enforcement of stormwater regulations occurs through the site plan review and building permit process. In 2012, Boston Water and Sewer Commission (BWSC) filed a consent decree settlement with the EPA, the Department of Justice, MassDEP, and the Conservation Law Foundation to enhance its ongoing efforts to comply with the Clean Water Act and to clean and revitalize Boston Harbor and its tributaries, including the Charles, Neponset, and Mystic Rivers. As such, BWSC mandates all new and redevelopment must capture the first inch of stormwater onsite at the parcel level and enforces it during permitting. In 2016, EPA issued the Massachusetts Municipal Storm Sewer System Permit, which requires most cities and towns to implement similar requirements through local bylaws and ordinances. Local regulations should require redevelopment projects to match peak runoff rates to undeveloped conditions to the maximum extent practicable, rather than matching existing (degraded) conditions. In some stormwater systems, older grey infrastructure (such as dams, seawalls, pipes, and water treatment plants) will complement newer green infrastructure. The Commonwealth should ensure cities and towns have adequate resources to upgrade and/or maintain the grey infrastructure components to ensure effective performance of the entire system and to protect water quality.

**Action 3.3: Update the Commonwealth’s land use regulations, including the Wetland Protection Act, and provide municipalities resources to update zoning laws to reflect climate change projections related to sea level rise, flooding, and precipitation changes.** Updates to land use regulations should maximize climate change resiliency measures, such as flood protection, clean water, and minimized stormwater in concert with the Integrated Water Resources Management plan. As a first step, the Commonwealth
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should update the Wetland Protection Act to ensure it continues to follow the most up to date climate projections and centers on the needs of Environmental Justice communities.

Additionally, given that most land use and zoning powers rest with municipalities, the Commonwealth should provide them with technical assistance and incentives for the adoption of “water smart” land use policies and regulations. This includes zoning changes that enable sustainable and “smart growth” land use policies to address sources of water quality and water quantity impacts, particularly reduction of impervious surfaces. State policies and regulations should support the adoption of best practices such as local subdivision controls on wetland, floodplain, water quality, and water quantity protection, as well as reducing impervious surface to minimize stormwater runoff. For example, local subdivision bylaws should require that all runoff and stormwater be infiltrated at the parcel level and require drought tolerant and native species plantings. Calculation of runoff volumes should be based on updated precipitation data, as well as climate projections of more intense and larger storms in the future.

**Action 3.4: Prioritize infrastructure improvements to existing stormwater systems to accommodate the impacts of climate change, including more frequent and intense precipitation, inland flooding, and sea level rise in coastal communities.** The threat of climate change is already taking a heavy toll on the region, and we need to invest in resilient water infrastructure now to minimize the impacts to the extent possible. As the Commonwealth devises an IWRM Plan and directs additional funding for water infrastructure improvements, priority should go to investments in areas that are most likely to see the effects of climate change today. This includes more frequent and intense precipitation, inland flooding, and sea level rise in coastal communities. Environmental Justice communities, which already face an undue share of environmental burdens and associated economic and public health consequences, should also receive priority. For more details on how the Commonwealth can prioritize these investments, see Action 2.2 in “Prepare for and respond to the threats of climate change.”
Strategy 4
Ensure all communities have access to safe, clean, affordable drinking water and wastewater services.

The drought of 2016 was the second worst in Massachusetts history, and climate change projections of increasing temperatures and changing precipitation patterns indicate that drought will likely be a more frequent and severe event. In 2019, the state updated its Drought Management Plan, revamping categories of drought stages, revising drought tracking status, and modifying indicators of drought stage declaration. Less than six months after its adoption, Massachusetts announced drought conditions in the spring of 2020 in several regions. The Southeast region and the Charles River watershed were the most affected areas of the 2020 drought.

One indicator of the stress on local water supplies is the prevalence of water use restrictions declared by municipal water suppliers. These restrictions are more frequent and severe during periods of drought. During the drought of 2016, eastern Massachusetts, including much of the MAPC region, had the highest concentration of restrictions, particularly in the highest category of one day or less of outdoor watering per week. Although water restrictions are less frequent in the core of the MAPC region, which is served by the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA), water is a common resource that needs to be managed across all municipal boundaries and watersheds. Water restrictions illustrate the limits of many local water systems outside of the MWRA service area, which rely on groundwater and surface water withdrawn from local aquifers and relatively small watersheds. There are several actions the Commonwealth and municipalities can take to get ahead of future droughts and to ensure equitable access to clean water supply.

**Action 4.1: Create a water equity commission to ensure clean, healthy, and plentiful water systems in underserved communities.** The Commission would coordinate with the Blue Bank to prioritize water quality and quantity investments in underserved and overburdened communities. A newly created water equity commission would be designed to shift the decision-making authority to those affected most by water disparities. It would coordinate with the Blue Bank (see Action 2.1 above) to prioritize water quantity and quality investments in underserved communities, including but not limited to green infrastructure for greening cities for health, water quality, and climate resilience. It would also ensure that water and sewer rates are structured equitably. In addition, the commission would identify strategies to prioritize the provision of water supply and wastewater services to support affordable housing. The commission should identify consistent metrics, such as gallons of water used per person per day, to ensure uniform evaluation of water use.

Water equity refers to just and fair inclusion—a condition in which everyone has an opportunity to participate and prosper. Water equity occurs when all communities have access to safe, clean, affordable drinking water and wastewater services; are resilient in the face of floods, drought, and other climate risks; have a role in decision-making processes related
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to water management in their communities; and share in the economic, social, and environmental benefits of water systems. Other essential aspects of water equity include access to water-based open space and recreation areas, such as rivers, streams, and coastal waters. For more information on promoting equitable access to open space in the region, see “Ensure land preservation, conservation, and access to recreational spaces.”

- **Action 4.2: Advance a regional approach to water distribution and management to ensure equity in water quality and quantity.** Efforts to regionalize must be made in the context of local land use policies that foster smart growth rather than sprawl. Water is the most important natural resource shared across jurisdictions. However, water distribution and supply are not equitable everywhere. Aged infrastructure contributes to water inequity, particularly for disinvested or low-income cities. Neglected neighborhoods are more likely to have water quality issues and deteriorating infrastructure, and low-income communities may have difficulty replacing infrastructure due to costs. For example, since 2018, the City of Chelsea has been working to replace its water infrastructure to eliminate lead pipes.

There are also significant regional differences in water availability. The Ipswich River watershed, for example, is more stressed than most other parts of the state. In some cases, regional approaches such as interconnections with less stressed water systems or a regional solution such as the MWRA may alleviate stressed watersheds and/or inequity in supply. However, such connections should incorporate local land use policies that foster smart growth rather than sprawl. A series of centralized drinking water systems with strategically planned improvements and the direct involvement of leaders that represent the neighborhoods and communities served by the system will create more drinking water equity, provide water supplies to stressed watersheds to support healthy ecological systems and climate resilience, and minimize localized supply stress from drought.

- **Action 4.3: Significantly reduce and/or eliminate non-essential outdoor water use wherever and whenever possible.** Non-essential outdoor water use should be charged at higher rates, and use of second water meters for outdoor use should be restricted, or their rates should be set higher than those for essential water use. Non-essential water use does not include food production, nurseries and other uses of water as part of a business operation; for the most part it is irrigation of lawns and landscaping. Non-essential outdoor water use should be charged higher rates, with proceeds directed to the Blue Bank (Action 2.1) watershed fund or other grants for water quality/quantity equity programs in communities underserved by clean and plentiful water. Outdoor watering puts stress on both water supply systems and the surface and groundwater sources they rely upon, which can lead to impacts on stream flows that affect entire watersheds and the health of their supporting ecological systems. In the MAPC region, the Ipswich River watershed is perhaps the most notable, but not the only example of seasonal low flow stress.
Action 4.4: Support community efforts for public education and local policies and programs that directly or indirectly reduce water use in more natural ways. There will inevitably be resistance to measures to reduce nonessential water use. To confront these challenges, cities and towns need to be prepared to collaborate with community groups and volunteers to educate residents on the benefits of more mindful water consumption and strategies for reducing water use. There are some efforts municipalities can pursue on their own, such as revising lawn mowing requirements. Cities and towns can also encourage residents to pursue xeriscaping, which is the practice of designing landscaping that reduces or eliminates the need for water. Cities and towns should identify local entities, such as conservation commissions, groups of committed volunteers, or other organizations, to support these public awareness and education campaigns.
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Strategy 1
Enable more people to build and maintain wealth.

Nationwide, economic mobility has been on the decline for decades. While this trend is evident across the several ways in which people build wealth, including savings, real estate, and investments, it is particularly true with respect to earnings. The proportion of Americans making more than their parents dropped from 92 percent for individuals born in 1940 to 50 percent for individuals born in 1984.1 There are a multitude of factors that have influenced these outcomes, including skyrocketing housing and higher education costs, consolidation of corporate power, wage stagnation, and disintegration of the social safety net. Systemic racism has catalyzed and exacerbated these trends.

In the Commonwealth, the ability to secure a well-paying job, build adequate savings, and gain access to a range of economic opportunity continues to vary sharply across racial lines. While 70 percent of White households in Massachusetts own a home, just over a third of households of color are homeowners. Non-white households are more likely to have student loan and medical debt. And there is the oft-cited disparity of median net worth being close to a quarter million for white households in Metro Boston, but just $8 for non-immigrant Black households in the region.2, 3 In addition to burdens at the individual and community levels, disparities in racial wealth hurt the economy of the Commonwealth as a whole. The Massachusetts Taxpayers Foundation estimates that if Massachusetts were to close racial divides in wages, housing, investments, and wealth, the Massachusetts gross state product could increase $25 billion over five years.4 By limiting the ability to build wealth today, we are setting up future generations for continued inequities in the absence of significant reform.

In addition to the actions described below around increasing wages and access to benefits, expanding the availability of high-quality jobs is also critical to addressing racial disparities in wealth generation and quality of life. Since low-income individuals are disproportionately employed by small businesses,5 strengthening the resiliency of small businesses and promoting their integration to the broader regional economic development landscape will benefits their employees as well. (See “Expand and promote the resiliency of small businesses, particularly those owned by people of color, and encourage large employers to invest in local economies and advance equity” for specific recommendations.) Additionally, more flexible schedules and more predictable work hours would not only help more
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1 https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w22910/w22910.pdf
3 A recent study by the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston found that, when considering pensions and Social Security, the racial wealth gap narrows significantly. However, on average, White families still have on average three times as much as wealth Black families. While the methodologies for measuring wealth vary, studies consistently demonstrate a persistent racial wealth gap in the region. https://www.bostonfed.org/news-and-events/news/2021/08/racial-wealth-gaps-shrink-using-new-measure-according-to-boston-fed-study.aspx.
people retain employment while balancing additional responsibilities, but also improve overall quality of life. (See “Improve quality of life and reverse the rising rate of chronic diseases, particularly among populations experiencing health inequities” for more details on how to offer more workers this kind of stability.)

Action 1.1: Institute a statewide pilot of guaranteed income and a baby bonds program. The COVID-19 pandemic has renewed momentum for universal basic income (UBI), which provides individuals with a small, fixed amount of unrestricted cash provided on a regular basis. Proponents of UBI highlight the flexibility of the relief provided as a primary benefit of the program. Unlike other forms of aid, which recipients can use for specific purposes such as education, housing costs, or groceries, UBI programs provide residents with the flexibility to spend funds where they are most needed. While cities around the country have been piloting UBI during the pandemic to support individuals most impacted by the economic consequences of COVID-19, other government entities have long provided their residents with guaranteed income. Shortly after it achieved statehood, Alaska created a state-owned investment fund to hold oil proceeds, and dividends from that fund have been paid out to residents for the last 40 years. Since 1997, the Eastern Band of Cherokees established a casino dividend program that would distribute a portion of casino revenue to all reservation residents. Importantly, studies have found that these two programs have had no demonstrable effect on labor force participation, and, in the case of the Eastern Band of Cherokees, program participants experienced improved mental health outcomes in the long-term. The Commonwealth should advance a guaranteed income pilot, potentially using federal pandemic recovery dollars to fund the program. The state could limit the pilot to individuals under a certain income threshold, and should require a robust data collection effort to determine how funds are utilized as well as what resources would be needed to sustain the program in the long term.

Working in tandem with universal basic income, baby bonds can help address some of the disparities in wealth early on, before they are exacerbated into adulthood. Economists William Darity and Darrick Hamilton have led renewed interest in baby bonds to reduce the racial wealth gap. Baby bonds are typically publicly funded trust fund accounts provided at birth. Contributions would be made annually, with the largest contributions going to low-income families. Individuals are generally able to access the funds at age 18, and can only use them for wealth building purposes, such as purchasing a home, starting a business, or getting an education. At the federal level, Sen. Cory Booker (D-NJ) and Rep. Ayanna Pressley (D-MA-7) have proposed the American Opportunity Accounts Act, which would create a national baby bonds program. Each child’s account would receive an initial $1,000 deposit, with additional contributions made annually. Children from the lowest-income households would receive the maximum annual contribution of $2,000. Recently, Connecticut became the first state in the nation to implement a statewide baby bonds program. After July 1, 2021, children in Connecticut whose birth is covered under the
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6 https://apfc.org/
7 https://www.salon.com/2016/06/21/many_countries_are_weighing_cash_payments_to_citizens_could_it_work_in_the_u_s/
8 http://pinguet.free.fr/nber24337.pdf
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The Commonwealth should institute its own baby bonds program to work in tandem with the existing Massachusetts Baby Steps savings plan, the state’s universal educational savings program. These efforts should happen alongside an expansion of the Family Self Sufficiency (FSS) program (see Action 2.1)

**Best/emerging practice:** During the pandemic, the City of Chelsea launched the Chelsea Eats program, which provided about 2,000 households a small monthly stipend for six months. Chelsea was among Massachusetts municipalities most severely impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent economic downturn. In September 2020, the City shifted away from an extensive food distribution system to instead pool local and state resources with philanthropic aid to launch the Chelsea Eats initiative. The program enabled residents to purchase their own food using a pre-paid card with $200-$400 loaded monthly over the pilot period. While the City of Chelsea did not expressly require families to only spend money on food purchases, nearly three-quarters of card spending occurred at locations that primarily sell food: grocery stores (50 percent), wholesale club (12 percent), restaurants and restaurant delivery (seven percent), and markets and convenience stores (six percent).

**Action 1.2: Finance tuition free community college for low-income individuals, including older adults.** Higher education remains a key factor in one’s ability to find high quality, well-paying work. However, across community colleges, public universities, and especially private institutions, costs are rapidly rising. In FY2021, the average total cost of annual tuition and mandatory fees at Massachusetts community colleges was nearly $6,800, up 22 percent since FY 2016. At the same time, the percentage of undergraduates coming from low-income families is growing. In 1996, 13 percent of dependent undergraduates at public two-year institutions were living in poverty, compared to 27 percent in 2016. During the same timeframe, the percentage of nonwhite undergraduates has grown from 31 to 50 percent. While expanded access to educational opportunity is critical to addressing wealth inequality, it should not come with a disproportionate financial burden to low-income families.

As such, Massachusetts should institute statewide tuition free community college for low-income individuals. The Commonwealth should look to the City of Boston’s Tuition Free Community College initiative to structure a comparable statewide program that considers student income, eligibility for federal aid, and other factors. While the state would likely target a program of this nature at high school students, older adults who meet the eligibility criteria should be able to participate as well. There is ample precedent for scaling up a free tuition model – 17 states have launched tuition free college programs. Many are structured as last dollar programs, covering mandatory tuition fees and costs after accounting for federal aid and grants.
Action 1.3: Expand access to retirement savings accounts for freelance and contract workers through portable benefits solutions and other state-sponsored options. According to the AARP Public Policy Institute, workers are 15 times more likely to save for retirement when they can do so through an employer payroll deduction savings plan. Low-wage workers are less likely to have access to such plans, exacerbating wealth inequities in the long-term. In Massachusetts, only 28 percent of workers making less than $28,000 annually have access to an employer-sponsored retirement plan, compared to 71 percent of individuals making over $100,000 annually. These challenges are poised to become more complex as the gig economy grows. From 2010 to 2019, the share of gig workers increased 15 percent, and gig work is poised to remain a key feature of our economy into the future. As this kind of flexible work continues, the Commonwealth needs to innovate new approaches to ensure all workers can save for the future.

In 2012, Massachusetts created the CORE plan, a tax-deferred and post-tax 401(k) savings plan developed for eligible small nonprofit organizations that expands retirement savings options to employees of these organizations. The Administration should explore expanding the eligibility of this plan to employers that primarily hire freelancers and independent contractors.

Another option is to require companies to offer a portable benefits solution to their workers. Portable benefits expand retirement savings accessibility by tying benefits to workers, not employers. Universality is a key feature of portable benefits - workers accrue benefits regardless of the number of hours worked or the type of work arrangement. A bill was recently introduced in the New Jersey Senate that would require contracting agents with at least 50 workers to pay into a portable benefits package for their workers. Employer contributions would be based on the number of hours worked or the amount of money made. This bill could serve as a model for a similar program in Massachusetts. While portable benefits will not necessarily benefit the lowest-income workers, this option would begin to expand benefit access to workers who otherwise have limited options. The Commonwealth should continue to consider opportunities to expand access to retirement savings for the lowest-income residents.

Action 1.4: Create a statewide commission to study the use of reparations in Massachusetts. Increasingly, there have been efforts at the local, state, and federal level to assess how reparations can begin to confront the deep and enduring legacy that slavery, Jim Crow, generations of residential, economic, and educational segregation, and other elements of systemic racism have had on the Black community. The National African American Reparations Commission (NAARC) has developed a 10-point framework for reparations centered on repair, healing, and restoration of communities harmed by fundamental human rights violations enacted by governments or corporations. NAARC has led advocacy for the passage of HR.40, filed by Congresswoman Sheila Lee Jackson (D-Texas), which would establish the Commission to Study and Develop Reparation Proposals for African Americans. A number of state legislatures are reviewing bills to create statewide reparations commissions, and in May 2021, California became...
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the first state to create a reparations task force. Cities and towns are also leading efforts to bring reparations to their residents. Evanston, Illinois created the Restorative Housing Program for Black residents or descendants of residents who experienced housing discrimination from 1919-1969, when redlining and use of racial covenants was a standard practice. In June 2021, Amherst Town Council voted to allocate over $200,000 in a budget surplus to establish a reparation fund and created the African Heritage Reparations Assembly, which will develop the town’s reparations plan.

Confronting these historical and ongoing injustices is long overdue, and momentum toward reparations is building across the country. As we look to advance an equitable and resilient recovery, focusing on the households and communities that suffered the brunt of the pandemic and recession, this is a particularly important moment to advance a statewide commission to study reparations in the Commonwealth. A statewide commission should be tasked, firstly, with determining whether and how reparations could be used to address long-standing inequities facing Black residents of Massachusetts; and, secondly, with determining appropriate sources and uses for such funds. To be effective, such programs should draw on the engagement and recommendations of Black community leaders, and they should also be accompanied by additional efforts to dismantle the racism that continues to operate in many sectors of our society, government, and economy.

Strategy 2
Expand the social safety net to lift families out of poverty.

The foundation of the modern American social safety net began during the New Deal era and took off post-World War II. The Great Society era was marked by a multitude of programs designed to reduce poverty, expand access to jobs and educational opportunities, and grow the economy. Today, programs such as Head Start, SNAP (i.e. food stamps), the Community Action Program, and many others remain central features of the support system in place for low-income individuals and families. However, deregulation and growing stigma toward “the welfare state” has led to a weakening of many of these programs. While the Commonwealth has stepped in to strengthen and complement existing federal safety net programs in some instances, there is opportunity to continue these strategic investments. Federal recovery dollars have given us an opportunity to make meaningful investments in our social safety net programs in the Commonwealth. The pandemic has illuminated how quickly individuals and families can find themselves in need of healthcare, housing, and food assistance. Strengthening and expanding programs that provide for these basic needs can help build a more resilient Commonwealth. Social safety net programs can boost economic mobility and begin to address some of the adverse health outcomes associated with prolonged periods of poverty. These measures are particularly critical for immigrants, individuals whose primary language is not English, and indigenous communities, who continue to face undue barriers to accessing these resources and services.
Action 2.1: Increase funding for the Family Self-Sufficiency Program to mitigate the cliff effect and adopt an opt-out model so funding is automatically available to qualifying residents. The Family Self-Sufficiency (FSS) program helps families who receive Section 8 Housing Choice Vouchers connect with a variety of public and private resources to build assets. Through case management and financial coaching services, the FSS program leverages other resources to help families access job training and education opportunities over a five-year period. As families make use of these resources and pay more in rent or earn higher wages, FSS deposits additional money into an escrow account that is available upon graduation from the program. The Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD)’s FSS program is the seventh largest in the country, and already includes some innovative options for participants, including access to Jump Start funds, incentives to start and complete job training and post-secondary education, and a bonus for FSS graduates who leave the program early to pursue homeownership or the private rental market. Under DHCD’s program, the escrow account is capped at $25,000. While Congress should expand funding for the program, the Commonwealth should invest supplemental resources to grow the program across the state. Initial support for this could potentially come through federal recovery dollars. Additionally, DHCD should consider an opt-out model to ensure all residents who are eligible do not miss the opportunity to participate and build wealth.

Action 2.2: Expand financial support for low-income families and individuals. Massachusetts has several programs for families and individuals in need of economic assistance. Transitional Aid to Families with Dependent Children (TAFDC) is available to eligible families with children, pregnant people, and caregivers. The TAFDC program not only provides individuals with cash payments for direct economic relief, but also enrolls participants in MassHealth and provides referrals to free childcare and employment and training programs. TAFDC benefits have lost half of their value since 1988, and the maximum grant available provides income at less than one-third the federal poverty level. In the FY2022 budget, the Legislature removed the asset limit eligibility requirement, which will help make TAFDC benefits available to additional families in need. During the previous budget cycle, the Legislature increased TAFDC funds by 10 percent, the first increase since 2000. Funds for this program should continue to increase to keep pace with need as the region advances an equitable economic recovery. To more comprehensively strengthen the TAFDC program, the Legislature should pass S.96/H.199, An Act to lift kids out of deep poverty, filed by Senator DiDomenico and Representative Decker. This bill would gradually increase TAFDC until grants reach 50 percent of the federal poverty level.

Emergency Aid to the Elderly, Disabled, and Children (EAEDC) is a similar cash assistance benefit for individuals with disabilities, individuals over the age of 65, and certain families with children who do not qualify for TAFDC. In the FY2021 budget, the Legislature increased EAEDC funds by 10 percent, the first increase since 1988. This was an important step forward, and

18 https://www.masslegalservices.org/content/introduction-raf-dc-guide.
funding for this program should continue to increase each year to similarly keep up with need. *An Act relative to assisting elders and people with disabilities in the Commonwealth* (S.411/H.750, filed by Senator Pat Jehlen and Representative Jim O’Day) codifies valuable reforms to strengthen the program, including linking the maximum amount eligible participants can receive to the Consumer Price Index, and requiring that unhoused individuals who are eligible for the program receive the same payment rate as individuals who incur shelter costs.

In addition to expanding resources available for these programs, it is also important to ensure coordination across different assistance programs to ensure residents are receiving the resources they need. *An Act to streamline access to critical public health and safety-net programs through common applications* (S.761/H.1290, filed by Senator Sal DiDomenico and Representative Jay Livingstone), would establish a streamlined application process that allows individuals to apply for multiple needs-based benefits programs and services at the same time. It would allow for individuals applying for or renewing MassHealth coverage to simultaneously apply for the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), Department of Transitional Assistance cash benefits, and other benefit programs.

**Action 2.3: Increase resources available to organizations that participate in Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) to help families utilize all available tax benefits.** The Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) program is a free basic tax return preparation assistance program designed for: individuals who generally make $57,000 or less annually, individuals with disabilities, and individuals who are proficient in languages other than English. The program plays a critical role to help individuals ensure they are maximizing their tax benefits. The Commonwealth should increase resources available to organizations that serve as VITA sites during tax filing season and promote stronger coordination with social service agencies to ensure qualified residents are aware of this resource. Additionally, some VITA sites around the country serve as Certifying Acceptance Agents (CAA), which are entities authorized to help individuals who do not qualify for Social Security but need an Individual Taxpayer Identification Number (ITIN). The Commonwealth should identify VITA sites that could also serve as CAAs to help more individuals secure an ITIN.
Strategy 3
Amend the Massachusetts Tax Code to be more progressive.

The Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy ranks Massachusetts as the 20th most equitable tax system of any state in the country.\footnote{https://itep.org/whopays/} While not the worst on the list, there is room to improve the state tax code to make it more progressive and lessen the tax burden on low-income individuals. By having the highest earning households and corporations pay taxes at a rate that is proportional to their wealth, the Commonwealth can generate much needed revenue to expand housing opportunity, invest in a world-class transportation system, strengthen public schools and improve educational outcomes, ensure equitable access to health care, and much more. The federal COVID relief and recovery dollars have provided an unprecedented opportunity to address some vulnerabilities made most deeply evident during this time, including expanding rental assistance and addressing food insecurity. Considering the scope of need, however, these federal dollars are just a short-term fix. A more progressive tax code would mean more revenue to make permanent some changes that helped residents hit hardest by the pandemic gain access to economic opportunity and provide for their families.

Action 3.1: Adopt a graduated income tax. Currently, Massachusetts residents pay a flat 5 percent tax on income. The Commonwealth is one of nine states that have a flat income tax rate. While nine other states have no income taxes, the remaining 32 have some form of graduated income taxes, meaning the tax rate increases as income increases. Adopting a graduated income tax will allow the Commonwealth to expand services provided to residents without increasing financial hardship on low-income families. This is particularly critical as the Commonwealth looks to sustain and make permanent some housing, workforce development, and public health investments made in part to accelerate an equitable and resilient economic recovery.

As the structure of a graduated income tax is devised, the Commonwealth should implement a temporary one percent increase in the income tax, with mechanisms necessary to protect low-income individuals. A one percent increase on the income tax is estimated to generate $2.5 billion per year. This change should include mechanisms to protect low-income individuals, including increasing the Earned Income Tax Credit and the dependent care tax credit. This increase should last five years, while efforts toward a graduated income tax take shape. Further recommendations related to expanding the Earned Income Tax Credit are available in Action 3.2 in “Improve quality of life and reverse the rising rate of chronic diseases, particularly among populations experiencing health inequities.”

Action 3.2: Increase and expand taxes on unearned income. To craft a more equitable tax system and generate sustained funds for additional needed services, the Commonwealth should look to increase taxes on unearned income. This includes enacting a one percent increase in the capital gains tax. Capital gains are the profit realized from the sale of stocks, real estate, artwork and other assets. Currently, the state taxes long-term capital gains at five percent, and short-term capital gains (assets sold within one year) at...
12 percent. Each one percent increase on long-term capital gains could raise $365 million annually for Massachusetts. An increase in the capital gains tax would primarily impact households with the greatest ability to pay, making for a more equitable tax system.

Additionally, the Commonwealth should adopt an inheritance tax, which six states currently levy. An inheritance tax would allow Massachusetts to collect taxes from out-of-state beneficiaries, so long as the benefactor resided in the Commonwealth. Massachusetts currently levies an estate tax on estates valued over $1 million. While an estate tax is charged against the estate itself, the beneficiary of the estate would be charged the inheritance tax. Maryland currently levies both an estate and an inheritance tax. As is the case with the existing estate tax, the inheritance tax should only apply to estates valued above a certain threshold. Additionally, all these tax mechanisms should include exemptions for low- and moderate-income seniors and disabled persons.

Action 3.3: Increase the corporate income tax from 8 to 9.5 percent. Taxing corporate profits is one of the primary ways Massachusetts generates income from businesses. Today, the Commonwealth applies an eight percent tax on most corporate profits, though tax rates and tax bases vary across industries. There is a minimum excise tax of $456 for corporations. Increasing the corporate income tax rate to 9.5 percent could generate $375 million to $500 million per year.20 This increase would return the tax to pre-2009 levels. In July 2008, Governor Deval Patrick signed into law a corporate tax reform package that steadily reduced the corporate income tax rate on Massachusetts-based businesses while closing loopholes that enabled multi-state and multi-national corporations to report lower taxable income. This change was meant to keep Massachusetts competitive as the nation emerged from the Great Recession. While the COVID-19 pandemic has brought about its own set of economic challenges, many large corporations saw profits remain the same or even grow while small businesses experienced greater financial insecurity. Previously, there have been efforts to establish a tiered minimum corporate income tax. The Massachusetts House included this provision a transportation revenue package proposed during the 2019-2020 legislative session.

20 https://www.massbudget.org/reports/pdf/FactsAtAGlance_CIT-Increase_FINAL_8-6-2020.pdf
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Improve the accessibility and efficacy of the Commonwealth’s workforce development infrastructure.
Recommendation:
Improve the accessibility and efficacy of the Commonwealth’s workforce development infrastructure

Strategy 1
Adequately invest in the workforce development system structure.

The federal framework of the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA) is the fourth iteration of federal workforce policy since 1963. WIOA funds make up the bulk of workforce development funding in the state of Massachusetts, but federal funding has been consistently decreasing since 2001, leaving workforce development infrastructure chronically underfunded. Massachusetts’ allocation of WIOA dollars is distributed across the 16 MassHire Workforce Boards that serve the Commonwealth. Workforce development is also supported by the Wagner-Peyser Act of 1983, which established a nationwide system of public employment offices, known as the Employment Service. Employment Service offices seek to connect job seekers with employers looking to hire. The Act has been amended under WIOA to build upon other workforce development reforms, requiring colocation of Employment Service offices into Workforce Board offices and aligning performance measures with other federal workforce programs. There are ways the Commonwealth can modify its use of WIOA dollars and other federal workforce funding to ensure that these scarce resources are allocated to areas of greatest need.

Finally, it is important to note that for unemployment rate to be a useful indicator of workforce participation and worker satisfaction, there needs to be a deeper investigation of the source of the unemployment. Unemployment rates can be a result of a lack of available jobs in general, or a lack of available jobs that match the skillset of the workforce. Understanding these underlying conditions will not only help guide meaningful workforce investments, but also inform complementary efforts to increase the availability of high quality, well-paying jobs in the region. This recommendation focuses on investments in workforce development but, as the region emerges out of the COVID-19 pandemic, ensuring people are returning to high quality jobs with sufficient pay and benefits is essential. For more information on MAPC’s research on the future of work and how we can build an equitable, economically prosperous region, please see this presentation on the future of work in Metro Boston and MAPC’s priorities for an equitable and resilient economic recovery.

---

1 https://www.dol.gov/agencies/eta/wioa/about.
How Workforce Development is Funded

Congress appropriates WIOA funding annually, and then the US Department of Labor divides up funds between the states. There is a formula that the Department of Labor uses to allocate funds once appropriated by Congress, which is primarily based on unemployment rate and numbers of disadvantaged adults.\(^3\) \(^4\) However, there are no criteria that Congress uses in determining the size of the appropriation in the first place.

Once the funding gets to the states, Massachusetts divides the total allocation between the various MassHire Workforce Board regions. Many states opt to utilize the Department of Labor's funding formula in allocating WIOA dollars to the Workforce Boards. This current funding allocation system has two major flaws:

1. Relying on the unemployment rate as the primary indicator used in funding allocations results in the state underfunding the system when times are “good” (low unemployment). This shortchanges the system at a time when those who are not in the labor market typically have more barriers to employment, therefore making it more costly to help move them into good jobs.

2. Since the formula lags (i.e., is based on the unemployment rate at the time of appropriation cannot be updated), states find themselves in situations such as the economic downturn during and following the COVID-19 pandemic. In this example, the system was funded as if the unemployment rate was still at its pre-pandemic level of under 3 percent, when it is was actually much higher. Relatedly, each state’s allocation is based on unemployment relative to other states. In the case of national economic downturns, if the country is experiencing a rise in unemployment, Massachusetts will not necessarily see its share of WIOA dollars increase, despite increased need.

Massachusetts has 16 Workforce Board regions that vary widely in size, some serving over 40 communities, and some serving only five or six. The City of Boston has its own Workforce Board, the Boston Private Industry Council. All Workforce Board regions serve communities with varying amounts of resources, which, depending on the size of the region, may skew the regional unemployment rate down since high numbers of unemployed individuals are usually concentrated in specific communities. For example, in 2020, the unemployment rate for the Merrimack Valley Workforce Board as a region was 11 percent, but the unemployment rate for one major city in the region, Lawrence, was 20 percent.

Action 1.1: Convene a task force to recommend revisions to the Commonwealth's WIOA funding formula that would target areas of high need. While there is a need to increase WIOA funding at the federal level, the Commonwealth has the flexibility to adjust how it allocates its share of dollars so that these resources are available to areas where need is greatest. The Commonwealth’s WIOA funding formula should be adjusted to better distribute resources to regions with high concentrations of individuals in need and ensure sufficient funding to serve hard to reach populations. This means more giving more consideration the root causes of barriers

---

4 Disadvantaged adults refers to an adult whose income, individual or as part of a household, does not exceed the federal poverty line or is 70% of the lower living stand income level, whichever is higher.
to entry into the workforce, including housing stability, transportation accessibility, and public health concerns. To guide the development of a modified formula, the Commonwealth should convene a task force comprising workforce board operators, public health officials, and affordable housing advocates to discuss specific criteria for evaluation. The task force should develop principles that guide how funding decisions are made, and it should receive technical support from data analysts to help identify possible criteria and formula updates. Some criteria to consider may include percentages of discouraged workers (individuals no longer seeking work or unable to find work after long-term unemployment), continued unemployment claims, and concentrations of non-English speakers. The Commonwealth should consider similar revisions to other sources of federal workforce development funding, including resources available through the Wagner-Peyser Act.

Action 1.2: Commission a task force to review the current geographical designations for MassHire Workforce Boards and evaluate alternative or supplemental designations that would provide more effective programs in high needs communities. The number of municipalities and individuals served by each of the Commonwealth’s Workforce Boards varies widely. The geography of the Workforce Boards is not necessarily tied to the economic conditions in each region, leaving some serving more residents in greater need of workforce support than others. Furthermore, the COVID-19 pandemic has left a lasting but disparate economic impact on the Commonwealth. Small businesses and restaurants will take longer to recover than businesses that were easily able to shift to virtual operations. Additionally, some consumer preferences that have shifted toward e-commerce during the pandemic are likely to last into the future. The Commonwealth should commission a task force to review the geography of the Workforce Boards in light of these evolved economic conditions. This will allow a more targeted use of WIOA dollars to better meet areas in need of workforce support. This evaluation should also take into consideration transportation accessibility in each Workforce Board region, as well as commuting patterns and percentage of workers that are able to work remotely at least part-time. The task force should also evaluate alternative or supplemental designations that would provide more targeted and effective programs in areas in need of greater workforce support.

Action 1.3: Allocate state funds to invest and upgrade digital capacity for the MassHire Workforce Boards and Career Centers to provide remote services. The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the transition to digital work, learning, and service provision. Expanding digital access will be an important component of a robust and equitable economic recovery. The Commonwealth should allocate resources to enhance the Workforce Boards’ digital presence and to expand their capacity to provide remote services. This will allow the Workforce Boards to reach a broader population, as evidenced by the growth in participation seen in remote and hybrid meetings across the Commonwealth. The Workforce Boards’ Career Centers should provide more services digitally and offer services that will better prepare workers for remote and hybrid work opportunities.
Strategy 2
Integrate capacity to address upstream barriers to skill building within the workforce system network.

The delivery of workforce development services such as hard and soft skill training, interview and resume prep, or higher educational attainment are among the easier components of the workforce development system to address. Many of the upstream factors that prevent individuals from accessing training, skill building, or educational services in the first place are more critical to address to ensure successful program delivery. These barriers include transportation, digital access, housing stability, health/mental health support, language access, and childcare, to name a few. An equitable economic recovery will require a strong foundation in not only supporting education and skill building, but also addressing many of those upstream factors. To do so will require a holistic approach to integrating the workforce development community into conversations with stakeholders that focus on addressing these upstream factors. A more active approach to addressing these upstream barriers and integrating the necessary supports within workforce development activities is needed. Planning for this future will require policy makers to move beyond the limiting designation of economic development and toward a new perspective of economic resilience.

Action 2.1: Restructure the Governor’s Workforce Skills Cabinet as the Economic Resilience and Recovery Cabinet and add in Secretaries of Health and Human Services and Transportation and the Commissioner of Education. The mission of this new cabinet would be to coordinate an integrated approach to economic recovery and resilience. This new cabinet should begin its mission by evaluating the upstream social and spatial factors that created such an uneven economic burden on low wage workers in the Commonwealth in terms of job losses, housing instability, and lack of critical services such as childcare and digital access. The cabinet should then work to develop inter-departmental recovery and resiliency strategies that are responsive to both upstream issues that impact economic mobility and downstream needs of individuals and businesses. This new Cabinet could be modeled on the Honolulu Office of Economic Revitalization. Early in the pandemic, the Mayor of Honolulu reorganized the Office of Economic Development into a new entity to lead economic recovery and revitalization. This effort has allowed the City to address issues with a more holistic and upstream approach and should be used as a model for Massachusetts’ Economic Resilience and Recovery Cabinet.

Action 2.2: The Commonwealth should require Regional Workforce Blueprints to integrate chapters that specifically address how the partners will identify and address upstream barriers and allocate additional supplemental funding for implementation. In 2017, the Governor’s Workforce Skills Cabinet led an effort to develop regional workforce blueprints for seven regions across the Commonwealth. This regional planning effort brought together educators, workforce, and economic development professionals to identify labor gaps and develop growth strategies used to inform policy decisions and investments designed to strengthen the Massachusetts economy.
To make these blueprints more effective, the Cabinet should update the template blueprint to require a discussion of the key upstream barriers in each region. The stakeholder group charged with developing these blueprints should be broadened to incorporate individuals with expertise in the relevant upstream barriers, which may include housing stability, transportation access, and digital connectivity. As the blueprints incorporate this broader focus, the Commonwealth should allocate additional dollars to support implementation of these more holistic measures.

**Action 2.3: Convene community colleges with state and local actors to evaluate options for housing, childcare, and digital access to support students in need.** Community colleges play a critical role in advancing workforce development services in the Commonwealth. They offer education on in-demand services, make connections between employers and job seekers, and collaborate with employers to provide training for incumbent workers. To ensure community colleges are empowered to serve as an essential feature of our workforce infrastructure, the Administration should employ a cross-sectoral approach to elevating the role of community colleges in future workforce activities. Representatives from the Commonwealth’s new Economic Resilience and Recovery Cabinet and the MassHire Workforce Boards should work with the Massachusetts Association of Community Colleges to develop a strategy for better integrating community colleges into strategies for alleviating upstream barriers to workforce development. Stakeholders should include representatives with expertise in housing stability, childcare provision, and digital accessibility, as well as municipal staff and local officials representing a variety of community types.

**Strategy 3**

**Integrate MassHire Workforce Board activities into economic development efforts.**

As a home rule state, Massachusetts municipalities are granted substantial authority over local business development and regulation. Most economic development planning occurs at the municipal level, with activities varying between cities and towns based on available resources and community interest. The Executive Office of Housing and Economic Development is tasked with advancing the Commonwealth’s priorities around economic development, which generally focus on overall competitiveness in key industries such as health care, life sciences, and technology. Similarly, MassDevelopment, the state’s economic development authority, is primarily responsible for site- or business-specific development and technical assistance.

While the MassHire Workforce Boards are regional in scope, there are no entities specifically tasked with regional economic development. The lack of a regional network of economic development entities that mirrors the Workforce Board system undermines workforce development efforts in several ways. Workforce Investment Boards are stretched thinner, spending time on private sector engagement in addition to their primary function of serving unemployed and
underemployed individuals. This limits the efficacy and reach of the MassHire system and makes it more difficult to build connections between the workforce community and municipalities where MassHire does not have a direct presence. New regional economic development entities would also complement local economic development planning efforts, which is particularly critical for municipalities with limited staff capacity. Investing in regional economic development strategies can fill a gap in our economic development efforts, while building a stronger connection between the economic development and workforce development community.

**Action 3.1:** The Executive Office of Housing and Economic Development (EOHED) should facilitate the creation of independent regional economic development authorities across the Commonwealth. EOHED, in conjunction with regional planning agencies, should create regional economic development authorities based on shared labor markets, business composition, municipal structure, population demographics, and other factors. These authorities could function similarly to the Jobs Ohio Network. Comprising six different regional economic entities, all designed to serve each region’s unique strengths and needs, the Network is guided by nine industry targets and five cross-sector strategies, and serves as a partner to both the private sector and cities and towns in advancing regional economic development efforts. For a similar effort to be successful in Massachusetts, the mandate of these authorities should be to advance strategic economic development initiatives that build an equitable, cohesive, and sustainable regional economic system focused on supporting quality job development in the region. These authorities should work in partnership with the Workforce Boards, using the Workforce Boards’ workforce planning processes to inform their work. Similarly, the Workforce Boards should work with the authorities to target training programs and funding in ways that support regional economic development. Structuring the authorities around the same geographies of the Workforce Boards would assist in coordinating program development, stakeholder engagement, and resource allocation.

**Action 3.2:** Develop a grant program aimed at implementing regional economic development initiatives that require a coordinated Workforce Board and municipal led approach. Until the Commonwealth creates new regional economic development authorities, cities and towns should work with their Workforce Boards to scale up local economic development efforts and identify opportunities for coordination across municipal boundaries. To incentivize this approach, the Commonwealth (either through the current Workforce Skills Cabinet or independently through EOHED) should create a grant program that encourages municipalities and their respective Workforce Boards to work together to produce cohesive regional economic development plans. These plans should mirror some of the issues reflected in the Regional Workforce Blueprints to ensure alignment with regional workforce development and economic development efforts, and can help lay the groundwork to identify the critical functions of the regional economic development authorities. For more details on complementary economic development efforts, see [https://www.jobsohio.com/](https://www.jobsohio.com/).
resiliency strategies, see Action 1.1 in “Expand and promote the resiliency of small businesses, particularly those owned by people of color, an encourage large employers to invest in local economies and advance equity.”

**Action 3.3: Require industry partners to integrate sector based and private sector driven partnerships as components of Regional Workforce Blueprints.**

The Regional Workforce Blueprints require an assessment of priority industries and occupations and an accompanying asset and gap analysis. This allows the blueprints to describe the key opportunities for workforce development in each region and determine what resources already exist to fill gaps and expand job growth or training opportunities there. To make the blueprints more actionable and aligned with ongoing economic development efforts, they should expressly identify sector based and private sector driven partnerships. This will give the Workforce Boards and other regional partners a better sense of the stakeholders that need to be at the table as the Commonwealth progresses toward a more integrated approach to workforce and economic development.

**Strategy 4**

Continue to expand workforce development and career pathways within the K–12 system.

Massachusetts has long struggled with producing enough local talent to fill many of the jobs being created by the state’s strong technology, healthcare, and industrial industries. Many of these jobs require specialized training or an advanced degree. While the number of these jobs has steadily increased over the last decade, the number of state residents graduating from four-year programs has increased only marginally and completely stagnated in certain demographic groups.

At the same time, Massachusetts vocational schools have seen a strong increase in demand due to the successes of these programs in preparing students for employment in many of the Commonwealth’s well-paying sectors. Many vocational schools are regional and some serve a particularly large geographic area, further straining supply and enabling some vocational technical schools to only offer seats to the highest performing students. This, in turn, closes off opportunities to vocational programs for many students who may otherwise be unable to access these types of training opportunities. It is critical the Commonwealth expand the pipeline of students to college and vocational programs to meet demand in these growing industries.

**Action 4.1: The Commonwealth should revise regional vocational technical school district areas to better serve communities with greater need.** Similar to the Workforce Board’s geographical challenges, the district size of the Commonwealth’s vocational technical schools varies widely. In the absence of adequately scaled resources to meet demand, this means that some larger districts are unable to meet the need in their region. For example, the Northeast Metro Tech Regional High School in Wakefield serves the communities of Chelsea, Malden, Melrose, North Reading, Reading, Revere, Saugus, Stoneham, Wakefield, Winchester, Winthrop, and Woburn.
Together, these communities have approximately 15,000 high school aged students. Northeast MetroTech has a current enrollment of only 1,249, which allows only a small fraction of students from each community to attend. To balance resources available across Massachusetts, the Commonwealth should revisit the size of the population served by each regional vocational technical school and the demand for seats at these schools.

**Action 4.2: Increase funding available for Early College programs and ensure that local governments and the workforce community have a role in shaping the long-term goals of these programs.** In 2017, the Baker Administration created the Early College Initiative, which is intended to build and maintain partnerships between the Commonwealth’s school districts, high schools, and public colleges. The goal of the Initiative is to give thousands of Massachusetts students, especially first-generation collegegoers, access to college completion and career success. The Early College Joint Committee is tasked with coordinating and administering the Early College Initiative. Early data from the program has found that it has made a demonstrable impact in encouraging higher education enrollment. The Department of Elementary and Secondary Education found that Early College participants attended college at rate 20 percent higher than their school or state peers. The difference was more pronounced for Black and Latinx students. Black Early College graduates enrolled in college at rate 25 percent higher than their school peers; for Latinx Early College graduates, the differential was 30 percent.

To ensure the long-term efficacy of this program, the Commonwealth should increase funding available to community colleges and public universities to cover costs incurred by Early College programs. Additionally, the Joint Committee should be expanded to include representatives from local governments and representatives from the workforce development community. Bringing these voices to the table will ensure Early College programs are aligned with local, regional, and statewide workforce and economic development needs and goals.

**Action 4.3: Expand incentives for employers to participate in summer youth jobs programs.** Summer jobs provide youth the opportunity to earn an income, get experience in a potential career path, and gain skills that can be applied across a variety of fields. Employers that offer youth employment opportunities are making a valuable investment in the future workforce.

The Commonwealth currently offers some youth summer jobs programs through the MassHire Workforce Boards and programs such as YouthWorks, operated out of the Commonwealth Corporation. In 2015, the Attorney General’s Office created the Healthy Summer Youth Jobs Program, which provides summer employment opportunities for youth in public health-related fields, with a specific focus on supporting organizations that work in low-income communities and Environmental Justice communities. The Commonwealth should increase investments in these programs, targeting expansion efforts toward youth residing in low-income communities, youth
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7 [https://www.mass.edu/strategic/earlycollege.asp](https://www.mass.edu/strategic/earlycollege.asp)
8 Department of Elementary and Secondary Education. Early College Students Show Strong Gains in College Enrollment. 2020. Early College Students Show Strong Gains in College Enrollment. [https://www.mass.edu/about/newsreleases/nr-20200826.asp](https://www.mass.edu/about/newsreleases/nr-20200826.asp)
10 [https://commcorp.org/programs/youthworks/](https://commcorp.org/programs/youthworks/)
11 [https://www.mass.gov/info-details/healthy-summer-youth-jobs-program](https://www.mass.gov/info-details/healthy-summer-youth-jobs-program)
with proficiency in languages other than English, and others who may encounter disproportionate barriers to entering into the workforce.

Action 4.4: Address funding disparities between the Commonwealth’s community colleges and state universities. Community colleges comprise 42 percent of the Massachusetts higher education system’s student body but receive proportionately less funding than state universities. The Commonwealth attempted a revision to its community college funding scheme, using a performance-based formula from 2012-2016. This effort was met with several challenges, including exacerbating inequities in per-student funding as community college enrollment dropped in 2013. The pandemic has taken a toll on enrollment across all higher education systems, including community colleges, which enrolled 26 percent fewer students in 2020 than they did the year before. Community colleges are a critical component of our workforce development infrastructure and will be essential through economic recovery and beyond. The Commonwealth should increase funding for community colleges, ensuring a stable funding stream as enrollment levels return to pre-pandemic levels. Simultaneously, there should be a coordinated effort to assess opportunities to leverage private funding for community colleges as another route to putting these institutions financially on par with state universities.

12 https://masscc.org/fast-facts/
Equity of Wealth and Health

Ensure all residents are provided equal protection and support by law enforcement agencies and within the justice system.
Recommendation:
Ensure all residents are provided equal protection and support by law enforcement agencies and within the justice system

Ensuring safety for all residents of the region requires a mix of solutions, many of which involve creating the right economic, health and social conditions that confront the legacy of structural racism and allow people to thrive. We recognize that Black residents and other people of color are disproportionately impacted by the criminal justice system and are more likely than White residents to be the victims of violence by police, to be arrested or cited, and to face stiffer sentences for similar offenses. These recommendations therefore aim to address such disparities, through a variety of changes in policy, practice, and funding priorities. We are committed to work with our partners and allies in both government and in our communities, who have been instrumental in crafting these recommendations, to continue to push for meaningful and equitable public safety policies.

At the same time, we recognize the urgency to advance violence prevention initiatives and alleviate the social, economic, and physical toll violence has in the region, and especially in communities of color. The need to address the epidemic of gun violence in the United States is long overdue, and meaningful change will require leadership at all levels of government. These changes must be coupled with supporting existing and successful violence prevention state programs like the Senator Charles E. Shannon Community Safety Initiative and Safe and Successful Youth Initiative, which have been touted as models by the Giffords Law Center. Violence prevention programs must not only consider enforcement tactics, but also require a community based and prevention approach in order to be successful and sustainable.

However, programs that address public safety practices and violence prevention will not, on their own, achieve our public safety goals. Making our communities safer for everyone will require many other complementary changes in public policy. For example, access to transitional jobs for youth and young adults is a key tool to address economic insecurity, which is a driver of violence. We must therefore maintain and expand funding for successful jobs programs in our region. Affordable housing and housing stability are essential tools to lower recidivism rates and to make reintegration into society after incarceration easier. Housing stability and community reinvestment are correlated with improved social cohesion, which is believed to be a key determinant of community safety and rates of violence. Access to affordable mental health care is also critical to
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ensuring individuals receive the support they need before crises escalate and police are called. Many of these themes are addressed in other recommendations in MetroCommon.

While these policy changes are critical, they cannot happen in the absence of comprehensive police reform. Following the murders of George Floyd, Ahmaud Arbery, and Breonna Taylor in 2020, the Massachusetts Black and Latino Legislative Caucus led efforts to address systemic racism and police brutality. In response, the Governor filed legislation to address some (though not all) of the key issues, and the Legislature subsequently passed S.2963, An Act Relative to Justice, Equity and Accountability in Law Enforcement in the Commonwealth, which the Governor signed into law as the Chapter 253 of the Acts of 2020. MAPC was actively engaged in this debate, along with our Metro Mayors and North Shore coalitions.

While we were pleased to see some of our initial recommendations included in the final piece of legislation, there were also important provisions missing that are included as part of these MetroCommon recommendations.

The following recommendations aim to make the region safer and fairer for all its residents, but we recognize there are many topics relating to safety not addressed here that are also important – bail reform, domestic and sexual violence, use of facial recognition technology, and the privatization of police and security services are just a few other areas that should be further explored. These recommendations similarly do not tackle issues around disaster/emergency preparedness and response which, as the COVID pandemic has shown, are critical to protecting area residents. Some of these recommendations are addressed in “Prepare for and respond to the threats of climate change.” and “Reverse the rising rate of chronic diseases, particularly among populations experiencing health inequities.” The policies chosen here relate to priorities expressed by regional stakeholders and align with some of the current programming MAPC is currently undertaking. This agenda is likely to be broadened over time, in continued partnership with these stakeholders and allies.

**Strategy 1**

Develop innovative models for public safety response and intervention that rely less often on fully armed law enforcement officers as the only or primary responder.

Cities around the country and the world have been pursuing alternative public safety approaches and interventions that promote de-escalation, reduce violence, and seek to address the underlying causes of incidents. In some cases, these models look to deploy non-police personnel where appropriate and divert people from enforcement and prosecution by providing them resources and support versus arrest. Expanding these models could allow police more time to focus on higher priorities and areas where the risk of violence is most pronounced. Such reforms include expanding use of the co-responder models, which enable police forces
to respond to calls alongside behavior and mental health professionals. Further recommendations relating to mental health support are available in Action 2.3 in “Improve quality of life and reverse the rising rate of chronic diseases, particularly among populations experiencing health inequities.”

At the same time, additional changes are needed to reduce the likelihood a crisis response or public safety intervention will turn violent. While individual police departments have made progress in this regard, and the actions presented below build upon some of these local efforts, national trends reveal there is still work to be done. A study of death due to lethal force by law enforcement shows that in nearly 25 percent of cases in which lethal force was used by a law enforcement officer, the case was directly related to concerns about a person’s mental health or substance-induced disruptive behavior. This study further demonstrates disparate outcomes by race – while most victims were white (53 percent), victims were found to be disproportionately Black (32 percent). Black victims were also more likely to be unarmed than victims of other races. Being more selective about when there is need for armed officer response is a step toward alleviating these disparate outcomes, while enabling local police departments to use their resources more efficiently and effectively.

**Action 1.1: Support and provide incentives for municipalities to adopt a spectrum of alternative dispatch, co-response, and alternative response models.** Models nationwide have demonstrated the effectiveness of alternative response methods to crisis intervention and dispatch response by reducing incidents of violent encounters, issuing fewer citations, and providing better wraparound services and follow up interventions. Effective examples rely on collaboration among law enforcement agencies, community leaders and organizations, and social service partners, in creating co-responder models where police response and intervention is supplemented or substituted by social service, mental health, or other professionals. As municipalities take local actions like reviewing police budgets, assessing allocation of funds, and re-evaluating responsibilities that are currently performed by police, this action can help address all three of these issues. Some communities in MAPC’s region already have begun to implement co-response models and additional resources should be provided to strengthen these efforts. To be successful, communities should have multi-disciplinary teams and staff that can identify cases where service referrals can be made and assist individuals to find supports that would benefit them. Cities and towns participating in these efforts should convene to share best practices and identify areas for investment so that such effective practice(s) can be expanded.
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Best/emerging practice: Models nationwide, like CAHOOTS (Crisis Assistance Helping Out On The Streets) in Eugene, Oregon; MACRO (Mobile Assistance Community Responders of Oakland) in Oakland, California; and STAR (Support Team Assisted Response) in Denver, Colorado, have demonstrated the effectiveness of alternative response methods to crisis intervention and mental health intervention. Many municipalities in Massachusetts have begun to explore such models, including Northampton and Cambridge. The Town of Winthrop created its CLEAR (Community and Law Enforcement Assisted Recovery) Program, to offer an intra-departmental and community-team based approach to connect people struggling with substance use disorders to recovery resources. The program uses police data to identify people in the community with such needs who are then contacted directly by police and social service partners to offer them support. The City of Lynn also recently allocated $500,000 for an unarmed response team that is based off the CAHOOTS model.

Action 1.2: Explore opportunities for police to engage residents and respond to incidents without firearms more often. Police forces in other parts of the world often have officers conduct a range of work without carrying firearms. This could reduce the potential for deadly interactions, build trust and de-escalate certain situations. The Commonwealth and cities and towns should examine areas where unarmed enforcement could be implemented, such as transit fare evasion, traffic violations, and other civil infractions. It should be recognized that the prevalence of firearms in the United States makes it dangerous and difficult to achieve this action at scale, even as rates of gun violence in Massachusetts are well below the national average. For a more transformative shift in the prevalence of armed police forces in the United States, it is essential that the federal government pursue stricter gun control measures at the national level.

Best/emerging practice: London’s Metropolitan Police overwhelmingly comprises “bobbies on the beat,” who do not carry firearms – and whose priority is to de-escalate and diffuse conflicts. This dates back to the founding of Metropolitan Police based on the principle of “policing by consent,” or policing based on mutually devised and agreed upon principles between the public and the select few who are tasked with enforcement. The approach helps promote transparency, accountability, and greater trust between police forces and the public. While this differs from the framework under which policing in the United States developed, this rethinking could be a model to assess when devising opportunities to use non-armed police units to respond to non-violent or low-risk calls.
Action 1.3: Ensure police officers across the Commonwealth receive the highest quality training with respect to engaging and supporting individuals with mental/behavioral health needs. The implementation of co-response and alternative response mechanisms will not eliminate the need for law enforcement officers to receive more advanced training on the topics of trauma-informed care, substance abuse, domestic violence, and mental health emergencies, which officers will likely continue to confront. The Commonwealth should provide adequate resources for such training and facilitate collaboration between the Municipal Police Training Committee (MPTC) and state agencies such as the Department of Public Health and Department of Mental Health to improve the quality of training.

Action 1.4: End state and local deputization by federal immigration enforcement agencies. Allowing local and state law enforcement to be deputized into immigrant enforcement efforts is a critical misuse of limited police resources. Furthermore, agreements between Immigrant and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and local police departments like the U.S. Immigration and National Act 287(g) program, which enables the Department of Homeland Security to deputize selected state and local law enforcement officers to enforce federal immigration law, create more mistrust between the community and law enforcement. Massachusetts is the only state in New England with such agreements in place. Residents are less willing to report crime and cooperate with investigations if they suspect local police departments are cooperating with federal immigration enforcement efforts, inhibiting effective community policing. This also has a negative toll on the quality of life and physical and mental health of our immigrant communities: a 2013 study found that 70 percent of undocumented immigrants surveyed indicated they were less likely to report if they were a victim of a crime.5

Strategy 2
Reduce instances of police misconduct and/or misuse of power and provide greater transparency.

In 2020, the Massachusetts Legislature took an important step forward with the passage of Chapter 253 of the Acts of 2020: An Act relative to justice, equity, and accountability in law enforcement in the Commonwealth. The law addresses several aspects of police transparency and accountability, including creating a mandatory certification process for police officers, requiring a court order when conducting a facial recognition search except in emergency situations, and placing strict limits on the use of no-knock warrants. While these are all important measures towards a more accountable system, there is still a lot more that needs to happen to uphold accountability and to create a more transparent public safety system. Now that this bill has been signed into law, the Commonwealth should maintain the momentum that helped pass this legislation to see these reforms through and enact deeper, more systemic change. To do so will require confronting the root causes of systemic racism that are evident in our public safety system but also permeate across all sectors of our society.

5 https://www.policylink.org/sites/default/files/INSECURE_COMMUNITIES_REPORT_FINAL.PDF.
Action 2.1: Provide resources to implement policies and practices enacted in Chapter 253 of the Acts of 2020 and pursue further reform. Even before the most recent law, a 2019 report by the State Auditor found that police departments throughout the state had not met the Commonwealth’s training requirements. It is essential that the Commonwealth provide the budgetary, financial and personnel resources necessary to ensure compliance with new laws, standards and training requirements and seek meaningful consequences for failing to do so. Further reforms to policing that should be pursued include clearer definitions around use of force, requiring decertification findings to be referred to independent prosecutors, loss of all or part of pension benefits in certain circumstances if officer is found guilty of misconduct, and reforms to the arbitration system to ensure that misconduct results in timely and effective discipline and dismissal where warranted.

Action 2.2: Reform the Civil Service exam and recruitment process to pursue greater diversity and more thorough vetting of future law enforcement officers. The current Civil Service recruitment system is a barrier to forming police forces committed to anti-violence and reflecting the diversity of Greater Boston. The use of a single exam to provide a list of potential police recruits is not sufficient to properly vet candidates. The Special Legislative Commission to Study and Examine the Civil Service Law should recommend legislation that allows any community to take their police departments out of the civil service system by a simple majority vote of their Town Meeting or City Council, without requiring legislative approval. That legislation should also ensure that leaving the civil service is not considered a working condition change that triggers renegotiation of collective bargaining agreements.

Action 2.3: Require police departments to consolidate and make data relating to police involvement and arrests and other metrics publicly available in a specified data standard. The 2020 police reform bill already includes language requiring that the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE) and DPH collect information relating to police arrests, police-involved injuries, and deaths. However, the law does not specify the way in which data is published or reported. Some of the data sets shared should be disaggregated by categories including but not limited to age, race/ethnicity, sexual orientation, and gender identity. This data will help inform recommendations about non-armed policing and analyze other patterns to understand more fully trends in policing and crime. As a complementary strategy, the Commonwealth could develop a standard community survey that could measure the public’s trust in law enforcement.

**Best/emerging practice:** Citizens are overwhelmingly supportive of police worn body cameras. Governor Baker and the Executive Office of Public Safety and Security have established a five-year, $20 million program for municipal departments to equip police officers with body cameras. While not a panacea for transparency, body camera footage can provide for officers’ security, training, accountability, and community trust. Additionally, body camera footage can support the successful implementation of Actions 1.3, 2.1 and 2.3. The Law Enforcement Body Camera Task Force created under Chapter 253 of the Acts of 2020 is establishing its recommendations now, and we hope it addresses concerns relating to footage tampering, sustainable funding for providing cameras, access to recordings, and privacy. MAPC is able to help municipalities procure police body cameras.

**Action 2.4:** Standardize and disaggregate data collected by law enforcement agencies to share with other public safety partners more easily like EMS and public health entities. Public safety and public health entities are both working to address the opioid crisis and other substance abuse challenges, but they collect and report different sets of data that shed further light on the impact of this crisis on our cities and towns. The Commonwealth should create a data sharing standard for police to use when sharing data with EMS and other public health entities. This data sharing would facilitate better coordination across jurisdictions to respond more effectively to calls such as opioid overdoses, and to direct civilians to appropriate follow up services. This data should not be made available to the public and should be held to highest information privacy and security standards.

**Best/emerging practice:** In 2018, state officials created the Pennsylvania Opioid Overdose Network, which is a central repository for law enforcement entities and public health officials to use to track overdoses, naloxone administration, and investigative drug information. ODIN is now used by more than 1,300 agencies in all 67 counties in Pennsylvania, including 1,000 municipal police departments. This information has been used to help identify overdose hotspots and assess what resources are needed to give residents the support they need. Locally, communities such as Chelsea and Medford, have created what are called HUB-models, where the police department convenes municipal, social service and health care parties every week to consider effective post-incident supports for individuals who suffer from mental health or substance use disorders. Information shared at HUB-meetings is protected appropriately to ensure individual privacy and is not used for further police enforcement but to connect people to needed services.
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Strategy 3
Reduce incarceration and recidivism rates in the region, with a particular focus on at-risk youth.

The United States has the highest incarceration rate in the world, with about two million people (or nearly 1% of the U.S. adult population) in prison at any given time. This is largely a result of specific policy decisions made by federal and state governments, with the War on Drugs catalyzing a rapid rise in incarceration rates that continue to impact Black people disproportionately. While Massachusetts has among the lowest incarceration rates in the country, these disparate impacts are the same: Black people comprise seven percent of the total population in Massachusetts, but 18% of the Commonwealth’s jails and 27% of its prisons. While Massachusetts has seen a decline in its total prison population (down 20 percent since 2000) and jail population (down ten percent since 2000), incarceration rates have been on the rise since mid-2020, signaling a potentially troubling trend.

The pervasive social, economic, and public health impacts of mass incarceration cannot be overstated. Being in prison exacerbates a host of chronic health conditions, including asthma, hypertension, and diabetes, and worsens mental health. These stressors have dire consequences: former prisoners are 12 times more likely than the general public to die of any cause in the 2 weeks following release and 129 times more likely to die of a drug overdose. Impacts extend beyond the individual, too. Research has shown that, when accounting for social costs (such as childcare, foregone wages, and increased criminality of children with incarcerated parents), the true cost of incarceration in the U.S. is close to $1 trillion, about half of which is borne by families of the incarcerated and their communities.

Efforts to reduce recidivism and provide more resources to at-risk youth, coupled with broader reforms to our criminal justice system, can help alleviate the intergenerational burdens of incarceration and create the conditions that allow more people to thrive.

Action 3.1: Reduce prosecuting many low-level misdemeanors and continue to enact sentencing reforms that recognize that long-term incarceration for non-violent crimes can be counterproductive and exacerbate racial disparities in criminal justice. Not prosecuting low-level misdemeanor offenses, such as shoplifting, disorderly conduct, and petty theft, not only keeps people out of the criminal justice system, but also reduces likelihood of reoffending. This policy has been implemented by Suffolk County District Attorney Rachael Rollins and a study of its impacts showed that individuals who were not fully prosecuted (i.e., did not have the case go beyond arraignment or conviction) were less likely to reoffend in the following two years. Additional DA offices in the Commonwealth should pursue similar policies to expand these benefits across the region. As an alternative, the parties should consider mediation, diversion efforts or other dispute resolution techniques to address such infractions.
Action 3.2: Expand and provide more funding for programs, such as treatment and harm reduction support, that support individuals with underlying mental health and substance use disorders and diverts people from the criminal justice system. While estimates vary, mental health challenges are pervasive in the criminal justice system. Approximately 20 percent of inmates in jails and 15 percent of inmates in state prisons have a serious mental illness. The psychological toll of being imprisoned will only exacerbate any mental health challenges an individual may have been experiencing prior to their incarceration. Experiencing mental health challenges is not a crime, and there needs to a critical rethinking of how resources are allocated to support individuals in need of treatment, both within the population at large and among incarcerated individuals.

The Massachusetts Department of Mental Health has provided funding for local Police-Based Jail Diversion Programs (JDP) since July 2007, and these funds have been used to support first responder police training, local police-based projects, and local resources for diversion. The Commonwealth should continue to increase funding for this program, and consider opportunities to enhance coordination with other mental health treatment and harm reduction programs that are similarly working to provide more mental health support to residents.

Action 3.3: Expand re-entry programs that provide supports and services to youth and other individuals coming out of the justice system. In order to determine successful strategies, the Commonwealth should fund professional evaluations of state, local, and private programs that aim to help former inmates to find jobs, stable housing, and treatment to see what local efforts are working. Harvard University’s Institute of Politics 2019 report titled Successful Reentry: A Community Level-Analysis recommended efforts focusing on addressing “health, employment, housing, skill development, mentorship and social networks, as these factors have the most significant impact on reentry success.” One example to consider is the now defunct Boston Reentry Initiative. Launched in 2001, the Boston Reentry Initiative was an interagency effort between the Suffolk County Sheriff’s Department, the Boston Police Department, the U.S. Attorney’s Office and the District Attorney’s Office to support male inmates between the ages of 17 and 30 at the highest risk of committing violent offences upon their release from jail. The program entailed providing mentoring services, case management, social service assistance, and vocational development to program participants, and was found to have a measurable impact in reducing likelihood of reoffending. The program lost federal funding in 2017, but its successes should provide a framework to launch similar programs in the Commonwealth.
**Action 3.4: Broaden the expungement of records for youth with juvenile court records.** A criminal record can present a barrier for youth who are looking to get a job, receive financial aid for higher education, and receive professional licensure in some professions. Expungement allows youth to begin their lives as adults with a clean slate. This is particularly important in the case where low-level misdemeanor offenses continue to be prosecuted (see Action 3.1). While the Chapter 253 of the Acts of 2020 addresses a subset of these cases, current laws still include arbitrary limits on number of offenses and timeline for expungement. The Legislature should build upon these changes and revisit these limits on expungement eligibility and the feasibility of automatic expungement in certain circumstances. In a similar vein, the Legislature should also pursue legislation like Illinois’ 18, which prohibits sharing fingerprints of minors with FBI databases.

**Action 3.5: Raise the age of juvenile jurisdiction to 20 years old and consider further age increases in future years.** Studies have shown that recidivism rates are lower for individuals processed in juvenile courts versus adult criminal courts. 19 Therefore, keeping more cases out of the adult system can reduce crime and help emerging adults to exit the criminal justice system and not return. The Department of Youth Services (DYS) system could currently absorb 18-year-olds without additional funding or new facilities; the agency would need to reorganize their funding and programming to do so. As it further transitions to take on young people up to 20, an evaluation of funding and facility capacity would be worthwhile. However, one of the benefits of the juvenile system is that as many as half of its participants are in the community, and community-based programs are much more cost effective than adult prisons. Since Massachusetts raised the age to include 18-year-olds, caseloads in the system actually went down 20. Overall, raising the age will likely save money, reduce pressure on facilities and produce better outcomes for those engaged.

**Best/emerging practice:** The state of Vermont raised the age for juvenile jurisdiction to include 18- and 19-year-olds by 2024. 21 The new law includes certain exceptions for serious violent crimes that would be handled in adult criminal court. Raising the age of juvenile jurisdiction can be done in a step-by-step process over the next five years to reach 19 from the current 17, enabling the youth justice system to transition effectively.

**Action 3.6: Create and fund a new state budget line item for youth diversion programs by examining and researching data to determine which offenses should have diversion mandates.** Currently, no state entity that provides guidance or technical assistance on how to shape effective programs. Instead, youth diversion efforts are left to the discretion of police, clerk magistrates, district attorneys, and judges. Some DA offices, including the Middlesex DA and the Cape and Island DA, have advanced their own programs. A report from the Juvenile Justice Policy and Data Board found that there is wide variation in diversion program and policies across the
state, and this lack of standardization is likely exacerbating inequitable outcomes in our criminal justice system. To confront these challenges, the Legislature should fund a new budget line item to create a statewide youth diversion program. A state youth diversion entity should provide guidance and standards for such programs and offer technical assistance to help new programs get started and enable sharing of best practices. These guidelines and standards should be informed by data as to which offenses are most appropriate for diversion. Other examples to look to when establishing a statewide framework include the Juvenile Diversion Policy of the District Attorney of Johnson County, Kansas, and the Court Designated Worker Program in Kentucky.22, 23

### Strategy 4

Ensure that police departments and community-based organizations have the necessary resources to work together to prevent crime and support at-risk individuals.

Violent crime and the threat of violent crime takes a serious mental toll on individuals and communities. Academic achievement, for example, is negatively impacted by exposure to violence, as instances of local violence can often weigh on the minds of children as they approach cognitive assessments, reducing test scores in a statistically significant way.24 Studies have also linked exposure to violence to health problems such as trouble sleeping, asthma, obesity, and high blood pressure.25, 26, 27 Nationally, violent crime has declined in almost every major American city from its high point of the early 1990s, although most recent data shows that homicides and shootings rose particularly as COVID-19 restrictions started to ease. In the City of Boston, the murder rate fell by more than 50% between 1993 and 2014. The significant gun violence reductions Boston has witnessed since the late 1990s have improved quality of life in many of its neighborhoods. Community-based strategies were an important part of that story but so were aggressive policing tactics focused particularly in communities of color. In some cases, these approaches created their own victims and deepened perceptions of policing as inherently biased. Avoiding a return to the levels of violent crime observed the 1980s and 1990s is vital to the future of our region and should be achieved through strengthened community-based interventions and targeted policing aimed at the small number of people most responsible for violence.

► Action 4.1: Increase funding for programs that take a community-centered approach to reducing gang and youth violence, including the Senator Charles E. Shannon Jr. Community Safety Initiative and the Safe and Successful Youth Initiative. The Charles E. Shannon, Jr. Community Safety Initiative is an annual grant program that funds regional and multi-disciplinary approaches to combat gang violence through both suppression and prevention activities. Specifically, the Shannon Grant encourages applicants to “propose programs that target geographical locations that demonstrate high levels of gang violence”. The Legislature should increase annual
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funding for both the Shannon Grant and the Safe and Successful Youth Initiative (SSYI), two programs that dedicate resources to the places and people who need them the most. Eligible uses of program funds should remain flexible to meet specific community needs, and any requirement that recipients of funding contribute to a statewide gang database should be reevaluated, in the context of collateral consequences of a gang label. Additionally, there should be enhanced and expanded opportunities for regional collaboration within these programs.

**Action 4.2:** Increase funding for state and federal-level programs that provide funding for collaborative efforts among police departments, nonprofits, community organizations, and others. This includes federal grants from the Department of Justice, like the Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant (JAG) program. Several MAPC communities received federal grants through the JAG program, which provides critical funds to municipalities for crime prevention, mental health programs, drug treatment, victim assistance and witness protection programs.

**Strategy 5**

Provide increased resources and education for reentry into society. Investments in reentry programs are a key strategy for reducing recidivism.

There are several reentry programs in operation in Massachusetts today. The Massachusetts Parole Board operates several regional reentry centers across the state. Staff help former inmates to obtain food assistance, renew a driver’s license, find work, open a bank account, among other activities. The District Court of Massachusetts also offers the Court Assisted Reentry Effort (CARE), designed for individuals with substance abuse history, and the Reentry: Empowering Successful Todays and Responsible Tomorrows (RESTART) program, which entails a weekly support court session and cognitive behavioral therapy. In addition to more resources to strengthen these programs, the Commonwealth should look to other means of ensuring home communities obtain the resources they need to support reentry, and that formerly incarcerated persons are treated with dignity as they reenter society.

**Action 5.1:** Change how inmates are counted in the US Census so that it is based on home address of the incarcerated individual, not the location of the incarceration facility. Currently, people incarcerated are counted in the community where the facility is located, which ultimately leads to a higher count in that location and therefore more funding, since population counts are used in funding formulas. In many instances, these correctional facilities are located in wealthier and rural municipalities. Instead, inmates should be counted based on their home address, which will help to generate resources that are often needed by communities heavily impacted by the criminal justice system. Those additional resources might even support reentry efforts.
Action 5.2: Restore the right to vote to individuals incarcerated on felony charges and standardize education and outreach to all incarcerated individuals about their voting rights. In Massachusetts, people convicted on felony charges temporarily lose their right to vote during their sentence. The right to vote is restored upon release from prison if they re-register to vote. Restricting one’s ability to vote does not advance reentry efforts and has negative rehabilitative consequences. In fact, disenfranchisement in Massachusetts happened relatively recently – legislation passed in 2002 through a ballot initiative. The Commonwealth should reverse course and restore the right to vote for individuals incarcerated on felony charges. Voting rights and criminal justice advocates point to examples of returning citizens not voting after they were incarcerated (regardless of the charge), because there is little information made available specifically regarding re-registering to vote upon release. Currently, Maine, Vermont, and Washington D.C. allow individuals with felony charges to vote in elections even while they are incarcerated.